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Public sector produces, collects, maintains, and disseminates a wealth of data. It is

widely recognised the potential of exploiting these government data to boost among

others economic activity, innovation and public administration transparency.

In 2009, responding to the call of Sir Tim Berners-Lee, inventor of the world wide

web, governments worldwide started to massively make data available online in open

licenses and technical formats that facilitate reuse. They launched Open Government

Data (OGD) portals that operate as single points of access for government data.

The focus of this thesis is the OGD movement and its contribution in realising the

potential of government data. Towards this end, we study OGD in a holistic approach

by taking into account the viewpoints of both providers and consumers.

Initiatives that provide OGD are part of public sector and as such they inherit defi-

ciencies coming from the decentralised organisational structure of public sector, which

comprises multiple administrative levels and functional areas. Moreover, the technolog-

ical formats and the structure of data that are provided through OGD portals affect

data exploitation. Linked Data has been early proposed as the most advanced techno-

logical paradigm for opening up data because it facilitates data integration across the

Web. Moreover, aggregated statistics (e.g. economic and social indicators) structured

as multi-dimensional data cubes constitute a major part of OGD.

On the other hand, consumers perceive OGD as a small fraction of massive amounts

of data that are daily produced and made available on the Web from various sources

such as social media, research institutions, and news media. These data are provided in

different technological formats and some times with diverse access constraints. In this

emerging reality, the integration of OGD with other Web data is of vital importance for

addressing the needs of consumers. Moreover, we consider that OGD exploitation has

to capitalise on the paradigm of data analytics, which has already enabled organisations



to successfully exploit their own data in various problem areas such as business intelli-

gence.

Within this problem formulation in this thesis we explore (a) provision, (b) integration,

and (c) exploitation in data analytics of OGD and we propose specific solutions, including

conceptual models, architectures, and software tools, that contribute towards realising

the full potential of government data. The proposed solutions are evaluated in scenarios

that involve real-world datasets from OGD portals, social media, clinical trials, etc. Since

OGD movement emerged only recently we ground our analysis in traditional conceptual

models of electronic government.

The contribution of this thesis can be summarised as follows:

∙ Provision

– An OGD classification scheme that provides an understanding of the domain.

– An OGD stage model that can be used as a roadmap for future endeavours.

– A process model that describe the lifecycle of multi-dimensional OGD.

∙ Integration

– Architectures and implementations for integrating OGD and social media

data on the Linked Data Web.

– A theoretical framework for integrating multi-dimensional OGD.

– An analysis of the challenges for integrating multi-dimensional OGD on the

Linked Data Web.

∙ Exploitation in Data Analytics

– A set of software tools that enable performing online analytical processing

(OLAP) analytics on top of multiple datasets across the Linked Data Web.

– A study of performing exploratory analytics on top of integrated data for

elections understanding.

– A process model that enables exploiting social media data in predictive ana-

lytics. The model was used to evaluate the predictive power of social media

and to design a case for predicting winner of 2010 UK elections using inte-

grated Twitter and linked open data.

∙ Access

– An access control framework that enables combining open and private data

on the Linked Data Web.



ΠΑΝΕΠΙΣΤΗΜΙΟ ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΙΑΣ

Επιτομή

Διατμηματικό Πρόγραμμα Μεταπτυχιακών Σπουδών στα Πληροφοριακά Συστήματα

Διδακτορικό Δίπλωμα

Αναλυτική Συνδεδεμένων Ανοικτών Κυβερνητικών Δεδομένων

Ευάγγελος Καλαμποκης

Ο δημόσιος τομέας παράγει, συλλέγει, συντηρεί και διανέμει πληθώρα δεδομένων. Είναι

κοινά αποδεκτή η δυναμική της αξιοποίησης των κυβερνητικών δεδομένων για την ενίσχυση,

μεταξύ άλλων, της οικονομικής δραστηριότητας, της καινοτομίας, και της διαφάνειας στην

δημόσια διοίκηση.

Το 2009, ανταποκρινόμενες στην πρόσκληση του Sir Tim Berners-Lee, εφευρέτη του παγ-

κόσμιου ιστού, οι κυβερνήσεις σε όλο τον κόσμο άρχισαν να διαθέτουν μαζικά τα δεδομένα

τους χρησιμοποιώντας ανοικτές άδειες και τεχνικές μορφοποιήσεις που διευκολύνουν την ε-

παναχρησιμοποίηση. ΄Ιδρυσαν πύλες Ανοικτών Κυβερνητικών Δεδομένων (ΑΚΔ) οι οποίες

λειτουργούν ως μοναδικό σημείο πρόσβασης για κυβερνητικά δεδομένα.

Το επίκεντρο αυτής της διατριβής είναι το κίνημα των ΑΚΔ και η συμβολή του στην υλο-

ποίηση της δυναμικής των κυβερνητικών δεδομένων. Προς το σκοπό αυτό, μελετούμε τα

ΑΚΔ με μία ολιστική προσέγγιση, λαμβάνοντας υπόψη την οπτική τόσο των παρόχων όσο

και των καταναλωτών.

Οι πρωτοβουλίες που παρέχουν ΑΚΔ αποτελούν μέρος του δημόσιου τομέα και συνεπώς

κληρονομούν ελλείψεις που προέρχονται από την αποκεντρωμένη οργανωτική δομή του δη-

μοσίου, η οποία περιλαμβάνει πολλαπλά επίπεδα διοίκησης και λειτουργικές περιοχές. Ε-

πιπλέον, οι τεχνολογικές μορφοποιήσεις και η δομή των δεδομένων που παρέχονται μέσω

των διαδικτυακών πυλών ΑΚΔ επηρεάζουν την αξιοποίηση των δεδομένων. Τα συνδεδε-

μένα δεδομένα (linked data) έχουν από νωρίς προταθεί ως το πιο προηγμένο τεχνολογικό

παράδειγμα για το «άνοιγμα» των δεδομένων στον Ιστό. Επίσης, συγκεντρωτικά στατιστι-

κά (π.χ. οικονομικοί και κοινωνικοί δείκτες) τα οποία δομούνται ως πολυ-διάστατοι κύβοι

αποτελούν ένα σημαντικό μέρος των ΑΚΔ.

Από την άλλη πλευρά, οι καταναλωτές αντιλαμβάνονται τα ΑΚΔ ως ένα μικρό κλάσμα από

τις τεράστιες ποσότητες δεδομένων που παράγονται και διατίθενται καθημερινά στον ιστό

από διάφορες πηγές όπως τα μέσα κοινωνικής δικτύωσης, τα ερευνητικά ιδρύματα, και τα



μέσα ενημέρωσης. Αυτά τα δεδομένα παρέχονται με διαφορετικές τεχνολογικές μορφοποιή-

σεις και κάποιες φορές με ποικίλους περιορισμούς πρόσβασης. Σε αυτή τη νέα πραγματικότη-

τα, η σύνδεση των ΑΚΔ με άλλα δεδομένα του Ιστού είναι απαραίτητη για την ικανοποίηση

των αναγκών των καταναλωτών. Επίσης, θεωρούμε ότι η αξιοποίηση των ΑΚΔ θα πρέπει

να κεφαλαιοποίηση το παράδειγμα της αναλυτικής δεδομένων (data analytics), το οποίο έχει

ήδη επιτρέψει σε οργανισμούς να αξιοποιήσουν τα δικά τους δεδομένα σε ποικίλες περιοχές

όπως στην επιχειρηματική ευφυΐα.

Μέσα σε αυτήν την διαμόρφωση του προβλήματος στην παρούσα διατριβή διερευνούμε

(α) την παροχή, (β) την ολοκλήρωση, και (γ) την αξιοποίηση με αναλυτική δεδομένων

των ΑΚΔ και προτείνουμε συγκεκριμένες λύσεις που περιλαμβάνουν θεωρητικά μοντέλα,

αρχιτεκτονικές, και εργαλεία λογισμικού, τα οποία συμβάλουν προς την πραγματοποίηση

της πλήρης προοπτικής των κυβερνητικών δεδομένων. Οι προτεινόμενες λύσεις αξιολο-

γούνται σε σενάρια που περιλαμβάνουν σύνολα δεδομένα από ΑΚΔ πύλες, μέσα κοινω-

νικής δικτύωσης, ερευνητικά πειράματα, κλπ. Καθώς το κίνημα των ΑΚΔ αναδύθηκε μόλις

πρόσφατα βασίζουμε την ανάλυση μας σε παραδοσιακά θεωρητικά μοντέλα της ηλεκτρονικής

διακυβέρνησης.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Public sector produces, collects, maintains and disseminates a wealth of information.

Governments all over the world realise that “within the exercise of its public tasks, the

public sector collects, processes and disseminates huge quantities of information” (Euro-

pean Commission, 2003). Examples include maps and satellite images, legislation and

case-law, statistics and company, population and patent registers (European Commis-

sion, 2009). In Europe, “public bodies are by far the largest producers of information”

(European Commission, 2000).

The availability of this information (government data onwards) in easily accessible digital

format makes it possible to re-use it and combine it with other digital content to create

new added-value services and products. Examples include navigation services, real-time

traffic information, weather forecasts e.g. sent directly to mobile phones and credit

rating services (European Commission, 2009). It is widely recognised that such data-

based, added value services and products increase government transparency, improve

public administration’s function, contribute to economic growth and provide social value

to citizens (Burdon, 2009; Dekkers et al., 2006). They generate new businesses and jobs

and give consumers more choice and more value for money (European Commission,

2009).

The value of the government data market in the European Union (EU) is estimated

having a mean value around 27 billion Euros (Dekkers et al., 2006). More than a decade

1
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ago the European Commission recognised the potential of exploiting this information to

boost economic activity and job creation (European Commission, 1998, 2001). At the

political level, the European Parliament and the Council have launched a Directive on the

re-use of government data (European Commission, 2003). Therefore, government data

constitutes a valuable asset for both society and economy and as a result governments

have a mandate to enable and facilitate data consumption and exploitation by both

citizens and businesses.

Nevertheless, problems on government data re-use such as lack of information on avail-

able data (European Commission, 2009) or the need to bring some order to the mass

of data produced still exist. A recent evaluation of the European Directive underpins a

number of barriers towards the full exploitation of government data (European Commis-

sion, 2009). Things seems better in USA where re-use is strongly encouraged (European

Commission, 2009) however even there the potential of government data has not been

fully exploited.

This situation seems to change in the last years, where a large number of governments

worldwide started to massively make data available on the Web. This Open Government

Data (OGD) movement follows the Open Data philosophy suggesting making data freely

available to everyone, without limiting restrictions. One of the main tenets of OGD is

that government provides data and then private parties built added value products and

services that provide interactive access for the public (Robinson et al., 2008).

1.2 Problem Definition

However, a simplistic view is often adopted with regards to OGD, which automatically

correlates the publicising of data with use and benefits and thus the potential of OGD

has been unrealised to a large extend (Janssen et al., 2012).

The difficulty in exploiting OGD seems surprising if we consider the huge importance

data have in modern societies. Indeed, during the last years, businesses, academia

and government employ various data analytics methods on their own data with great

success. For example, business intelligence methods are employed by enterprises to help

them survive in the global economy (Jourdan et al., 2008). In addition, evidence based
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policy-making relies on data analytics to assist policy makers in producing better policies

(Sanderson, 2002).

This difficulty could be explained by a number of barriers (legal, political, social, or-

ganisational, and technical) that hamper the interaction between public administration

and society (citizens and enterprises). The former publishes OGD in an ad-hoc man-

ner based on existing processes, according to their mandate, and often under unclear

licenses. They also design and deliver services in a top-down manner. On the other

hand, society has needs and data-driven public services, not raw data, can address these

needs (Peristeras and Tarabanis, 2000).

Moreover, government data is produced, collected, stored and disseminated by public

agencies. Each agency manages data according to its mandate. The issues related

to re-use of government data would be much easier resolved from an organisational

perspective, if public agencies (a) were totally independent from each other and (b)

were managing different data from those managed by other agencies. However, in the

public sector none of these two conditions is true.

On the contrary, agencies formulate hierarchical structures that contain a number of

administrative levels. Thus, agencies have in their responsibility and sometimes control

other agencies, i.e. those belonging to a lower administration level. In addition, the

public sector is organised in functional areas, such as education, health etc. This de-

centralised organisational structure of the public sector suggests that in certain cases

public agencies in different administration levels and different functional areas produce,

maintain and possibly disseminate similar data i.e. data about similar real-world objects

or problems. This situation results in a number of challenges regarding data quality. In

particular, it is possible that the disseminated data is incomplete, controversial and/or

obsolete.

At the same time, the Web is moving from a model of connected documents to a model

based on the connections between real-world objects and data describing these objects

1. In this context, a number of Web sites and platforms opened up recently their data.

Examples include Facebook’s Graph API , Twitter’s RESTful API , the semantically

enabled Google’s Rich Snippets and also the Linking Open Data project , which realised

the provision of Linked Data from a number of Web sources such as Wikipedia. Linked

1http://dig.csail.mit.edu/breadcrumbs/node/215

http://dig.csail.mit.edu/breadcrumbs/node/215
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Data aims to extend the Web with a data commons by creating typed links between

data from different sources (Bizer et al., 2009a).

Government data are part of this ongoing evolution of the Web and thus it should be

combined and integrated with other open data on the Web in order to allow for added

value services. To this end, both governments and private sector are expected to develop

the necessary technological infrastructure and establish the appropriate organisational

processes. Governments could be involved and play an important role in this process

because they own the data and thus can understand it better than third parties.

In this emerging reality it is evident that there is a lack of a proper understanding and

roadmap guidelines to set clear objectives for next steps and benchmarks and measure

progress in the OGD movement.

This is particularly true, as the various stage models developed during the last decade for

measuring the progress of eGovernment development do not seem appropriate for OGD.

Indeed, these models often consider online information provision as the lowest stage in

eGovernment development while the higher stages aim at enabling online transaction

and providing sophisticated online services through governments transformation (Layne

and Lee, 2001; Lee, 2010; Siau and Long, 2005). Apparently, the existing eGovernment

stage models are not capable of describing the increasing OGD movement.

1.3 Scope of Research

The scope of this thesis is to study the recently emerged Open Government Data (OGD)

movement. More precisely, our study is focused on exploring whether and how the OGD

movement can realise the potential of government data. Towards this end, we study

OGD in a holistic approach by taking into account the viewpoints of both providers and

consumers of OGD.

Regarding OGD provision, we study OGD portals as part of public sector and as such

we consider that they inherit deficiencies coming from the decentralised organisational

structure of public sector, which comprises multiple administrative levels and functional

areas. As a result, we focus on organisational challenges related to OGD provision. From

a technological point of view we focus on Linked Data as a paradigm that facilitates data
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integration on the Web. Linked data has been early proposed as the most advanced and

promising way for opening up OGD (e.g. see (Berners-Lee, 2009)). As a result, we

adopt linked data as the technological paradigm that underpins our implementations

and guides our technological analyses. Moreover, we emphasise on aggregated statistics

(e.g. economic and social indicators) structured as multi-dimensional data cubes because

these data constitute a significant part of the available open data provided through OGD

portals. It is indicative that the vast majority of the datasets published on the open

data portal of the European Commission are of statistical nature.

Regarding OGD exploitation, on this thesis we focus on creating added-value through

data integration and analytics. We study OGD integration both inside and outside

public sector. In the fist case, we study the integration of data from public agencies

in different administrative levels or functional areas that, however, refer to same real

world problem. In the second case, we consider data from other sources on the Web.

In particular, we exploit data from (a) social media data, (b) news media, (c) clinical

researches, and (d) DBpedia, i.e. the linked open data version of Wikipedia. We also

employ data analytics methods in order to create value from integrated data. The term

“data analytics” is often used broadly to cover any data-driven decision making. In

this thesis we focus on analysing data using typical methods that are used for years in

business intelligence and analytics. We exploit online analytical processing (OLAP) as

well as well established statistical analysis and data mining techniques for association

analysis, classification and regression analysis, and predictive modelling. As a result,

this thesis is not about developing new statistical analysis or data mining techniques.

We should finally note that, the OGD movement aims to unlock public information

to enable re-using it and combining it with other digital content to create new added-

value services and products. However, there are a number of important challenges for

realising this aim. These include legal issues, such as those relevant to data privacy and

protection, cultural issues, e.g. related to politicians and public servants, and socio-

technical issues related to organisational and technological challenges. In this thesis, we

concentrate on the latter issues particularly those related to enable re-using government

data including combining it with other open data on the Web.
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1.4 Related Work

As already suggested, Open Government Data (OGD) initiatives emerged only recently.

In many cases however OGD is part of electronic government (eGovernment) and more

specifically online one-stop government and governmental portals. Therefore, in this

section we first present work related to eGovernment emphasising online one-stop gov-

ernment data portals and relevant classification schemes as then proceed with work

related to OGD.

1.4.1 eGovernment stage models

During the last decade, a number of models and schemes have been suggested by inter-

national organisations, consulting firms and researchers in order to provide a roadmap

for eGovernment development and to enable evaluation of relevant initiatives. The Euro-

pean Union proposed a five-stage maturity model in order to enable benchmark and rate

“governments service delivery processes” (Lorincz et al., 2009). The stages included in

the model, which are described based on maturity and sophistication, are the following:

information, one-way interaction, two-way interaction, transaction and finally targeti-

sation. Layne and Lee (2001) in order to describe different stages of eGovernment

development introduced a “stage of growth model for fully functional eGovernment”.

This model comprises four stages, namely cataloguing, transaction, vertical integration

and horizontal integration. These stages are explained in terms of organisational and

technological complexity as well as different levels of integration. Deloitte Research

described the stages that a government will pass as electronic service delivery evolves

(Breen, 2000). The aim of this model was to identify the key issues governments need to

resolve to make this moving successful. The proposed model includes six stages, namely

information publishing/dissemination, official two-way transactions, multi-purpose por-

tals, portal personalisation, clustering of common services, full integration and enterprise

transformation. Deloitte Research described the model using two axes: the eminence

of web-based applications and the degree of enterprise transformation. eGovernment

transformation was described by West (2004) using four stages, namely the bill board

stage, the partial service delivery stage, the portal stage, including fully executable and

integrated service delivery, and interactive democracy including public outreach and

accountability enhancing features. West’s aim was to provide a tool to researchers to
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determine an agency’s progress based on how far along they are at incorporating various

web site features. To this end, he studied more than 1800 government websites in the

United States and carried out a survey involving chief information officers in different

state and federal agencies. Based on Layne and Lee’s model, Andersen and Henriksen

(2006) proposed a progressive growth model for eGovernment. Here, the key dimensions

are the degree of activity-centric websites and processing of end-users information and

service requests. The first phase of the model is cultivation, which shelters horizontal

and vertical integration within government, limited use of front-end systems for cus-

tomer services and adoption and use of Intranet within government. The next phase

is extension that involves extensive use of intranet and adoption of personalised Web

user interface for customer processes. Phase three is maturity where the organisation

matures and abandons the use of the intranet, have transparent processes, and offers

personalised Web interface for processing of customer requests. The last phase is rev-

olution characterised by data mobility across organisations, application mobility across

vendors, and ownership to data transferred to customers. In this phase, the employees

actions can be traced through the Internet and there is information available online

about progress in, for example, case handling. Khalil et al. (2002) suggested a model

to divide the process of eGovernment implementation into three independent phases.

These phases do not need one phase be completed before another can begin. The first

one is publish, i.e. using ICT to expand access to government information, the second is

interact, i.e. broadening civic participation in government, and the last one is transact,

i.e. making government services available online.

In addition, work has been also carried out aiming to compare and synthesise eGov-

ernment models. For example, Siau and Long (2005) developed a five-stage model to

synthesise eGovernment stage models of that time so that to create a common frame of

reference for researchers and practitioners in the area. This model is described in terms

of time, complexity and integration as well as benefits and costs. More specifically, ac-

cording to this model time spending, system complexity, integration, benefits and costs

all increase with the advancement of eGovernment. The model proposed consists of five

stages, namely web presence, interaction, transaction, transformation and eDemocracy.

Finally, Lee (2010) also compared existing eGovernment development models in order

to identify a common frame of reference across different stage model. This framework

comprises two dimensions, namely citizen/service perspective and operation/technology
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Table 1.1: Review of eGovernment stage models (adopted from Kalampokis et al.
(2011c))

Model Dimensions Stages

Andersen and
Henriksen
(2006)

Degree of activity-centric
websites and processing of
the end-users information
and service requests

Cultivation, extension, maturity and
revolution.

Khalil et al.
(2002)

n/a Publish, interact and transact.

Breen (2000) Eminence of web-based ap-
plications and the degree of
enterprise transformation

Information publishing, two-way trans-
actions, multi-purpose portals, portal
personalisation, clustering of common
services, full integration and enterprise
transformation.

Lorincz et al.
(2009)

Maturity and sophistica-
tion

Information, one-way interaction, two-
way interaction, transaction and tar-
getisation.

Layne and Lee
(2001)

Organisation/technological
complexity and different
levels of integration

Cataloguing, transaction, vertical inte-
gration and horizontal integration.

Lee (2010) Citizen/service and opera-
tion/technology

Presenting, assimilating, reforming,
morphing and eGovernance.

Siau and Long
(2005)

Time/complexity/integration
and benefits/costs

Web presence, interaction, transaction,
transformation and eDemocracy.

West (2004) n/a Bill board, partial service delivery, por-
tal stage (with fully executable and in-
tegrated service delivery) and interac-
tive democracy.

perspective and five stages, namely presenting, assimilating, reforming, morphing and

eGovernance.

Table 1.1 summarises the review of the existing eGovernment stage models. As re-

gards the dimensions utilised for describing the model the majority of the works include

dimensions related to socio-technical issues such as technological complexity, organi-

sational complexity, enterprise transformation etc. As regards the description of data

provision the majority of these models consider it as the first stage in eGovernment

development. The table reveals that the various stage models developed during the last

decade for measuring the progress of eGovernment development do not seem appropriate
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for OGD. Indeed, these models often consider online information provision as the lowest

stage in eGovernment development while the higher stages aim at enabling online trans-

action and providing sophisticated online services through governments transformation.

Apparently, the existing eGovernment stage models are not capable of describing the

increasing OGD movement.

1.4.2 Open government data models

Moreover, during the last couple of years and after the start of this thesis a few concep-

tual process models describing open data and linked data have been also proposed.

In particular, open data processes specify the steps that governments should follow to

set their data free for others to reuse (Curtin, 2010; Janssen and Zuiderwijk, 2012; van

Veenstra and van den Broek, 2015). For example, the process introduced by Janssen

and Zuiderwijk (2012) involves five steps, namely creating data, opening data, finding

open data, using open data, and discussing and providing feedback on open data.

Moreover, linked data processes describe the steps that one have to follow in order to

publish and consume linked data (Auer et al., 2013; Ding et al., 2012; Hyland and Wood,

2011; Marx et al., 2013; Villazón-Terrazas et al., 2011). For example, Auer et al. (2013)

present a process comprising eight steps: (i) transform data to RDF, which includes

the extraction of data from sources (structured or unstructured) and its mapping to an

RDF data model, (ii) store and index data efficiently and using appropriate mechanisms,

(iii) manual revise, extend and create new structured information according to the ini-

tial data, (iv) establish links to different sources that regard the same entities but are

published by different data publishers (v) enrich data with high-level structures so as

to be more efficiently aggregated and queried (vi) assess data quality using data quality

metrics available for structured information such as accuracy of facts and completeness,

(vii) repair data so as to encounter data quality problems identified in the previous step,

and (viii) search, browse and explore the data in a fast and user friendly manner.

These generic models are relevant to the work that we have conducted in our thesis

although they have been introduced after we start working on the area. These models

can be though as complementary to the models that we introduce in these thesis as they

describe data analysis processes in different granularities. The structure of our thesis
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and our overall approach is based on such a lifecycle with three phases i.e. provision,

integration, and exploitation of OGD. Here we should note that during our work on

this thesis we have identified a gap regarding the conceptualisation of a lifecycle for

multi-dimensional data that are modelled as linked data.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 sets the background for the thesis by describing the different types of data that

are currently available on the Web. In particular, it defines the concept of Open Data

(section 2.2), while it elaborates on Open Government Data (OGD) as a rich source of

open data (section 2.3), and Linked Data as a promising technical paradigm for opening

up data on the Web (section 2.4). It also differentiates two categories of open data

that present distinct requirements, namely (a) record-level and (b) aggregated multi-

dimensional data (section 2.5). Finally, it describes two other sources of data on the

Web, namely Social Media and Research, which produce data that do not fully comply

with the open data definition but can be potentially combined with open data in order

to increase latter’s value (section 2.6).

Chapter 3 presents the OGD framework that provides a holistic understanding (both

technical and organisational) of OGD. The framework comprises two conceptual mod-

els, namely a classification scheme for OGD (section 3.2) and a stage model for OGD

(section 3.3). The classification scheme is based on relevant literature and enables iden-

tifying, analysing and classifying OGD initiatives. We believe that having a classifica-

tion scheme allows a deeper understanding of initiatives and therefore the domain as a

whole. It comprises two main dimensions. The first dimension refers to the technolog-

ical approach followed for making data available on the Web, while the second refers

to the organisational approach followed for providing OGD. The stage model aims at

(a) providing a roadmap for open government data re-use and (b) enabling evaluation

of relevant initiatives’ sophistication. The proposed model has two main dimensions,

namely organisational & technological complexity and added value for data consumers.
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Chapter 4 explores OGD integration both inside and outside public sector. Towards this

end, we take into account structural and technical formats of OGD. Regarding struc-

tural formation of data we differentiate between record level data and aggregated multi-

dimensional data. From a technological point of view we employ linked data paradigm in

our analysis. As a results, this chapter explores technical and organisational challenges

of two cases of OGD integration: (a) combining record level data on the linked data

Web (section 4.2), and (b) combining aggregated multi-dimensional data on the linked

data Web (section 4.3). In the first case, an architecture that enables OGD integration

around real-world things is presented along with a proof-of-concept implementation that

provides an integrated view of OGD from different public authorities in different admin-

istration levels (sub-section 4.2.1). Moreover, the case of combining OGD with social

media data is explored and a technical architecture based on linked data along with a

case study are presented (sub-section 4.2.2). In the second case, in which integration

of aggregated multi-dimensional data cubes is explored, a theoretical framework that

formally describes OGD integration is presented. This theoretical framework comprises

a conceptual process model, a theoretical algebra, and technical recommendation for

applying the model and the algebra in the linked data Web.

Chapter 5 explores how integrated open data can be exploited in data analytics in order

to create added value. This chapter introduces the concept of linked OGD analytics

(section 5.2) and elaborates on two types of analytics, namely OLAP analytics (section

5.3) and predictive analytics (section 5.4). In the first case, the potential of performing

OLAP operations on top of integrated views of multiple data sets on the linked data Web

is explored. Towards this end, we describe an innovative linked data OLAP browser that

we have developed and we demonstrate its functionalities by combining and analysing

OGD published by two governments in Europe, namely the Flemish and the Scottish

governments. At the last section of this chapter we focus on predictive analytics as a

promising way of exploiting data on the Web. In this case, we give particular emphasis on

Social Media data because they incorporates personal opinions, thoughts, and behaviours

making them a vital component of the Web and fertile ground for a variety of business

and research endeavours. In particular, we initially explore the predictive power of SM

and define a process model for performing predictive analytics on the Web. Based on

these, we design a case study that aims at predicting the winning party of UK elections

2010 by exploiting combined Twitter and linked open data.
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Chapter 6 explores how access constraints affect the exploitation of data on the Web.

This chapter focuses on aggregated multi-dimensional data produced by clinical re-

searches and proposes a solution that enables combining open and private data across

distributed sources on the linked data Web with diverse access constraints. In particular,

it presents a framework comprising (a) three linked data models, namely a metadata

model for describing aggregated medical data, a user profile model for describing med-

ical data consumers, and an access policy model, and (b) an architecture that exploits

and orchestrates the three models to enable controlling access to clinical research data.

From a technological perspective, the framework is validated using a proof-of-concept

platform that is developed for that purpose.

Finally, Chapter 7 recalls the main findings of the research and discusses open questions

emerging from this work.

1.6 Contribution

The contribution of the thesis can be organised in four categories and summarised as

follows:

∙ Provision of open data (Chapter 3), which includes:

– An early understanding of the Open Government Data (OGD) landscape

around the globe (Kalampokis et al., 2011b).

– A stage model for OGD that describes how value can be created by combining

OGD with other data on the Web such as Social Media data (Kalampokis

et al., 2011c).

– A process model for creating, integrating, and exploiting OGD (Tambouris

et al., 2015).

∙ Integration of open data (Chapter 4), which includes:

– Architectures and implementations that describe the integration of record

level OGD (Kalampokis et al., 2011b, 2013d) as well as OGD and SM data

(Kalampokis et al., 2011a) in order to create value.
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– A theoretical framework for integrating multi-dimensional open data (Kalam-

pokis et al., 2016c).

– An in-depth analysis of the challenges that hamper integration of OGD struc-

tured as multi-dimensional cubes in the Linked Data Web (Kalampokis et al.,

2015).

∙ Exploitation of integrated open data (Chapter 5), which includes:

– A set of software tools that enable performing OLAP analytics on top of in-

tegrated views of multiple datasets across the Linked Data Web (Kalampokis

et al., 2014, 2016c,d).

– A study of performing exploratory analytics on top of integrated data for

elections understanding (Kalampokis et al., 2013c).

– A process model that enables exploiting open data from SM in predictive

analytics. The process model was used to enable an in-depth understanding

of the predictive power of SM (Kalampokis et al., 2013b). Moreover, it has

been used to design a case study for predicting 2010 UK elections using

integrated Twitter and linked open data (Kalampokis et al., 2016a).

∙ Access constraints (Chapter 6), which includes:

– An access control framework that enables combining open and private data

on the Linked Data Web. The framework, which comprises models and archi-

tecture, was implemented in the case of medical data integration (Kamateri

et al., 2014).

Parts of this thesis have been published or have been submitted for publication in inter-

national refereed journals and conferences. In Appendix A the references are documented

along with citations to these publications from journals that are indexed by Thomson

Reuters’ Web of Science.





Chapter 2

Web Data

2.1 Introduction

This chapter sets the background for the thesis by describing the different types of data

that are currently available on the Web. In particular:

∙ It defines the concept of Open Data (section 2.2) and elaborates on (a) Open

Government Data as a rich source of open data (section 2.3) and (b) Linked Data

as a promising technical paradigm for opening up data on the Web (section 2.4).

∙ It differentiates two categories of open data that present distinct requirements,

namely (a) record-level and (b) aggregated multi-dimensional data (section 2.5).

∙ It describes two sources of data, namely Social Media and Research, which produce

data that do not fully comply with the open data definition but can be potentially

combined with open data in order to increase latter’s value (section 2.6).

2.2 Open Data

2.2.1 Definition of Open Data

The term “Open Data” springs from some of the same roots as “Open Source” or “Open

Access”. Although “Open” in software normally means libre (i.e. free in the sense of

15
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having no restrictions), there is an increasing movement towards using “Open Access”

to mean gratis (i.e. free in the sense of costing no money) and not libre. The GNU

project suggests that Open Source (or Free) software is a matter of liberty, not price,

and means that “the users have the freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, change and

improve the software”1.

The European Commission defines open data as referring to the idea that certain data

should be freely available for re-use (European Commission, 2011). This represents the

use of the data for purposes foreseen or not foreseen by the original creator.

The World Bank categorises the conditions that open data have to satisfy in two broad

categories:

∙ Technically open: available in a machine-readable standard format, which means

it can be retrieved and meaningfully processed by a computer application

∙ Legally open: explicitly licensed in a way that permits commercial and non-

commercial use and re-use without restrictions.

McKinsey Global Institute suggests that open data share the following characteristics

(Manyika et al., 2013):

∙ Accessibility : A wide range of users is permitted to access the data.

∙ Machine readability : The data can be processed automatically.

∙ Cost : Data can be accessed free or at negligible cost.

∙ Rights: Limitations on the use, transformation, and distribution of data are min-

imal.

Recently, the Open Knowledge Foundation (OKF) introduced the “Open” definition2

that applies to a piece of knowledge (or work) including (a) content (e.g. music, films,

books), (b) data (e.g. scientific, historical, geographic or otherwise), and (c) government

or other administrative information (software is excluded in this definition). According

to the definition the following conditions should be met:

1https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html
2http://opendefinition.org/od/

https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html
http://opendefinition.org/od/
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∙ Access: the work should be available as a whole and at no more than a reasonable

reproduction cost. It must also be available in a convenient and modifiable form.

∙ Redistribution: the license shall not restrict any party from selling or giving away

the work either on its own or as part of a package made from works from many

different sources.

∙ Reuse: the license must allow for modifications and derivative works and must

allow them to be reattributed under the terms of the original work.

∙ Technological restriction: The work must be provided in such a form that there

are no technological obstacles to the performance of the above activities. This

can be achieved by the provision of the work in an open data format, i.e. one

whose specification is publicly and freely available and which places no restrictions

monetary or otherwise upon its use.

∙ No Discrimination: the license must not discriminate against any person, group

or specific field or endeavour.

For the purposes of this thesis, open data is as defined by the OKF3: “Open data is data

that can be freely used, re-used and redistributed by anyone - subject only, at most, to

the requirement to attribute and sharealike”.

2.2.2 Value of Open Data

A study conducted by the McKinsey Global Institute estimated the global annual eco-

nomic potential value of Open Data to $3 trillion (Manyika et al., 2013). This figure

estimates the economic value without taking into account the potential societal benefits.

In addition, this study splits this potential economic value at seven areas of the global

economy, namely education, transportation, consumer products, electricity, oil and gas,

health care and consumer finance. The order that these areas are mentioned denotes

their value from the highest to the lowest.

The study conducted by the McKinsey Global Institute (Manyika et al., 2013) splits

the open data potential economic value at seven areas of the global economy, namely

education, transportation, consumer products, electricity, oil and gas, health care and

3http://opendefinition.org

http://opendefinition.org
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consumer finance. The order that these areas are mentioned denotes their value from

the highest to the lowest.

2.2.3 Categories of Open Data

OKFN also categorises open data in eight categories, namely:

∙ Geodata: the data that is used to make maps. Initiatives in this category include

OpenStreetMap4.

∙ Culture: data about cultural works and artefacts.

∙ Science: data that is produced as part of scientific research.

∙ Financial: data such as government accounts and information on financial markets

∙ Statistics: data produced by statistical offices such as the census and key socioe-

conomic indicators.

∙ Weather: the many types of information used to understand and predict the

weather and climate.

∙ Environment: information related to the natural environment such as presence

and level of pollutants, the quality of rivers and seas.

∙ Transport: data such as timetables, routes, on-time statistics.

While the World Bank categorises open data into the following topics:

∙ Agriculture & Rural Development includes measures of agricultural inputs, out-

puts, and productivity compiled by the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organisation.

∙ Aid Effectiveness covers indicators related to aid received as well as progress in

reducing poverty and improving education, health, and other measures of human

welfare.

∙ Climate Change includes data that cover climate systems, exposure to climate

impacts, resilience, greenhouse gas emissions, and energy use.

4http://openstreetmap.org

http://openstreetmap.org
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∙ Economy & Growth covers measures of economic growth, such as gross domestic

product (GDP) and gross national income (GNI) and indicators such as capital

stock, employment, investment, savings, consumption, government spending, im-

ports, and exports.

∙ Education includes data on education inputs, participation, efficiency, and out-

comes.

∙ Energy & Mining includes data on energy production, use, dependency, and effi-

ciency.

∙ Environment related data covers forests, biodiversity, emissions, and pollution.

∙ External Debt refers to data that takes a closer look at the external debt of high-

income countries and emerging markets.

∙ Financial Sector includes data regarding indicators such as size and liquidity of

stock markets, the accessibility, stability, and efficiency of financial systems.

∙ Gender refers to data on gender at the country level that covers demography,

education, health, labor force and employment, and political participation.

∙ Health refers to data that cover health systems, disease prevention, reproductive

health, nutrition, and population dynamics.

∙ Infrastructure include data regarding investments in water, sanitation, energy,

housing, transport, and information and communication technologies.

∙ Poverty covers poverty and inequality measures.

∙ Private Sector covers data from the Doing Business Indicators or Enterprise Sur-

veys.

∙ Science & Technology refers to data about research and development, scientific

and technical journal articles, high-technology exports, royalty and license fees,

and patents and trademarks.

∙ Social Development covers child labor, gender issues, refugees, and asylum seekers.

∙ Social Protection & Labor The supply of labor available in an economy includes

people who are employed, those who are unemployed but seeking work, and first-

time job-seekers. Not everyone who works is included: unpaid workers, family
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workers, and students are often omitted, while some countries do not count mem-

bers of the armed forces.

∙ Trade is a key means to fight poverty, improve developing country access to mar-

kets, and support a rules based, predictable trading system.

∙ Urban Development may include data on urbanisation, traffic and congestion, and

air pollution

2.3 Open Government Data

Public sector bodies (or institutions) collect, produce, hold and disseminate information

while accomplishing their public tasks. Examples range from geographical information,

tourist information, statistics, weather data, data from publicly funded research projects,

public sector budgeting, and performance levels to digitized books from libraries and all

kinds of data about policies and inspection.

This information is often called Public Sector Information (PSI) (e.g. Deloitte, 2013;

European Commission, 1998; Vickery, 2011), Public Data (e.g. European Commission,

2011), Public Information (e.g. of Fair Trading, 2006), and Government Data (e.g.

Cameron, 2010). In this thesis we use the term government data to refer to this in-

formation.

As a result, we use onwards use the term Open Government Data (OGD) to refer to

government data in which the open data definition applies.

Often the term Open Data is used to describe this information. For example, Janssen

et al. define open data as “non-privacy-restricted and non-confidential data which is

produced with public money and is made available without any restrictions on its usage

or distribution”.

Finally, we should note that the European Commission differentiates between govern-

ment data of administrative and non-administrative nature (European Commission,

1998). The first category includes information about administrative procedures while

the second other information that can be extremely important of the decisions of firms

(e.g. statistical, financial and geographic information).
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2.3.1 OGD Value

The importance and potential value of government data was described a long ago by the

EU (European Commission, 1998). In addition the benefits of opening up government

data has been recently studied by academia (e.g. Janssen et al., 2012).

According to the European Commission (European Commission, 2011) OGD can be

exploited to provide value towards two main directions: (a) developing added value

services and products, (b) addressing societal challenges, and (c) accelerating scientific

progress. In addition, based on the finding of an empirical study (Janssen et al., 2012),

which included a group session and interviews, the benefits of OGD can be categorised in

three clusters: (a) political and social, (b) economic, and (c) operational and technical.

In the same context, Deloitte (2013) defined different types of value generated by OGD

according to the beneficiary i.e. data provider, data user and the wider society.

According to a recent study that was conducted by Deloitte (2013) in the United King-

dom the value of OGD to consumers, businesses and the public sector in 2011–2012

was approximately $1.8 billion. Adding the social value this figure gives an aggregate

estimate of between $6.2 billion and $7.2 billions.

The wider societal value can be related to (European Commission, 1998; Janssen et al.,

2012):

∙ More transparency

∙ Democratic accountability

∙ More participation and self-empowerment of citizens. For example, a graduate

student created a new algorithm for public school assignment in Boston, using

information released by the city on the quality and location of schools Shi (2013).

∙ Creation of trust in government

∙ New government services for citizens

∙ Creation of new insights in the public sector

∙ Improvement of policy-making processes
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∙ increasing democratic participation i.e. allow citizens to make more informed

choices and interact with policymakers to challenge their assumptions and improve

the policy making process

∙ promoting greater accountability

∙ essential for the mobility of both workers and categories like students and retired

people e.g. within the EU. A better knowledge of opportunities, circumstances and

procedures in countries throughout Europe can help them to make more informed

choices about mobility.

OGD can be used by businesses, individuals and the public sector to:

∙ stimulate innovation and develop new products and services.

∙ hold public service providers to account, promote democratic engagement and

foster greater transparency and better policy making.

∙ reduce barriers to entry into markets and address information asymmetries; The

absence of accessible information may create a competitive disadvantage for the

foreign firms compared with local firms that can draw upon their own experience

on the local situation European Commission (1998).

∙ generate network effects that drive disruptive change by connecting increasing

numbers of consumers and businesses.

∙ public procurement. Access to information on the local situation is necessary to

make the rules work efficiently and to optimise fair chances for all firms involved.

European Commission (1998).

∙ better accessibility of information on the state of the art of research, could decrease

the amount spent on research that has been done before European Commission

(1998).

2.3.2 Technologies

OGD initiatives emerged only recently and as a result, there is a lack of academic studies

to analyse them based on classification schemes. There is however an increasing number
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of practical guidelines suggested by various stakeholders. We present in this sub-section

two sets of guidelines which in our view constitute the most influential approaches.

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) e-Government Interest Group suggest three

steps for public administrations to open and share their data5:

∙ firstly, publish data in raw form by means of files in well-known and non-proprietary

formats such as CSV and XML,

∙ next, create online catalogues of the raw data, and

∙ finally, make the data machine-readable.

Sir Tim Berners-Lee invited governments to publish data according to linked data prin-

ciples (Berners-Lee, 2009). He further proposed a five-star maturity model as follows

(Berners-Lee, 2010):

∙ 1 star: publishing data on the Web even in proprietary and desktop-centric formats

under an open license. In this case data might be locked-up in a a PDF document.

∙ 2 stars: publishing data in a structured way (machine-readable formats) even if

proprietary software is required to access data (e.g. Excel documents).

∙ 3 stars: publishing data in machine-readable and non-proprietary formats using

open standards, e.g., CSV.

∙ 4 stars: publishing data using linked data principles (see section 2.4 for a more

detailed description on linked data).

∙ 5 stars: linking the available data to other data to provide context.

2.3.3 Challenges

A number of challenges have been identified in the literature regarding the wide ex-

ploitation of OGD:

5http://www.w3.org/TR/gov-data/

http://www.w3.org/TR/gov-data/
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∙ Lack of feedback loops regarding the integration of input (data-driven content,

data-driven services) into governmental decisions or operations (Evans and Cam-

pos, 2013). Data publishers have no policies or procedures in place to follow up on

the use of their data, identify interesting applications of their data and evaluate

the insights potentially relevant for improving their policies in any particular area,

or simply interact and participate in the network of users (activists, researchers,

journalists etc.) interested in data-driven knowledge.

∙ Expertise and resources were found to be the most important driving factors of

participation of (business) users in the context of open data. In order to attract

a more varied participant base data publishers need to provide incentives to make

open data interesting, relevant, and promising to individuals and organisations.

∙ That public organisations had not accounted to the needs and requirements of

prospective users. Open data published is not always interesting, useful, or of

sufficient quality for developers; a more reliable and sustainable data supply and

maintenance is needed in order for the entrepreneurs to transform data to services.

∙ The so-called ’data divide’ (Gurstein, 2011) reveals the tension between providing

comprehensive datasets and meeting the needs of users who have varying levels of

knowledge background and skills.

∙ Ensure that the open data process is aligned with real life societal problems and

is actually delivering on its promise.

∙ There are limitations regarding the skills of potential citizen users of data such as

language barrier, insufficient information literacy, and lack of domain knowledge

(Martin et al., 2013).

∙ There are a variety of contexts which play a part in the open data process including

legal (Kulk and Van Loenen, 2012) and cultural, and the variety of data content

and types. Different types of data, with different content, may need a different

legal, cultural, or technical treatment.

∙ The publication and use processes of open data are complex (Helbig et al., 2012;

Zuiderwijk and Janssen, 2014) and it is not easy to predict how users will use open

data, when they will use it, and how it will be used in the future (Meijer et al.,

2014). For example, government agencies may avoid publishing open data as a
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risk aversion strategy. The risk aversion is driven by their uncertainty in how the

data will ultimately be used or combined with other data.

∙ Institutional barriers (e.g. No uniform policy for publicising data), task complexity

barriers (e.g. Data formats and data sets are too complex to handle and use easily),

use and participation barriers (e.g. No statistical knowledge or understanding of

the potential and limitations of statistics), legislation barriers (e.g. No license for

using data), information quality barriers (e.g. Unclear value), technical barriers

(e.g. Absence of standards) (Janssen et al., 2012)

∙ Legislative barriers (e.g. privacy, standards, licensing), Economic barriers (e.g.

value, cost, incentives), Access barriers (e.g. culture, public safety, accessibility,

planning, capabilities) (Deloitte, 2013):

2.3.4 OGD initiatives

In Table 2.1, the names and the URLs of 24 initiatives are presented along with the

responsible authorities. This list includes initiatives commenced by public authorities

and initiatives aiming at creating a portal acting as a single point of access for data

originated by disparate public authorities. We should note that this is a list of OGD

initiatives that was published in 2011 by Kalampokis et al. (2011b). For a comprehensive

and up-to-date list of OGD portals one can consider DataPortals.org6. It is indicative

of the wide adoption of the OGD movement the fact that from 2011 to 2015 the number

of OGD portals across the globe was increased from 24 to 519.

Table 2.1 suggests that initiatives have been established in federal (e.g., the Federal

US government and the Australian government), national (e.g., the UK government),

regional (e.g., the State of California and the Victorian government), and local (e.g., the

City of Vancouver and the District of Columbia) level.

6http://dataportals.org

http://dataportals.org
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Table 2.1: List of OGD Initiatives (adopted from Kalampokis et al. (2011b))

Name URL Responsible authority

Catalogo de Datos de

Asturias

http://risp.asturias.es The Principality of As-

turias, Spain

City of Edmonton Open

Data catalogue

http://data.edmonton.ca City of Edmonton, Canada

Data.australia.gov.au http://data.australia.

gov.au

The Australian Govern-

ment

Data.ca.gov http://data.ca.gov State of California

Data.gov http://data.gov The Federal US Govern-

ment

Data.gov.uk http://data.gov.uk The UK Government

Data.govt.nz http://data.govt.nz New Zealand government

Data.nsw http://data.nsw.gov.au New South Wales Govern-

ment

Data.seattle.gov http://data.seattle.gov The Seattle City Govern-

ment

Data.vic.gov.au http://data.vic.gov.au The Victorian Government

DataSF http://www.datasf.org The City of San Francisco

Dati.piemonte.it http://www.dati.

piemonte.it

Region of Piedmont, Italy

Dc.gov data catalogue http://data.octo.dc.gov District of Columbia

Lichfield Open Data http://lichfielddc.gov.

uk/data

Lichfield District, UK

London datastore http://data.london.gov.

uk

Greater London Authority

Maine.gov DataShare http://www.maine.gov/

data

State of Maine

Mass.gov/data http://mass.gov/data The Commonwealth of

Massachusetts

Continued on next page
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page

Name URL Responsible authority

NYC Data Mine http://nyc.gov/html/

datamine

The City of New York

OpendataNI http://www.opendatani.

info

Northern Ireland, UK

Open Data Euskadi http://opendata.euskadi.

net

Basque Country, Spain

Pic and Mix http://picandmix.org.uk Kent County, UK

Toronto.ca/open http://toronto.ca/open The City of Toronto,

Canada

Vancouver Open Data

Catalogue

http://data.vancouver.ca The City of Vancouver,

Canada

Warwickshire Open

Data

http://opendata.

warwickshire.gov.uk

County of Warwickshire,

UK

2.4 Linked Open Data

The term Linked Data refers to “data published on the Web in such a way that it is

machine-readable, its meaning is explicitly defined, it is linked to other external datasets,

and can in turn be linked to from external datasets” (Bizer et al., 2009a, p. 2). Linked

data is based on Semantic Web philosophy and technologies but in contrast to the full-

fledged Semantic Web vision, it is mainly about publishing structured data in RDF using

URIs rather than focusing on the ontological level or inferencing (Hausenblas, 2009). It

promises the creation of the “Web of data” as data from decentralized and heterogeneous

sources can be interlinked through typed links. Web of data aims at replacing isolated

data islands with a giant distributed dataset built on top of the Web architecture (Heath,

2008).

Linked Data following a RESTful approach requires the identification of resources with

URI references that can be dereferenced over the HTTP protocol into RDF data that

http://nyc.gov/html/datamine
http://nyc.gov/html/datamine
http://www.opendatani.info
http://www.opendatani.info
http://opendata.euskadi.net
http://opendata.euskadi.net
http://picandmix.org.uk
http://toronto.ca/open
http://data.vancouver.ca
http://opendata.warwickshire.gov.uk
http://opendata.warwickshire.gov.uk
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describes the identified resource. In addition, Linked Data include the creation of typed

links between URI references, so that one can discover more data. More specifically, the

four Linked Data principles as described by Berners-Lee (2010) are the following:

∙ All item should be identified using URIs;

∙ All URIs should be dereferenceable, that is, using HTTP URIs allows looking up

the item identified through the URI;

∙ When looking up a URI it leads to more data, which is usually referred to as the

follow your nose principle;

∙ Links to other URIs should be included in order to enable the discovery of more

data.

Linked data distinguishes between information and non-information resources. The

former refers to all the resources we find on the traditional document Web such as doc-

uments, images etc, while the latter refers to real world thing such as people, schools,

laws, public agencies etc. The adoption of identifiers ensures to uniquely identify in-

formation resources in the Web but not the real world things the information resources

refer to. Hence a central issue in the Web of data is the finding of identifiers that refer

to the same real world thing. These identifiers became known as URI aliases.

The use of Linked Data technologies for publishing data on the Web provides the fol-

lowing advantages:

∙ Enables data to be integrated with the Web . This describes the ability to link

together different pieces of information published on the Web and the ability to

directly reference a specific piece of information.

∙ Reduces the challenge of integrating heterogeneous data and building large-scale,

ad hoc mashups (Hausenblas, 2009; Heath, 2008).

The specification of the Linked Data principles Berners-Lee (2010) resulted in the emer-

gence of the Web of Linked Data, which currently comprises more than 1000 datasets

in various domains Schmachtenberg et al. (2014). The Linking Open Data (LOD) cloud

diagram depicts the Web of Linked Data and aims at showing datasets that have been
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Linked Datasets as of August 2014

Uniprot

Alexandria
Digital Library

Gazetteer

lobid
Organizations

chem2
bio2rdf

Multimedia
Lab University

Ghent

Open Data
Ecuador

Geo
Ecuador

Serendipity

UTPL
LOD

GovAgriBus
Denmark

DBpedia
live

URI
Burner

Linguistics

Social Networking

Life Sciences

Cross-Domain

Government
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Figure 2.1: Linking Open Data cloud diagram, by R. Cyganiak and A. Jentzsch (2014
update) http://lod-cloud.net/

published in Linked Data format and are linked to other datasets. Figure 2.1 presents

the LOD cloud diagram, where the different datasets are depicted as bubbles and the

connections between datasets as arrows. The direction of the arrows indicate the dataset

that contains the links, e.g., an arrow from A to B means that dataset A contains RDF

triples that use identifiers from B. Bidirectional arrows usually indicate that the links

are mirrored in both datasets.

The DBpedia knowledge base (Bizer et al., 2009b) lies at the heart of the LOD cloud. The

DBpedia project is a community effort to extract structured information from Wikipedia

and to make this information accessible on the Web. As DBpedia covers a wide range

of domains and has a high degree of conceptual overlap with other datasets of the LOD

cloud, an increasing number of data publishers have started to set RDF links from their

data sources to DBpedia, making DBpedia one of the central interlinking hubs of the

LOD cloud.

http://lod-cloud.net/
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2.5 Multidimensional Open and Linked Data

A major part of open data concerns statistics such as demographics and economic indica-

tors. For example, the vast majority of the datasets published on the open data portal

of the European Commission7are of statistical nature. Major providers of statistics

at the international level include Eurostat8, World Bank9, OECD10, and CIA’s World

Factbook11.

Statistical data is often organised in a multidimensional manner where a measured fact is

described based on a number of dimensions, e.g. unemployment rate could be described

based on geographic area, time and gender. In this case, statistical data is compared to

a cube, where each cell contains a measure or a set of measures, and thus we onwards

refer to statistical multidimensional data as data cubes or just cubes.

A data cube is specified by a set of dimensions and a set of measures. The dimensions

create a structure that comprises a number of cells, while each cell includes a numeric

value for each measure of the cube. Let us consider as an example a cube from Eurostat

with three dimensions, namely time in years, geography in countries, and age group,

that measures the employment rate. An example of a cell in this cube would define that

the percentage of unemployed people between 25 and 49 years old in France in 1999 is

10.2 % (Figure 2.2).

The multidimensional data model, which is often compared to a data cube, was intro-

duced to define the analytic requirements of Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) and

data warehouse (DW) systems. The notion of OLAP that were introduced by Codd

et al. (1993), refers to the technique of performing complex analysis over the informa-

tion stored in a DW. A DW is a large data repository with integrated historical data

organised specifically for analytical purposes. Inmon (2005) defined a DW as a col-

lection of subject-oriented, integrated, non-volatile, and time-variant data to support

management’s decisions.

Although research in OLAP and DW is active for more than two decades, concepts

and systems lack a uniform theoretical basis with regards to models that define data

7http://open-data.europa.eu
8http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/statistics/themes
9http://data.worldbank.org

10http://www.oecd.org/statistics/
11https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/index.html

http://open-data.europa.eu
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/ statistics/themes
http://data.worldbank.org
http://www.oecd.org/statistics/
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/index.html
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Figure 2.2: Aggregated multi-dimensional data modelled as a cube

cubes and operations that are performed on data cubes (Chaudhuri and Dayal, 1997;

Datta and Thomas, 1999; Niemi et al., 2003; Pedersen et al., 2001; Ravat et al., 2008;

Romero and Abelló, 2009; Tseng and Chen, 2005; Vassiliadis, 1998). In order to define

the semantics that are related to multidimensional models we study relevant terminology

proposed in the literature.

In general, as described in Romero and Abelló (2009), dimensional concepts structure

the multidimensional space where the fact is placed. Dimensional concepts can be used

as a perspective of analysis and have been classified as dimensions, levels and descrip-

tors. A dimension is considered to contain a hierarchy of levels representing different

granularities (or levels of detail) to study data, and a level to contain descriptors. On

the other hand, a fact contains measures of analysis. One fact and several dimensions

to analyze it give rise to a multidimensional schema. Finally, base is a minimal set of

levels functionally determining a fact. Thus, two different instances of data cannot be

placed in the same point of the multidimensional space.

More specifically, in Datta and Thomas (1999) an abstract structure of a data cube

is defined as a 4–tuple, < 𝐷,𝑀,𝐴, 𝑓 > where 𝐷 is a set of 𝑛 dimensions, 𝑀 is a set

of 𝑘 measures, 𝐴 is a set of 𝑡 attributes (or levels), and 𝑓 is a one-to-many mapping

from each dimension to a set of attributes 𝑓 : 𝐷 → 𝐴. A cube instance of this abstract

structure is defined by a 6–tuple < 𝐷,𝑀,𝐴, 𝑓, 𝑉, 𝑔 > where the elements 𝐷,𝑀,𝐴, 𝑓 are
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inherited from the “parent” cube while 𝑉 represents a set of values that have been used

to materialise the cube and 𝑔 represents a mapping of the values to the specific cells of

the cube.

Moreover, in Ravat et al. (2008) a constellation 𝐶S is defined as a broader than a cube

concept that comprises a set of facts, a set of dimensions and a function that associates

each fact to its linked dimensions. A dimension is defined by a set of attributes, a

set of hierarchies and a set of dimension instances. Each attribute represents one data

granularity according to which measures could be analysed. A hierarchy of a dimension

is defined by an ordered set of attributes and a function associating each parameter

to one or several attributive properties. Finally, a fact is defined by a set of measures

associated with and aggregate function, a set of fact instances, and a function that

associates fact instances to their linked dimension instances.

In Tseng and Chen (2005) a dimension is defined as a tree structure that represents the

hierarchical relationships among a set of members. The i-th level members set defines

the i-th level of D, while an ordered set of levels defines the hierarchy of D. A cell

𝑐 = (𝑡c,𝑀 c) is defined in 𝑛 dimensions (𝐷1, 𝐷2, . . . , 𝐷n)where 𝑡c is a set that contains a

member for each one of the 𝑛 dimensions, while 𝑀 c is a tuple consisting of measures. A

data cube 𝐶 = (𝑀,𝐷1, 𝐷2, . . . , 𝐷n) is a cube composed of all cells 𝑐i = (𝑡ci ,𝑀 ci) with

𝑡ci ∈ ×1≤𝑗≤𝑛𝐷𝑗(0), where 𝑀 =
⋃︀

𝑖{𝑀 ci} is the measure dimension of 𝐶.

2.5.1 Linked Data Cubes

The RDF Data Cube (QB) vocabulary Cyganiak and Reynolds (2014) is a W3C stan-

dard for modelling data cubes as graphs and thus adhering to the RDF model and

Linked Data principles. Centric class in the vocabulary is qb:DataSet that defines a

cube. A cube has a qb:DataStructureDefinition that defines the structure of the cube

and multiple qb:Observation that describe each cell of the cube. The structure is spec-

ified by the abstract qb:ComponentProperty class, which has three sub-classes, namely

qb:DimensionProperty, qb:MeasureProperty, and qb:AttributeProperty. The first one de-

fines the dimensions of the cube, the second the measured variables, while the third

structural metadata such as the unit of measurement.
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Figure 2.3: The RDF Data Cube Vocabulary (Cyganiak and Reynolds, 2014)

Usually the values of the components are populated using predefined code lists that

might formulate hierarchies such as a geographic or administrative division. These

code lists can be specified by using either the Simple Knowledge Organization System

(SKOS) (Miles and Bechhofer, 2009) vocabulary or the QB vocabulary. SKOS is a W3C

standard used for expressing the basic structure and content of concept schemes such

as thesauri, taxonomies, and classification schemes. The set of values is modelled as

a skos:ConceptScheme and a value as a skos:Concept. In addition, skos:broader and

skos:narrower are used to assert a direct hierarchical link between two skos:Concepts.

In case of reusing RDF data that are not modelled using SKOS, the QB vocabulary

introduced the qb:HierarchicalCodeList class that defines a set of root concepts in the hi-

erarchy (qb:hierarchyRoot) and a parent-to-child relationship (qb:parentChildProperty).

XKOS12 RDF vocabulary has been proposed as an extension to SKOS that allows

to model hierarchies structured in levels. A hierarchy level can be defined using the

xkos:ClassificationLevel concept. According to XKOS the levels of a hierarchy are or-

ganised as an rdf:List, which implies order, starting with the most aggregated level. In-

dividual skos:Concept objects are related to the xkos:ClassificationLevel to which they

belong by the skos:member property.

12http://rdf-vocabulary.ddialliance.org/xkos

http://rdf-vocabulary.ddialliance.org/xkos
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At the moment, a number of statistical datasets are freely available on the Web as

linked data cubes. For example, the European Commission?s Digital Agenda provides its

Scoreboard as linked data cubes. An unofficial linked data transformation of Eurostat’s

data13, created in the course of a research project, includes more than 5,000 linked data

cubes. Few statistical datasets from the European Central Bank, World Bank, UNESCO

and other international organisations have been also transformed to linked data in a third

party activity14. Census data of 2011 from Ireland and Greece and historical censuses

from the Netherlands have been also published as linked data cubes (Meroño-Peñuela

et al., 2012; Petrou et al., 2013). Finally, the Department for Communities and Local

Government (DCLG) in the UK also provides local statistics as linked data15.

The real value, however, of linked data cubes is revealed in the case of combining statis-

tics from disparate sources and performing analytics on top of them in an easy way.

Let us consider a cube from Eurostat that measures the population involved in life long

learning and a cube from Digital Agenda that measures internet usage. Both cubes are

structured based on the same three dimensions, i.e. time in years, countries, and sex.

If we combine these two cubes from Eurostat and Digital Agenda, we can perform a

regression analysis and derive some interesting results like the plot of Figure 2.4. In this

case, the value is present when all needed steps including discovery, integration, and

exploitation can be easily performed using relevant online tools.

2.6 Other Web Data

2.6.1 Social Media Data

In the last years, Social Media (SM) have grown in popularity with millions of users

voluntary submitting huge amounts of data in various forms such as text messages,

tags and multimedia content. SM data incorporates personal opinions, thoughts and

behaviours making it a vital component of the Web and a fertile ground for a variety of

business and research endeavours.

13http://eurostat.linked-statistics.org
14http://270a.info
15http://opendatacommunities.org

http://eurostat.linked-statistics.org
http://270a.info
http://opendatacommunities.org
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Figure 2.4: Combining and analysing data cubes from Eurostat and Digital Agenda
(Tambouris et al., 2015)

Twitter is one of the most popular Social Media with 288 million monthly active users

publishing more than 500 million tweets per day (as of January 2015). This is mainly

due to the open nature of Twitter API.

While most tweets are conversation and chatter, many users share information and

spread news through Twitter as well (Java et al., 2007; Naaman et al., 2010). The

number of tweets that are posted online is closely related to real world phenomena, as

important events seem to trigger an increased number of tweets (Hughes and Palen,

2009). It is interestingly estimated that the majority of the trending topics and 85% of

all tweets are related to news (Kwak et al., 2010). In Twitter realm traditional media

organisations seem to play a significant role since they are by far the most active users.

However, only about 15% of tweets received by ordinary users are received directly from

the media (Wu et al., 2011).

Two important features of Twitter are hashtags and the symbol. A hashtag is a char-

acter string preceded by the # symbol and denotes some aspects of a tweet such as

its topic or its intended audience. The symbol is mainly used to address a tweet to

a particular user and thus enables the identification of conversations in Twitter. The

symbol is also used to mark a retweet using either “RT” followed by “ user id” or “via
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@user id”. Retweets enable the forwarding of a tweet by posting it again, sometimes

with additional comments (Kwak et al., 2010).

A characteristic of Twitter that differentiates it from other popular Social Media is that

the most influential users are not determined by the number of followers or the number

of their posts. It has been experimentally proved that the most important mechanism

that determines the power of a tweet to spread information broadly is retweets (Kwak

et al., 2010). So, no matter how many followers a user has, the tweet is likely to reach

a certain number of audience, once the user’s tweet starts spreading via retweets.

As Twitter gains popularity and becomes a valuable media to spread information, il-

legitimate use such as spam emerges as well (Grier et al., 2010; Wang, 2010). In the

political domain for example, spam in Twitter is defined as campaigns disguised as spon-

taneous, popular grassroots behaviour that are in reality carried out by a single person

or organization (Ratkiewicz et al., 2011). Castillo et al. (2011) suggested that credible

news are propagated in Twitter through authors that have previously written a large

number of messages, originate at a single or a few users in the network, and have many

re-posts.

Twitter data has been recently considered as a source of data that if published as

Linked Data and connected to other data sets would provide value to the users. It

was suggested that Linked Data could alleviate the information overload problem of

Twitter by replacing keyword and hashtag based search by SPARQL queries, which

would specify RDF graph patterns as constraints and thus users could select a subset of

data that matches their needs (Mendes et al., 2010). In the same context, an architecture

and a tweet format that would enable the classification of tweets through semantically

enriched hashtags were proposed (Shinavier, 2010). Moreover, Rowe & Stankovic (Rowe

and Stankovic, 2012) proposed an approach to automatically align tweets with events,

while Abel et al. (Abel et al., 2011) proposed a semantically enriched faceted search

method for Twitter, which is based on Linked Data paradigm.

In many cases in Twitter, vital pieces of information are provided not within the text of

the post, but behind hyperlinks that users post to refer to a relevant resource. So, these

hyperlinks have also been used as pointers to additional Linked Data that is related to

the specific tweet. In particular, Kinsella et al. (2011) proved that this sort of information
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improves the classification of Twitter posts by implementing a multinomial Naive Bayes

classifier.

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the process of identifying named entities in text

and classifying them into predefined categories such as person, organization and location

(Nadeau and Sekine, 2007). NER is very important in Linked Data representation of

tweets as it enables the identification of named entities included in the actual text

and thus it enriches the actual representation. NER methods can be classified into

two main categories: Rule Based Methods and Machine Learning Methods. The former

includes a set of rules that implements a specific grammar to identify and classify named

entities while the later is divided into three categories i.e. supervised learning (SL), semi-

supervised learning (SSL) and unsupervised learning (UL). In SL the classifier for NER

is trained using a training data set that is annotated with named entities while in UL

there is no annotated data.

Due to the informal nature and short length of tweets, the performance of conventional

text analysis tools drops sharply in Twitter (Finin et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011). In or-

der to tackle these challenges different approaches have been proposed in the literature.

Some studies aim at syntactical and lexical normalising ill-formed words and expressions

usually found in tweets (Han and Baldwin, 2011; Kaufmann and Kalita, 2010). Some

other works propose new statistical methods that could overcome the limitation of ex-

isting tools based on Twitter’s requirements. In this context, (Liu et al., 2011) proposed

a combination of K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) based classifier and a linear Conditional

Random Fields (CRF) based labeler under a semi-supervised learning framework.

2.6.2 Scientific Data

Sharing scientific data through publication has long underpinned the cycle of discovery.

However, many scientific manuscripts consist of a “full–text” manuscript and additional

“supplemental data” or “supporting information” (Murray-Rust, 2008). Example of

such scientific data include data and resources from hypothesis-driven research or from

predictive analyses. This data is important (Murray-Rust, 2008; Schofield et al., 2009):

∙ for the validation of published results, scientific data could supplement a scientific

manuscript because it is necessary for a reader who wants to be sure that the
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experiment has been carried out correctly and that the right conclusions have

been drawn, and

∙ for reuse in other purposes e.g. classic example of reuse is Mendeleev’s use of

published data to propose the Periodic Table of the Chemical Elements. In this

case the published data (melting points, colours, densities, etc.) were often not

collected for a specific purpose other than the worthy belief that data was, per se,

valuable

In general shared, annotated research data and methods offer new discovery opportuni-

ties and prevent unnecessary repetition of work and thus the need to open up scientific

data emerges (Molloy, 2011; Sansone et al., 2012; Schofield et al., 2009).

2.6.2.1 Clinical Trial Data

Clinical research aims at finding new and better ways to understand, diagnose, prevent,

or treat a specific pathological process, e.g., diseases or adverse events. It comprises three

main categories: (i) the patient-oriented research that involves human subjects; (ii) the

epidemiological and behavioral studies that examine the distribution of disease and the

factors that affect health; and (iii) the outcomes and health services research that seeks

to identify the most effective and efficient interventions, treatments, and services.

Clinical research often requires the integration of medical data coming from multiple

datasets that are usually stored across multiple sources such as hospitals, clinical sites,

research institutes and pharmaceutical companies (Burgun and Bodenreider, 2008; Maro

et al., 2009; Prokosch and Ganslandt, 2009; Weiner and Embi, 2009). Medical data may

contain sensitive patient data such as demographics, diagnoses, and medication, as well

as radiology images, laboratory test results, doctors entries and comments (Jensen et al.,

2012; Lau et al., 2011).

In patient-oriented research, the integration of multiple medical datasets enables the

identification of a sufficient number of subjects (Anderson et al., 2012). For example,

clinical trial phase III, which assesses the safety and the efficacy of a studied treatment

or drug, requires large groups of people matching specific eligibility criteria that cannot

be found through a single clinical site. In epidemiological studies, analysis of integrated
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datasets improves the statistical power of results. For instance, studies of clinical effec-

tiveness or disease biology in rare diseases are only possible through multi-center analyses

(Sherborne et al., 2011). The integration of multiple datasets also enables better un-

derstanding of relationships between pathological processes and risk factors, or between

genotype and phenotype (McMurry et al., 2013; Tong and Zhao, 2008). For example,

recent genome-wide association studies identified 13 novel loci associated with systolic

and diastolic blood pressure as well as hypertension (Levy et al., 2009; Newton-Cheh

et al., 2009).

At the same time however, clinical researchers face technical and interoperability (Kush

et al., 2008), as well as ethical and legal (Taylor, 2008), challenges in discovering and

accessing scattered and heterogeneous medical data. Although the former challenges

have been addressed by several standards (Begoyan, 2007; Goossen et al., 2010), the

latter still remain.

In order to overcome these ethical and legal challenges, the approach of aggregating data

has been proposed and widely employed. According to this approach, only the counts

of subjects having specific characteristics are reported instead of raw record-level data,

guaranteeing in this way non-identification and anonymisation. Despite that, there is

still need for controlling access even to aggregated data, e.g., due to data providers

policies.

The importance of publishing medical data as Linked Data becomes apparent in the

case that we reuse widely used ontologies or linked datasets. For example, the Interna-

tional Classification of Diseases-11 ontology (Tudorache et al., 2013) classifies diseases

and other health problems, including signs, symptoms, abnormal findings, etc. In addi-

tion, the Experimental Factor Ontology (EFO) (Malone et al., 2010) combines parts of

several biological ontologies, such as anatomy, disease and chemical compounds, to anno-

tate experimental variables. Furthermore, an increasing amount of life science datasets

are becoming available as linked data. UniProt is a database of protein sequence (Con-

sortium, 2013), Reactome describes biological pathways (Croft et al., 2011), ChEMBL

contains bioactive drug-like small molecules (Willighagen et al., 2013), ChemSpider in-

cludes chemical compounds (Pence and Williams, 2010), and WikiPathways describes

pathways (Kelder et al., 2012). The reuse of such ontologies and linked datasets enables
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the disambiguation of concepts referring to the same entity, as well as the enrichment

of medical data with data coming from disparate sources.

The RDF Data Cube vocabulary is also of vital importance in Linked Medical Data

because it can be used to publish the aggregated data that clinical researchers produce.
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Provide Open Data

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the OGD framework that provides a holistic understanding (both

technical and organisational) of OGD. The framework comprises two conceptual models:

∙ A classification scheme for OGD (section 3.2): The classification scheme is based

on relevant literature and enables identifying, analysing and classifying OGD ini-

tiatives. The classification scheme comprises two main dimensions. The first

dimension refers to the technological approach followed for making data available

on the Web, while the second refers to the organisational approach followed for

providing OGD. We believe that having a classification scheme allows a deeper

understanding of initiatives and therefore the domain as a whole.

∙ A stage model for OGD (section 3.3): The stage model aims at (a) providing a

roadmap for open government data re-use and (b) enabling evaluation of relevant

initiatives’ sophistication. The proposed model has two main dimensions, namely

organisational & technological complexity and added value for data consumers.

3.2 Classification Scheme

A significant part of eGovernment initiatives involves the development of governmental

portals acting as single point of access to governments. One-stop government portals face

41
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amongst others legal, organisational, technological and cultural challenges (Tambouris,

2001). In this conceptual analysis, we concentrate on organisational aspects arising from

the establishment of a portal acting as a single point of access as opposed to making

data available from each public agency’s website.

For our analysis, we employ as a starting point the data manufacturing systems paradigm

where the production and storage of data has been conceptualised (Strong et al., 1997).

In data manufacturing systems, three roles are identified and each role is associated with

a process:

∙ data producers are associated with data production process;

∙ data custodians with data storage, maintenance and security; and

∙ data consumers with data utilisation processes, which may involve additional data

aggregation and integration.

In the case of OGD initiatives the three roles become:

∙ R1 customer (which is actually the data consumer)

∙ R2 one-stop government data portal (portal)

∙ R3 public agency (which is actually the data producer).

Furthermore, the main data-related processes are:

∙ P1 data production process

∙ P2 data utilisation processes

∙ P3 data publishing and maintenance process

∙ P4 data aggregation and integration process

∙ P5 data searching process

∙ P6 data collection process.
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Based on the main activities required for publishing linked data, we derive three more

data-related processes, which are present in OGD initiatives adopting a linked data

approach:

∙ P7. URI definition and management process;

∙ P8. Data Vocabulary creation and management; and

∙ P9. Data Links creation and management.

Hence, OGD activities involve three main roles and nine processes relevant to data and

metadata management. It is important to note that unlike the data manufacturing

systems paradigm where each process is assigned to one actor, in OGD initiatives more

options exist and the decisions might have wider consequences. The main processes and

relevant options include:

∙ Who own (i.e., maintains) the data? This could be either the public agency or the

portal. This is particularly important as it relates directly to data quality, e.g.,

data may become obsolete is not properly and timely maintained.

∙ Who publishes the data (and possibly related metadata)? This could be either the

public agency or the portal or both. Again, this decision might have consequences

in data quality. In case both public agencies and the portal publish data, it

is possible that different values appear in different places due to lack of proper

synchronisation.

It should be also noted that the above-mentioned decisions can be driven by differ-

ent factors. An important factor is efficiency and effectiveness. Other factors include

the principles of subsidiarity (which suggests that matters ought to be handled by the

smallest, lowest or least centralised competent authority), legitimacy, transparency, ac-

countability and trust. These are particularly important considerations in the case of

public sector and therefore should be also considered in the case of OGD initiatives.

Finally, we should note that other challenges also exist when designing OGD initiatives.

For example, a main challenge associated with establishing a main portal is which agency

will host this portal. Other considerations include the shift of power which might be

present when there is a change in the authority that own public data. These are both
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strategic decisions but are outside the scope of this thesis hence will not be further

considered.

The proposed classification scheme includes two dimensions. The first dimension cares

for the technological aspect of OGD initiatives, which is an important driver. In Chap-

ter 2, we have already presented purely technology-driven schemes that can be used

for classifying OGD initiatives (although it should be admitted that they were not ini-

tially proposed as classification schemes). The second dimension cares for the fact that

OGD activities are actually online one-stop government data portals thus non-technical,

domain-specific peculiarities should be also considered. In summary, the proposed clas-

sification scheme comprises the following dimensions:

∙ the technological approach followed for making data available on the web

∙ the organisational approach followed for data provision.

Each dimension is elaborated before presenting the proposed classification scheme.

The first dimension refers to the technological approach followed. In general there are

many different technological approaches for making data available on the web such as:

∙ as downloadable files in proprietary formats

∙ through custom APIs

∙ as downloadable files in machine readable formats

∙ through RESTful APIs

∙ through search interfaces.

These are characterised by how easy it is to

∙ use the relevant technology,

∙ access the data over the web,

∙ extract and reuse data, and

∙ link together different pieces of information.
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The proposed scheme includes two broad technological approaches. These are further

divided according to Tim Berners-Lee five-star technological maturity model.

∙ The first approach suggests making data available on the web as downloadable files

in well-known formats such as PDF, Excel, CSV, KML, XML, JSON etc. This

broad category is further divided based on the format in:

– making data available on the web as downloadable files in proprietary and

desktop-centric formats, e.g., PDF.

– making data available on the web as downloadable files in machine-readable

formats, e.g., Excel.

– making data available on the web as downloadable files in machine-readable

formats using open standards, e.g., CSV.

∙ The second approach suggests making data available on the web as linked data

through RESTful APIs and/or SPARQL search interfaces. This broad category is

further divided in:

– making data available based on Linked Data principles (i.e., HTTP, URIs

and RDF).

– linking data from different datasets.

The second dimension of the proposed classification scheme is related to the organisa-

tional approach followed for providing governmental data. In the motivation of this thesis

(Chapter 1), we reviewed several e-government models that can be used as classification

schemes while in this chapter, we highlighted the challenges of OGD initiatives. Based

on this analysis, we conclude that an adequate classification of ODG initiatives should

include the organisational approach they are following for providing data. Broadly

speaking, two approaches are possible:

∙ Data belonging to various public agencies is published by the one-stop government

data portal. We use the term direct data provision to dictate this method of data

provision.

∙ Data belonging to various public agencies is published in a decentralised manner

by these agencies (usually in their website) while the portal provides some kind
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of linking mechanism and/or metadata for the identification of the actual dataset.

We use the term indirect data provision to dictate this method of data provision.

Clearly, other approaches can be also considered for covering the organisational aspects

of OGD initiatives. We believe however that selecting the data provision approach

enables us to address most of the public sector considerations in a simple and straight-

forward manner.

By combining the technological and organisational dimensions we derive the classifica-

tion scheme shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: The proposed OGD classification scheme (Kalampokis et al., 2011b)

We now outline the main characteristics of each of the four main dimensions:

∙ Downloadable files: The main advantage is that data is provided in simple to use

formats that are widely accepted by both developers and customers, e.g., citizens

and businesses.

∙ Linked data: The use of linked data technologies infuses the technical advantages

of linked data, i.e., ability to link to a specific piece of data and reusing part of

the data. On the other hand, the effort and time needed for publishing the data

(i.e., finding vocabularies, assign URIs etc.) are large while at the same time the

relevant technologies are still immature and not widely adopted. Furthermore,
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technological challenges still exist such as those related to standardised querying

of distributed data sources using SPARQL.

∙ Direct data provision: Having all data at one place (portal), suggests that ag-

gregated, processed and value-added data can be provided by the governmental

portal. On the other hand, maintainability is limited, e.g., in cases where data

change over time, an efficient and effective data synchronisation process must be

in place to prevent the portal from providing obsolete data.

∙ Indirect data provision: The fact that the actual data is published by the data

producer itself means that the provided data is the only one of its kind (unique)

and also up to date. These characteristics contribute to the increase of data

believability and data accuracy. On the other hand, aggregated, processed and

value data cannot be provided by the portal; if this is needed, it has to be performed

by the customer.

As already suggested, we have identified three main roles (customer, portal, public

agency) and nine different data-related processes. Figure 3.2 shows the main data-related

processes in each class of the proposed scheme, namely repository of downloadable files,

registry of downloadable files, direct provision of linked data, and indirect provision of

linked data. Figure 3.2 clearly illustrates that the same data process can be performed

by different actors.

In Figure 3.3, the identified OGD initiatives are classified according to the proposed

scheme. The majority of the initiatives fall in the first class (i.e., direct data provi-

sion based on downloadable files) while the third class (i.e., centralised provision of

linked data) includes only three initiatives. In addition, there is only one initiative (i.e.,

data.gov.uk) falling in the fourth class characterised by the indirect provision of linked

data. We should also note that a number of initiatives fall into more than one cate-

gories. This is due to the fact that these initiatives use more than one technological

approach. For example they provide data in both proprietary and open formats. How-

ever, we should underline that the organisational approach followed is always the same

with data.gov.uk being the only exception.

Data.gov.uk includes the indirect provision of data in machine-readable formats using

both proprietary and open formats as well as the provision of linked data in both a direct
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Figure 3.2: Main data processes in the classes of the proposed scheme (Kalampokis
et al., 2011b)

and indirect manner. In our understanding, the provision of linked data by different

public agencies such as the HM Treasury, the Department of Education and the Office

for National Statistics using sub-domains of data.gov.uk (e.g., education.data.gov.uk)

denotes direct data provision. But we consider the provision of geo-spatial data by

ordnance survey as indirect provision of linked data because it is performed in the

agency’s official URL.

Data.gov.uk is the only initiative included in the Linking available data sub-class as

links between different datasets have been created. In Figure 3.4, an example of this

linking is depicted. More specifically, data from the Department of Education describing

schools is linked to data from the Office for National Statistics. The joint point of these

datasets is the Local Learning Skills Council (LLSC) that is responsible for the specific

school.

The analysis suggests only one OGD initiative (namely data.gov.uk) adopts linked data

and a partially indirect data provision approach. We have already shown that an in-

direct data provision approach features some interesting public sector characteristics

(trust, accountability etc) and that linked data as a technology can fully support it but

poses additional considerations. However, we could not find an OGD initiative that
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Figure 3.3: OGD initiatives grouped according to the classification scheme (Kalam-
pokis et al., 2011b)

fully adopts this operation model. Chapter 4 elaborates on this and proposes architec-

tures and theory for discovering and integrating compatible OGD that are provided by

different public agencies at multiple administrative levels.

3.3 Stage Model

Based on our previous analysis we now describe a stage model aiming at proposing

a number of steps that OGD should go through in order to generate new integrated

datasets that increase the added value that might potentially produce by their further
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Figure 3.4: Screen-shot of data.gov.uk site showing the linking of data from the
Department of Education (schools) to data from the Statistics Office (admin areas)

(Kalampokis et al., 2011b)

analysis. The proposed stage model comprises four stages as depicted in Figure 3.5.

The first two stages deal with OGD integration inside public administration while the

last two stages with the integration of OGD with the other non-government data on the

Web.

The model capitalises on stage models proposed to measure the development of eGovern-

ment (see section 1.4). Unlike these models, however, where focus is on service provision

the proposed model’s focus is on data integration.

In Figure 3.5, the vertical axis presents the technological and organisation complexity

that is involved in the provision of the data while the horizontal axis presents the capa-

bility of developing added value services based on the provided data. In this section, we

describe the four stages of the proposed model.

The aim of the model is two-fold: first to provide a roadmap for open government data

re-use and second to enable evaluation of relevant initiatives’ sophistication.
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3.3.1 Stage 1: Aggregation of Government Data

This stage includes opening up data, publishing data online for others to re-use and,

possibly, aggregating data provided by different sources. The main concern of public

agencies in this stage is to easily and quickly make their data available online. Different

agencies can publish their data employing different technological solutions and following

different implementation details. This stage may also include data aggregation in a

single website like the recently launched OGD portals. We use the term aggregation

here to indicate that data is simply gathered and provided together from a single point

of access.

In this stage, public agencies have to overcome a number of organisational, cultural and

legislative barriers. In the case of European Union, the ultimate goal of the Directive

on public sector information re-use is for all member States to overcome these barriers

and hence provide their data online for anyone to re-use.
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Figure 3.5: The Open Government Data Stage Model (Kalampokis et al., 2011c)

From an organizational perspective, open data at this stage can be provided in one of

the following ways:

∙ The public agency publishes the data sets on its website or on the website of a

higher-level agency.
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∙ The public agency forwards the data set to an OGD portal that publishes the data.

∙ The public agency publishes the data sets and the OGD portal provides links to

the actual data sets along with metadata.

From a technological perspective, the following approaches are possible according to the

analysis presented in 3.2:

∙ Publish downloadable files in well-known formats such as CSV, XML, KML etc.

∙ Publish data using the linked data paradigm but without caring about linking to

other data sets.

The main benefit of this first stage is that the public gains access to a wealth of valuable

data. This data can be used for the development of new added value services. However,

at this stage, governments do not consider a number of limitations that could impede

data use and re-use. Actually, data is available as provided by agencies and thus it

is not possible to automatically search across data provided by different agencies or

combine them in order to create value-added services and products. According to the

analysis presented in the motivation of the Thesis, these limitations are related to data

duplication and data freshness, data formats that facilitate re-use, complete metadata,

linking to other data sets etc.

As a result, at this stage data consumers need to be involved in a time and effort

consuming process in order to overcome these limitations and use the provided data.

This process could include the identification of all sources that provide data related to

a specific real-world problem, assess the accuracy of the data, fuse the identified data

sets, transform the data to the appropriate format, identify other data sets that could

add value to the solution and integrate them with the initial ones.

Based on the analysis presented in section 3.2, in which a significant number of OGD

initiatives were analysed, we deem that the majority of the existing OGD initiatives fall

into this stage. An indicative example of government data provision in this stage can be

given by Data.gov.uk where data on criminal statistics is provided both in the Ministry

of Justice website and the central access point where in the latter an outdated version

of the data exists.
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3.3.2 Stage 2: Integration of Government Data

This stage includes government data integration across public administration. The anal-

ysis in the motivation of the Thesis presented a number of government data provision

challenges that emerge from the decentralised structure of public administration. These

challenges emerge when different agencies in different administrative levels and func-

tional areas provide data about the same real-world problem since this data can be

incomplete, controversial or obsolete.

The most important benefit of this stage is the provision of a unified view of govern-

ment data that comes from different sources. In addition, it is expected that integrated

government data will be complete and concise: complete suggests no specific object is

forgotten; concise suggests no object is represented twice and data is without contradic-

tion.

Government data integration is a very challenging task that includes significant tech-

nological and organisational issues. As regards the technological issues, governments

should provide their data in specific formats that enable and facilitate integration on

the Web. At the moment, Linked Data seems to be the most promising approach towards

this direction. Thereafter, governments should decide on the architectural approach to

follow (e.g. central repositories or federated queries). Other technological issues involved

in this process are data schemas standardisation, identifiers standardisation, etc. With

regards to the organisational issues, governments should establish business processes

that prevent data re-publishing from different agencies, ensure in-time publishing and

enhance data accuracy. Decentralised data provision could be a solution towards this

direction i.e. every public agency to disseminate only the data that has the mandate to

manage.

This type of integration will enable data consumers to execute more complex queries

on top of the integrated data. A simple question that could be easily answered at this

stage would be “Which governmental points of interest are located on a specific area?”

Although the final goal of this stage is to provide integrated government data across

every public agency, it is more possible partial integration to take place in the beginning.

These initial efforts can be developed around real-world objects or specific real-world

problem related queries. We can deem that this is the case in Data.gov.uk where partial
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integrated data is provided around specific real-world object such as schools, bus stops,

members of parliament, geo-locations etc. In these initiatives linked data technologies

are employed and also links have been established between data sets provided by different

public agencies such as Ordnance Survey, the Ministry of Education and the London

Gazette.

3.3.3 Stage 3: Integration of Gov Data with Non-Gov Formal Data

Government data can be characterised as formal as it is published by a highly trustworthy

source. Data consumers assume that data published by governments is always accurate

and reliable. However, many non-governmental sources also provide formal data on the

Web in structured formats that allow for re-use. In this category we could encompass

DBpedia , which is the linked data version of Wikipedia, and Data.nytimes, which is the

New York Times linked open data set. Although the former is a social platform, users

participation ensures that the provided information is objective, accurate and unbiased.

This sort of sources provides data about real-world things such as organisations, people

and locations as well as subject descriptors such as greenhouse gas emission.

The integration of government data with this non-government formal data defines the

next stage of the proposed model. This type of integration will enable the provision of

richer information to data consumers and will allow for more complex queries answering.

A simple use case that will be enabled by this stage could include the identification of

news posts that refer to public agencies or politicians connected to high expenditures in

the governmental budget reports.

The implementation of this stage increases both organisational and technological com-

plexity that should be overcome by governments and third parties. As regards the

former, possible conceptual integration points between government and non-government

formal data should be identified. These integration points will define use cases that could

add value to data consumers. Thereafter, relevant government data sets and sources of

non-government formal data should be identified and the required technological and or-

ganisational connections that will enable data integration should be established. Taking

into account that Linked Data is the most advanced technological approach in govern-

ment data provision, the technological requirements of this stage would be the establish-

ment and maintenance of links between government and non-government data sets. In
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addition, richer metadata should be included in order to describe these links and these

data sources.

3.3.4 Stage 4: Integration of Gov Data with Non-Gov Formal and

Social Data

The final stage of the proposed model covers the integration of government data with not

only non-government formal data but also social data on the Web. We define social data

as data that is created and voluntarily shared by citizens through social media platforms

such as Twitter and Facebook. This sort of data is differentiated from government data

and non-government formal data because it mainly communicates personal opinions,

beliefs and preferences.

This type of integration will allow for new innovative services in which government

data will provide a context of interpretation for social data. In particular, it will enable

governments to consider citizens opinion expressed through social media in governmental

decision-making processes; it will further allow citizens to deliberate in social media

about public administration related real-world things such as laws and public agencies

in a more explicit manner.

For example, at this stage governments and citizens will be able to answer questions

such as “What is the opinion of citizens affected by a specific law about this law?” In

addition, governments will be able to understand public sentiment on specific decisions

by analysing integrated government and social data and thus take corrective actions that

would alleviate the foreseen reactions.

Social data is streamed in large quantities every second, mainly through social network-

ing platforms such as Twitter and Facebook. Taking into account the fact that social

data is highly dynamic and unstructured, we understand that this type of integration

introduces additional technological and organisational requirements. It should be also

noted that we do not expect permanent links to be established between government

and social data in this type of integration. Nevertheless, the appropriate mechanisms to

allow and facilitate this type of integration should be established.

The additional complexity related to this stage could be better described by a real-world

case. A very popular attribute of social data that enables personalisation is the location
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from which a message is published online. This attribute could be the joint point for

different government and social data sets. However, the format and granularity of data

describing locations can vary between different data sets. For example, although Twitter

adds the longitude and latitude of a point to tweets posted by mobile applications,

Ordnance Survey in the UK does not provide a service for mapping a specific point to

an administrative area in order a linking between these to representations of a geo-spatial

object to be enabled.

The proposed approach is based on the creation of a richer semantically enabled knowl-

edge base from microblog data by employing Named Entity Recognition (NER) to iden-

tify entities in the text and classify them into categories as well as the Linked Data

paradigm to perform entity disambiguation and to enrich microblog data with domain

knowledge that currently exists as structured data on the Web e.g. through DBpedia

or OGD. In order to demonstrate and evaluate the pro-posed approach we first identify

and empirically study casual NER approaches and tools in microblog data realm since

literature lacks a relevant study
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Integrate Open Data

4.1 Introduction

This chapter explores Open Government Data (OGD) integration. Data integration is

the problem of combining data residing at different sources, and providing the user with

a unified view of these data (Lenzerini, 2002). Based on OGD characteristics we explore

data integration taking into account two dimensions: (a) integrate OGD inside public

sector and OGD with other data on the Web, and (b) integrate record level data as

opposed to integrate aggregated multi-dimensional data cubes. In this context, in this

chapter we present the following:

∙ Record level data (section 4.2): In this case, an architecture that enables data

integration around real-world things is presented along with a proof-of-concept

implementation that provides an integrated view of OGD from different public

authorities in different administration levels. Moreover, the special case of com-

bining OGD with Social Media data is explored and a technical architecture based

on linked data along with a case study are presented.

∙ Aggregated multi-dimensional data (section 4.3): In this case, a theoretical frame-

work to formally describe how to combine two datasets is presented. This theoret-

ical framework defines (a) binary relations that link two cubes that are compatible

to integrate, and (b) operators that map from these two cubes to a new integrated

one.

57
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4.2 Record Level Data

4.2.1 Integrate Data Inside Public Sector

4.2.1.1 Architecture

As already mentioned, Data.gov.uk is the most advanced Open Government Data (OGD)

initiative that provides data in Linked Data format, establishes links between different

datasets and follows an indirect data provision approach dividing public administration

in functional areas. This organisational and technological reality of OGD provision

in the UK’s Data.gov.uk manifests the need for decentralised OGD management and

provision. It is also an indication of the need for provision of integrated data across

public administration. In the case of the UK government, OGD is integrated around

real world objects such as laws, public agencies, points of interest etc.

Therefore, in this section we present an approach for decentralised provision of OGD

that will enable information integration around real-world things such as public agencies,

laws and public services. According to the proposed approach public agencies publish

only information that have the mandate to manage, utilising Linked Data paradigm. As

already mentioned, a suitable architecture for managing Linked Data can follow different

approaches, namely centralised repositories, live look-ups and total distribution in a P2P

setup. The proposed architecture can be characterised as lightweight because is based

on the consumption of the provided data using mashup semantic web browsers such as

Sig.ma browser (Tummarello et al., 2010). However, a more advanced client could have

been developed based on a federated querying mechanism.

The proposed approach is based on the creation of links between URI aliases (i.e. identi-

fiers that refer to the same real-world thing) in a specific sector. In this case, a high-level

public authority is responsible to produce and maintain URIs for the available resources

in a specific functional area. This high-level authority can be therefore also considered

as a Registry of Resources (RoR) since it maintains a list of available resources in the

area and assigns a URI to each of them.
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Hence, the RoR could be conceptually considered as a reference dataset that all other

datasets should be linked to in order a connection between URI aliases to be eventu-

ally established. The RoR could be either an actual Linked Data set providing access

mechanisms or just a list of officially approved URIs to be used by public agencies.

4.2.1.2 Implementation

In order to enhance clarity of the proposed approach we employ a hypothetical use case

that involves real-world OGD from public agencies and schools in Greece (Kalampokis

et al., 2013d). We should underline that although the public agencies and schools men-

tioned in the use case are real, they have not been involved in the implementation of

the proposed solution.

This use case refers to the provision of information regarding Greek schools by public

agencies in different administration levels. In the current situation, these public agencies

provide information that are isolated, fragmented and in some cases controversial or

supplementary. The goal of this prototype implementation is to show how Linked Data

can be used in OGD provision in order to alleviate existing limitations.

More specifically, in the use case scenario we consider three actors:

∙ The Greek Ministry of Education: this maintains a relational database with in-

formation about all schools in the country and publishes it on its website. The

ministry in our implementation plays the role of the Registry of Resources (RoR).

∙ The 2nd Local Directorate of Secondary Education of Athens (Directorate on-

wards): this maintains a relational database with information about all schools in

its area and publishes it on its website.

∙ A specific school (namely Moraitis): this publishes information about itself on its

website.

The steps that are followed in this prototype implementation along with the used tools

can be briefly described as follows:
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∙ Step 1. The Directorate publishes Linked Data from the relational database. This

step also includes the creation of a vocabulary for describing the schools that the

directorate supervises.

∙ Step 2. The school publishes Linked Data in HTML embedding RDFa markup in

its Web site.

∙ Step 3. The Ministry of Education, which plays the role of the RoR publishes a

list of all Greek schools as Linked Data. This ensures the definition of URIs for all

schools as well as the provision of an endpoint that facilitates the identification of

URI aliases.

∙ Step 4. URI aliases between the RoR and the two pubic agencies are identified

and typed links are created among them.

By following the specific approach, the information provided by different public sources

about a specific school (e.g. Moraitis school in our case) becomes linked and citizens

are able to search for and get an integrated view using e.g. semantic mashup tools

such as Sig.ma. In addition, due to the typed links between the disparate sources of

government data one can follow these links and receive more relevant information such

as other schools in the area. In the rest of this section each step is described in detail

along with the technical implementations.

Step 1: The Directorate Publishes Linked Data

The Directorate currently uses a Relation Database Management System (RDBMS) to

store its data and also provides a search interface through its web site. As a result, the

Directorate could use one of the available tools for publishing the content of the RDBMS

as Linked Data (for a complete review of such tools consider (Sahoo et al., 2009)):

∙ D2R Server (Bizer and Cyganiak, 2006)

∙ Virtuoso RDF Views Linked Data wrapper

∙ Triplify (Auer et al., 2009)

For our implementation we chose D2R server since it is one of the most mature relevant

solutions. D2R server is an HTTP server that can be used to provide a Linked Data
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view, an HTML view and a SPARQL protocol endpoint over data stored in a relational

database. D2R server uses the D2RQ language in order to map database content to

RDF by a declarative mapping, which specifies how resources are identified and how

property values are generated from database content.

As already mentioned, the first step in the Linked Data publishing process is the develop-

ment of a domain model either by creating a new local schema (in RDF Schema, OWL,

etc.) or by reusing existing, widespread vocabularies with the emphasis on the latter.

D2RQ mapping language relates tables of the relational database to RDF resources and

table columns to RDF properties in order to create the vocabulary for annotating RDF

data. However, in some cases this simple rule is not effective and thus customisation of

the initial mapping file is required.

This is also the case in the RDBMS of the Directorate. Figure 4.1 depicts the schema of

Directorate’s database as well the Linked Data schema created. As the figure indicates

from the four tables of the relational database only three Classes were created i.e. Pub-

licEntity, GeoArea and PublicEntityType. This is because the SupervisedEntities table

is a junction table and thus it was utilised for the creation of the supervisedBy property.

The specific table contains information about the fact that a particular public agency

can supervise another public agency.

In addition, the basic Classes of the Linked Data schema have been linked to three well-

known vocabularies i.e. FOAF, GeoNames and SKOS. More specifically the following

statements have been made:

∙ The PublicEntity class is subClassOf the Organisation class defined by FOAF.

∙ The GeoArea class is subClassOf the Feature class defined by GeoNames.

∙ The PublicEntityType class is subClassOf the Concept class defined by SKOS.

In Figure 4.2 a piece of code is presented that describes how data contained in the

PublicEntity and SupervisedEntities tables is mapped to RDF data, which is presented

as a graph. For the shake of simplicity only a limited number of attributes and tuples

are depicted. In particular, Figure 4.2 includes only the id, name and e-mail attributes

in the PublicEntity table. We should also note that we use the “vocab” namespace
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Figure 4.1: The mapping between Relational Schema and the Linked Data vocabulary
(Kalampokis et al., 2013d)

for representing the new terms created by the Directorate to describe concepts and

properties in the domain.

The main points of the process presented in Figure 4.2 can be summarised as follows:

∙ From each tuple in the PublicEntity table a PublicEntity resource is created. For

example, the tuple described by id=1 created the resource PublicEntity/1 which

belongs to the Public Entity Class. The URIs are created utilising the id attribute

of the PublicEntity table.

∙ From each PublicEntity resource a number of properties are created based on the

attributes of the PulicEntity table. For example, from the first tuple a triple is

created having as subject the resource PublicEntity/1, as predicate the foaf:name

property and as object the string “Attiki Prefectural Directorate of Education”.

∙ From each tuple in the SupervisedEntities table a typed connection is created

between two PublicEntity resources in the graph. For example, the first tuple in

the table creates a link between the resources PublicEntity/8 and PublicEntity/1

utilising the vocab:publicentity belongs property.
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Figure 4.2: Using D2RQ language for creating RDF data from relational data (Kalam-
pokis et al., 2013d)

The installation of the D2R server results in the creation of a linked data API as well

as a search interface. By using the former one can refer to the non-information re-

source “Attiki Prefectrural Directorate of Education” using the following URI: http:

//195.251.218.37:2020/resource/publicentity/1. In addition, one can receive an

RDF/XML representation describing the same resource using the following URI: http:

//195.251.218.37:2020/data/publicentity/1. Finally, an HTML representation of

the same resource can be received using the following URI: http://195.251.218.37:

2020/page/publicentity/1. In Figure 4.3, the HTML representation of the specific

resources is presented. This interface enables users to move to the representation of

different resources using the vocab:publicentity belongs property.

As regards the search interface, a SPARQL endpoint is provided in the following URI:

http://195.251.218.37:2020/snorql. This endpoint enables users to execute more

complex queries such as “What is the phone and the e-mail address of the public agencies

that are supervised by the First Directorate of Secondary Education in Athens?”. The

answer to this question could be given by the following SPARQL query:

http://195.251.218.37:2020/resource/publicentity/1
http://195.251.218.37:2020/resource/publicentity/1
http://195.251.218.37:2020/data/publicentity/1
http://195.251.218.37:2020/data/publicentity/1
http://195.251.218.37:2020/page/publicentity/1
http://195.251.218.37:2020/page/publicentity/1
http://195.251.218.37:2020/snorql
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Figure 4.3: A description of the Educational Prefecture of Attiki using D2R server

SELECT DISTINCT ?mail ?phone WHERE {

?a vocab:publicentity_code ’201’ .

?s vocab:publicentity_belongs ?a ;

foaf:mbox ?mail ;

foaf:phone ?phone .

}

Step 2: The School Publishes Linked Data

Moraitis School maintains a web page where it provides information about the school.

The page has been created using HTML and thus the most efficient way to add semantics

into it is the use of RDFa. In particular, RDFa embeds markup data within a Web

document in order to make it understandable for machines as well as people.

The basic rules of RDFa markup are the following:
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∙ If the object of the statement takes a literal string as its value, this literal string will

be the value of content attribute, the subject will be the value of about attribute

and the predicate will be given by the value of property attribute.

∙ If the object of the statement takes a resource as its value, the resource will be

identified by the value of href attribute, the subject will be the value of about

attribute and the predicate will be given by the value of rel statement.

A part of the HTML code used by Moraitis school before the incorporation of RDFa

markup is presented below.

<!-- other HTML code -->

<div>

<p>Moraitis School is located in Psychico, Athens</p>

<img src=http://www.moraitis-school.com/school/images/Sxoleio02.jpg/>

Email: <a href=‘‘mailto:info@moraitis-school.com’’>info@moraitis-school.com</a>

</div>

<!-- other HTML code -->

After inline RDFa to markup, the page content will look like the following piece of code.

We should note that the Web page presented to a human user from these two pieces of

code is identical.

<!-- other HTML code -->

<div xmlns:foaf=‘‘http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/’’

typeof=‘‘foaf:Organization’’ about=‘‘http://www.moraitis-school.com/#moraitis’’>

<span property=‘‘foaf:name’’>Moraitis School </span>is located in

<span rel=‘‘foaf:based_near’’ href=‘‘http://dbpedia.org/resources/Psychico/’’/>

Psychico, Athens</span>

<span rel=‘‘foaf:depiction’’> <img src=http://www.moraitis-school.com/school/

images/Sxoleio02.jpg /> </span>

Email: <a rel=‘‘foaf:mbox’’ href=‘‘mailto:info@moraitis-school.com’’>

info@moraitis-school.com</a>
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</div>

<!-- other HTML code -->

The school uses FOAF vocabulary to describe information about itself. Although the

main aim of FOAF is to describe people, it is used also for organisations since both

foaf:Person and foaf:Organization classes are sub-classes of foaf:Agent class.

Step 3: Creating the Registry of Resources

The final step of the process is the creation of the Registry of Resources (RoR), which

we assume that will be implemented by the Greek Ministry of Education. The RoR

publishes a list of all public agencies supervised by the Ministry of Education using

Linked Data format. As a result, the RoR assigns a dereferenceable URI to every public

agency and thus to every school in Greece.

We assume that the Ministry maintains a database containing the name and the official

identification number issued by the government for every school in the country. In this

case, the D2R server is installed in order to publish the specific information as Linked

Data. The vocabulary describing this installation is indicated in the rest of the article

by the namespace “ror”. The results of the D2R installation in RoR’s server are the

provision of a Linked Data API as well as a SPARQL endpoint.

It should be noted that the URIs created by the RoR are different from the ones created

by the Directorate because of the unique identifier used. In particular, the Directorate

used the value of the id attribute of the PublicEntity table (i.e. the URIs follow the

format /publicentity/{id}), while the RoR uses the official identification number issued

by the government (i.e. the URIs follow the format /school/{code}).

Step 4: Linking the Resources

The final step aims at identifying URI aliases between the RoR and the pubic agen-

cies and creating typed links between them. The most prevalent way of dealing with

URI aliases is to use the owl:sameAs predicate to link between them. An owl:sameAs

statement indicates that two URI references actually refer to the same thing. For doing

this mapping between the different data sets we employ the Silk framework (Volz et al.,

2009). The Silk framework uses the declarative Silk–Link Specification Language (Silk–

LSL) so that data publishers to be able to specify which types of RDF links should be
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discovered between data sources as well as which conditions data items must fulfill in

order to be interlinked. These link conditions can apply different similarity metrics to

multiple properties of an entity or related entities, which are addressed using a path-

based selector language. The resulting similarity scores can be weighted and combined

using various similarity aggregation functions. Silk is accessing the two data sources

that we want to link through their SPARQL endpoints. In the rest of this sub-section

we describe how the Directorate and the School are linked to the RoR.

First the Directorate aims to link its data to data provided by the RoR. In particular, the

Directorate aims to identify and link URI aliases between these two datasets. In Figure

4.4 we present the code used for creating the links in the Link Specification Language

of Silk.

The main points of the linking process as described in Figure 4.4 are the following:

∙ Specification of the SPARQL endpoints of the two data sources i.e. the Directorate

and the RoR.

∙ Specification of the link type that will be used to connect data from the two data

sources. In our case we use the owl:sameAs predicate.

∙ Specification of the source and target data sets as well of the resources that will be

used for the matching. Since we only want to match schools, we restrict the sets of

examined resources to instances of the classes vocab:PublicEntity and ror:School

by supplying SPARQL conditions within the <RestrictTo >directives.

∙ Definition of how similarity metrics are combined in order to calculate a total

similarity value for an entity pair. Each metric in Silk evaluates to a similarity

value between 0 or 1, with higher values indicating a greater similarity. In our use

case we used the maxSimilarityInSet metric, which returns the highest encountered

similarity of comparing a single item to all items in a set, to match school codes

and the jaroSimilarity metric, which is a string similarity based on Jaro distance

metric, to match the school names. The <MAX >tag enables the combination of

the two similarity metrics by choosing the highest value.

∙ Specification of the threshold, link limits and output formats. As regards the

threshold we specify that resource paris with a similarity score above 0.95 are to
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Figure 4.4: The SILK-LSL code used for creating links
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be interlinked, whereas pairs between 0.8 and 0.95 should be written to a separate

output file and be reviewed. The link limit is used to limit the number of outgoing

links from a particular entity within the source data set. In particular, only one

outgoing owl:sameAs link is permitted. Finally, the output format is specified.

The result of this step is a CSV file containing the links above the accepted threshold.

Because we use the unique identification number, the accepted matches are more than 98

percentage of the total number of schools. Finally we import the CSV file in the relational

database of the RoR. As a result the dataset provided by the RoR and the dataset

provided by the local directorate are connected through owl:sameAs links between URI

aliases.

Figure 4.5: The representation of Moraitis School after the insertion of the
owl:sameAs link

In Figure 4.5 the representation of Moraitis School from the Directorate is presented.

Also the incorporation of a link to the RoR through the owl:sameAs predicate is em-

phasised. As regards the School, the linking of the resource described the Web page and

the respective resource in the RoR can be done manually by adding the following piece

of code in the HMTL page presented in Step 2:
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<span rel=owl:sameAs resource=http://195.251.218.39:2020/resource/school/15452 />

More specifically, this RDFa markup indicates that the resource that describes is owl:sameAs

the entity Moraitis School described in the RoR (ror:school/15452).

Figure 4.6: The linked data graph

4.2.1.3 Integrated view of OGD

The final outcome of these steps as regards the School of Moraitis related data is the

creation of the graph depicted in Figure 4.6. It presents the linking of OGD about the

specific school provided by two distributed sources i.e. the 2nd Local Directorate of
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Secondary Education of Athens and the school itself. The ror:school/15452 represen-

tation of the school is provided by the RoR and it is the glue between the representa-

tions http://195.251.218.37:2020/resource/publicentity/259 and http://www.moraitis-

school.com/#Moraitis since these two are linked to the first one by two owl:sameAs

links. By following the specific approach, the data provided by different public sources

about Moraitis School is now linked and the data consumer can search for and get the

integrated view by using semantic mashup tools such as Sig.ma. In addition, due to the

typed links between the disparate sources of government data one can follow these links

and receive more relevant information such as other schools in the area.

4.2.2 Integrate OGD with Social Media Data

In this sub-section we present the case of integrating OGD with social media (SM) data.

We consider this type of integration as record-level data integration because it takes

place based on real world entities and their characteristics. Regarding SM data the

integration can be based either on their metadata or the actual content (e.g. the text of

a tweet). At the latter case, Named Entity Recognition (NER) analysis is required to

extract from the text the entities that will be used for the integration.

In both cases the integration of SM data with open data aims at creating a richer

knowledge base that will enable more valuable analyses. In the following sub-sections

this idea is further illustrated.

4.2.2.1 Integration Based on Metadata

SM data is streamed in large quantities every second, creating significant information

overload for the users interested in making sense of the information related to a specific

context. This is particularly true in decision-making where decision makers want to

listen to people that are expressed about a specific topic of interest or/and are affected

by a particular decision, and not to the whole population. So, after its collection, SM

data should go through a filtering stage in order to be narrowed based on some criteria.

Existing approaches in the literature use keyword search or hashtag search in order to

alleviate the problem of information overload. However, this type of search can only

support the selection of SM data related to a specific topic of interest, e.g. immigration,
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or to a specific event, e.g. publication of a new draft law. In our approach, we want to

enhance such solutions with capabilities that will enable the filtering of social data based

on the target group i.e. people affected by a particular decision. This could include for

example, the identification of data created by female users above the age of 18 or the

identification of data created by citizens that live in areas characterised by high crime

levels.

To this end, we propose that we should enrich SM data with OGD (Kalampokis et al.,

2011a). Characteristics of target groups such as age group, gender and area of residence

could be linked to variables included in government datasets that provide objective facts

related to these characteristics.

In order to make our point clear we now describe a real-world scenario. According to this

scenario the government of the UK announces to citizens a draft law on public budget

cutting in police forces. Before the enactment of the particular draft the government

wants to know what citizens think about the specific action. Moreover, the government

is particularly interested in the opinion of residents of areas presenting crime level above

average.

According to our approach, subjective data will be collected from Twitter before and

after the announcement of the draft law. In order to identify only those tweets that are

posted by residents of areas with crime level above average we will aggregate data from

Data.gov.uk that provides crime levels and statistics in neighbourhood areas in the 43

English and Wales’ police forces through a RESTful API and data from Twitter. By

linking the location attribute of tweets to the “crime area” attribute of the Data.gov.uk

dataset we can filter the collected tweets and identify tweets posted by residents of areas

with high crime level. Figure 4.7 depicts the linking of the two datasets using as a “joint

point” the particular location i.e. Leicestershire.

4.2.2.2 Integration based on Entities Extracted from Text

The informal and noisy nature of SM result in spelling mistakes and user made acronyms

and abbreviations that is not possible to be identified by keyword search. For example,

the Liberal Democrat political party in the UK can be mentioned as liberal democrats,

libdem, libdems, ld, etc. Moreover, some complex phenomena such as elections are
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kalampokis Evangelos Kalampokis
This police budget cutting will increase crime 
levels http://j.mp/fWd7d
from Leicestershire, UK
14 Feb 

{

    "commentary": null,
    "crimes": {
        "2010-12": {
            "anti-social-behaviour": {
                "crime_rate": "0.46",
                "crime_level": "average",
                "total_crimes": 74
            },
            "other-crime": {
                "crime_rate": "0.35",
                "crime_level": "average",
                "total_crimes": 56
            },
            "all-crime": {
                "crime_rate": "1.12",
                "crime_level": "above_average",
                "total_crimes": 180
            },
            "robbery": {
                "crime_rate": "0.02",
                "crime_level": "above_average",
                "total_crimes": 3
            },
            "burglary": {
                "crime_rate": "0.14",
                "crime_level": "above_average",
                "total_crimes": 22
            }
            }
        }
    }
}

http://policeapi2.rkh.co.uk/api/leicestershire/crime

Leicestershire

has location

above_
average

has crime level

Figure 4.7: Filtering tweets based on the crime level of the location (Kalampokis
et al., 2011a)

characterised by many and diverse participating entities. For example, in order to

sense public opinion regarding a particular political party, one should identify tweets

that mention not only the political party but also the leader of the party as well as the

candidates of the party in different geographical areas or even former leaders or colloquial

names. In this case all the different keywords that describe this domain knowledge

should be identified and used. However, this activity may introduce subjectivity in

the analysis process. Finally, keyword search is not context aware and thus provides

irrelevant results, e.g. in the context of the UK elections the word ’Gordon’ can refer

to both the homonymous UK parliament constituency in Scotland and the first name of

Gordon Brown, who was the leader of the Labour Party from 2007 to 2010.

In this sub-section we present an approach to create a rich semantically enabled knowl-

edge base from Twitter data that will enable more efficient identification of relevant data

in the context of a phenomenon under consideration. Following the UK election use case

the proposed approach will enable answering questions such as “Which posts are related
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to the conservative party” instead of “Which posts include the strings ’conservative’,

’cameron’, ’tories’ etc.”. As a result, the analysis process will be released from subjec-

tive decisions, such as the identification of relevant keywords, which could influence the

whole process and thus the outcome.

The proposed approach is based on the creation of a richer semantically enabled knowl-

edge base from tweets by employing Named Entity Recognition (NER) to identify entities

in the text and classify them into categories, as well as the Linked Data paradigm to

perform entity disambiguation and to enrich SM data with domain knowledge that cur-

rently exists as structured data on the Web e.g. through DBpedia or OGD. As a result,

our approach goes through two main steps:

∙ Identification and classification of the entities that are mentioned in microblog

data.

∙ Identification of URI aliases of these entities on the Web and establish links among

them.

In order to make the proposed approach more clear we again employ the UK election

of 2010 use case. Figure 4.8 depicts four tweets that were published before the election.

Four named entities related to the election are extracted from the text i.e. Cameron,

George Osborn, Tory and Conservatives. These entities are linked to the same entities

that are described in DBpedia (i.e. dbpedia:David Cameron, dbpedia:George Osborne,

dbpedia:Tory and dbpedia:Conservative Party UK respectively) by establishing owl:sameAs

links. As Figure 4.8 indicates the latter entities are connected between them through

RDF links. In particular DBpedia suggests that David Cameron and George Osborne

belong to the Conservative party and that the Conservative Party is also known as

Tory party. Following this approach one can identify all the tweets that refer to the

Conservative party even if the specific keyword is not directly mentioned in their text.

In Figure 4.9 an architecture that enables the realisation of the proposed approach is

depicted. The architecture comprises a number of components. The Microblog SM

Data Mining component collects SM data through different APIs. The collected data

contains all the attached metadata (e.g. text, author, creation date, source, geo-location

information, etc.) along with the actual text. The Extraction component comprises two

modules i.e. the Metadata Extractor and the NER Extractor. The former extracts the
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Figure 4.8: Extracting entities form tweets and linking them to URI aliases in DB-
pedia

metadata while the latter the entities in the text by employing NER techniques. The

RDFiser component transforms the data into RDF and annotates the data with well-

known vocabularies and ontologies. To this end we employ widely used vocabularies such

as SIOC. For example, every post is an instance of sioc:MicroblogPost and the author

is an instance of sioc:UserAccount. The original text is described by the sioc:content

property and the entities extracted from the text by the sioc:topic property. We also

differentiate between the entities of different types (i.e. person, organisation, location)

and we assign them different classes. The output of this component is RDF triples,

which are stored in the triple store. The Interlinking component identifies URI aliases

on the Web for the extracted entities and links them through owl:sameAs links. The aim

of this component is to perform a) entity disambiguation i.e. to specify the extracted

entities that refer to the same real-world entity and b) data enrichment by enabling

the use of existing linked data on the Web. In addition, because of the informal and

noisy nature and short length of microblog posts we adopt a two-phased interlinking

process. Initially based on a strict matching algorithm such as Levenshtein distance or

Jaro-Winkler distance we interlink the extracted entities with entities on the Web that

are of the same named type as the extracted one. Thereafter with a looser matching

algorithm such as Boyer Moore algorithm we interlink the extracted entities that were
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missed during the first phase with the same entities that we identified on the Web in

the first phase. Each entity in the data set carries two features: a) its class (person,

organisation or location) and a) its literal value. The features of every unlinked entity

are compared with the features of every interlinked entity. If there is a suitable match

then the unlinked entity is linked to the similar entity by owl:sameAs link.

Figure 4.9: Architecture showing the processing of microblog data into Linked Data

We implement the proposed architecture and analyse 10.591 tweets that were randomly

sampled from a UK election data set. In order to create this dataset we collected 60.000

unique tweets from Twitter using #ge2010, #ukelection, #election2010 and #ge10 hash-

tags from April 29, 2010 to May 6, 2010.

The evaluation task is to identify tweets that are related to the three main parties of

the UK election (i.e. Conservative Party, Labour Party and Liberal Democrats). We

compare the number of the identified tweets through this process with the number of

tweets that would be identified through keyword search.

The implementation of the approach includes a Conditional Random Field sequence

classifier provided by Stanford NER in order to put into practice the Named Entity

Recogniser of our architecture (In the Appendix F we present an evaluation of 8 NER

tools that justifies the selection of the Stanford NER component). The classifier is

specially trained for the specific data set that we work on and achieves 85.89 F1 score.

Currently this component extracts 3 NET: Person, Location and Organisation. The

Interlinking Component aims at identifying URI aliases with DBpedia. To this end, we

employ Silk Framework (Volz et al., 2009) to realise the first Strict-matching phase of our
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architecture. The unlinked entities in this first phase of interlinking go through a second

phase that according to the architecture is characterised as Loose-matching phase. This

phase implements Boyer-Moore algorithm and the unlinked entities are linked to the

similar DBpedia entity (of the same class) found on the first phase. Finally, URI aliases

between the two data sets are connected and the data set is updated using SPARQL

Update. For the sake of performance (faster SPARQL queries) we establish RDF links

in the local RDF data store using DBpedia properties. We currently use a Jena SDB

backed by MySQL database to store the RDF data set. Joseki server is used to provide

a SPARQL endpoint to this SDB store.

The result of the implementation is a semantically enabled knowledge base that could

be accessed through a SPARQL endpoint. The total number of distinct entities for each

NET in the produced dataset are: 30 Organisation (e.g. dbpedia:Liberal Democrats,

dbpedia:Sky News, dbpedia:BBC) 286 Person (e.g. dbpedia:Gordon Brown, dbpedia:

David Cameron) and 230 Location (e.g. dbpedia:Edinburgh, dbpedia:Islington, dbpe-

dia:Bradford).

Initially we searched the raw data set by using the following keyword: “conservative”

for the Conservative party, “labour” for the Labour party and “liberal” and “democrat”

for Liberal Democrats. Thereafter we queried the produced RDF data set based on

a SPARQL query. For example, for Liberal Democrats the following query was used,

where twit:microblogOrgEntity represents the Organisation named entity type:

SELECT DISTINCT ?tweet

WHERE {

{

?tweet sioc:topic ?org.

?org rdf:type twit:microblogOrgEntity.

?org owl:sameAs <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Liberal_Democrats>

}

UNION {

?tweet sioc:topic ?otherEntity.

?otherEntity owl:sameAs ?dbpEntity.

?dbpEntity ?rel <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Liberal_Democrats>

}
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}

The first part of the query finds all those mentions of Liberal Democrats that directly

mention the entity Liberal Democrats. The second part of the query finds those mentions

which indirectly mention the entity Liberal Democrats, for e.g. a tweet that mentions

Nick Clegg is supposed to refer to Liberal Democrats indirectly because Nick Clegg is

the leader of Liberal Democrats.

Figure 4.10 depicts the evaluation results for the three parties. The first column presents

the identified tweets with keyword search. The second and third columns present the

tweets identified through entity disambiguation after the application of Strict-matching

and Loose-matching phase of the architecture respectively. The last column depicts

the final results obtained from our approach after also incorporating DBpedia’s domain

knowledge. As Figure 4.10 suggests the number of tweets that were identified with the

proposed approach was doubled in the case of the Labour party and quadrupled in the

case of both the Conservative party and Liberal Democrats. These results indicate that

keyword search would have provided misleading data to the next steps of the prediction

analysis phase.

Figure 4.10: The evaluation results

In addition, the evaluation results indicate that the results after the Strict-matching

phase are quite poor. This is due to the fact that not many entities in the local data

set are linked to DBpedia entities when Silk is applied. This happens because Silk

uses Approximate String Matching Algorithms such as Levenshtein distance and Jaro-

Winkler distance. In such algorithms operations such insertion, deletion and substitution
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of characters in strings are carried out to convert a string into an exact match. The

less the number of these operations, closer the match is. For example insertion of u in

labor, deletion of e in laboure and substitution of o with a at 1st index in lobor, all will

lead to the exact match labour. However, if the string is lab, it will be considerably

much difficult to match it with labour. Therefore, Silk was not able to match the

entities which were very different in length, for e.g. lab and labour, liberal and liberal

democrats, david and david Cameron, etc. The Loose-matching column clearly indicates

a significant improvement in the results. The Loose-Matching phase which uses an Exact

String Matching Algorithm is now able to link the entities like lab with labour; lib or

liberal or dem or democrats with liberal democrats and many such other entities which

Silk failed to link. However, we still miss out on interlinking the entities like liberals or

libdem with liberal democrats, which require more complex algorithms to be matched.

As regards Liberal Democrats after the Strict-matching phase we get 111 tweets that

refer to the entity Liberal Democrats, which has liberal democrats as the string value

for the rdfs:label property. After the second interlinking phase we get 54 additional

tweets of the entity Liberal Democrats. These mentions include entities like Lib, LIB,

DEM and Democrats. The number of tweets increases to 754 after DBpedia’s do-

main knowledge is also incorporated in our data set. The additional tweets are related

to Liberal Democrats through some property. For example, Person entities such as

Julian Huppert, Nick Clegg, Vince Cable, Sarah Teather and Charles Kennedy are re-

lated to Liberal Democrats by dbpedia-owl:party property and the Organization entity

Labour Party(UK) by dbpedia-owl:mergedIntoParty property.

This analysis of SM and open data integration will be further used in a data analytics

case in Chapter 5.

4.3 Mutli-Dimensional Data Cubes

In this section, we introduce a theoretical framework that formally describes the integra-

tion of OGD that are structured as aggregated multi-dimensional data cubes (data cubes

onwards). In particular, we introduce the concept of “cube expansion”, which defines

how a cube could expand another cube through their integration. This is similar to a left

outer join in SQL. Thereafter, we elaborate on the use of the linked data paradigm as a
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facilitator to cubes integration. We define a conceptual process model that exploits the

theoretical framework and introduces cubes integration as a vital phase into linked data

cubes lifecycle. Finally, we identify and present challenges related to the exploitation of

linked data paradigm for cubes integration.

Although cubes integration has being studied in data-warehouses literature for more

than a decade, OGD have introduced new requirements in the area. Typically, an

organisation had a collection of measures that are important to track for an area and

based on these a data-warehouse were being developed. In open data realm, however,

data providers make available for reuse in an ad-hoc manner multiple datasets that

may contain parts of a bigger cube with multiple measures, dimensions, and hierarchies.

On the other hand, however, users may need data that require the integration of these

datasets or even the data cubes that can be created by integrating the datasets. As a

result, cube integration has to be studied under this new perspective.

One of the earliest definitions of cubes integration was introduced by Agrawal et al.

(1997). In this work the join operation relates two cubes and it is based on a number

of dimensions which are called the join dimensions. In the most generic case, the two

cubes need to have at least one join dimension. For example, Figure 4.11 illustrates cube

C joining with cube C1 on dimension D1. Dimension D1 of the resulting cube has only

two values. Moreover, a function is associated with the join that divides the element

value from cube C by the element value from C1. The interesting trait here is that the

values from C1 are applied to all member of the non-joinable dimension of C. In the

case that there are no join dimensions this type of join is considered to be a Cartesian

product between the cubes. Another special case appears if all dimensions of one cube

are joined with some of the dimensions the other cube. This is called an associate join.

Datta and Thomas (1999) defined two operators that enable integration of two cubes. In

particular, they defined the join operator as the result of the Cartesian product operation

to two cubes having on or more dimensions in common and having identical mappings

from the common dimensions to the respective attribute (level) sets of these dimensions.

The result of this operation is a superset of the desired information. A similar description

of the Cartesian product is provided by Cabibbo and Torlone (1998). Datta and Thomas

(1999) also defined the union operator that finds the union of two cubes that have the
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Figure 4.11: Joining two cubes (adopted from Agrawal et al. (1997))

same dimensions and measures but contain the superset of observations. In both cases

the operators require as input compatible cubes.

Pedersen et al. (2001) also defines union and join operators between two cubes. Given

two multidimensional objects with common schemas (i.e., the same set of dimensions)

the union is defined as the set of union of the facts along with the union of the levels

and values of the dimensions. They also provide a description of a generic type of join,

called “identity-based join”.

In Calvanese et al. (2001) information integration is described in DW as data passes

from different internal to the organisation sources to the warehouse. The drill-across

operation was introduced to address the case where two or more fact tables that share di-

mensions are combined into a single report Gómez et al. (2012); Kimball and Ross (2011).

introduced drill-across operation define drill-across operation that enables combining

information contained in two cubes. This operation requires that

In most of these theoretical frameworks cubes integration was only presented as part of a

generic framework aiming at conceptualise cubes and thus they do not describe in detail

cubes integration. Moreover, these works were purely theoretical and did not mean to

be a basis for implementation.
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4.3.1 A Theoretical Framework for Cubes Integration

Let 𝑋, 𝑌 and 𝑍 be three sets of cubes where 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 is a cube to expand, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 is a cube

that is merged with 𝑥 in order to expand the latter, and 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍 is the expanded form of

cube 𝑥 that is produced as a result of this process. In this case we say that we “expand

𝑥 by 𝑦”.

We consider that a cube is defined as (𝑀,𝐷) where 𝑀 = {𝑚1,𝑚2, . . . ,𝑚k} is a set

of 𝑘 measures and 𝐷 = {𝑑1, 𝑑2, . . . , 𝑑n} is a set of 𝑛 dimensions. A dimension 𝑑𝑖 ∈ 𝐷

comprises a set of objects 𝑂𝑖 = {𝑜𝑖,1, 𝑜𝑖,2, . . . , 𝑜𝑖,𝑚} where 𝑚 denotes the size of 𝑂𝑖 that

may vary depending on the dimension.

The objects of a dimension may structure hierarchical relationships among them at

different levels that define the attributes of a dimension. Therefore, a dimension 𝑑𝑖 is

composed of a set of 𝑙 attributes 𝐴𝑖 = {𝑎i,1, 𝑎i,2, . . . , 𝑎i,l}, while an attribute 𝑎i,j comprises

all the objects of the dimension at the 𝑗-th level of the dimension 𝑑𝑖. Therefore, the set

of objects of a dimension is the union of the sets of objects of all the attributes in the

dimension 𝑂𝑖 =
⋃︀

𝑗 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 .

The ordered set of attributes defines the hierarchy ℎ𝑖 of a dimension 𝑑𝑖. We assume that

the 1st attribute of a hierarchy denotes the top attribute of a dimension.

The cube is composed of all cells 𝑐ℎ = (𝑡𝑐ℎ , 𝑣𝑐ℎ), where 𝑡𝑐ℎ ∈
∏︀

𝑖𝑂𝑖, meaning the gener-

alised Cartesian product of 𝑂𝑖 for the 𝑛 dimensions of the cube, and 𝑣𝑐ℎ is a tuple of

values for the set of measures 𝑀 .

For example, let 𝑥1 be a cube with three dimensions 𝐷x1 = {𝑔𝑒𝑜, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑠𝑒𝑥} and one

measure 𝑀x1 = {𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡}. The dimensions are characterised by the following:

∙ 𝑂geo = {𝐵𝐸,𝐺𝑅, 𝐼𝑇}, 𝑂time = {2014, 2014−𝑄1, 2014−𝑄2, 2014−𝑄3, 2014−𝑄4},

and 𝑂sex = {𝑀,𝐹}

∙ 𝐴geo = {𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦}, 𝐴time = {𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟, 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟}, and 𝐴sex = {𝑠𝑒𝑥}

Therefore, 𝑎time,quarter = {2014−𝑄1, 2014−𝑄2, 2014−𝑄3, 2014−𝑄4} and 𝑎time,year

= {2014}.

Finally, a cell of cube 𝑥1 could be defined as 𝑐1 = ((𝐵𝐸, 2014−𝑄1,𝑀), (13)).
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We assume that a cube can be expanded by increasing the size of one of the sets that

define a cube. Therefore, cube 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 can be expanded by adding one or more elements

into: (a) the set of measures 𝑀x, (b) the set of objects of an attribute 𝑎i,j of a dimension

𝑑i ∈ 𝐷x, (c) the set of attributes 𝐴i of a dimension 𝑑i ∈ 𝐷x, or (d) the set of dimensions

𝐷x.

The prerequisite for this process is that cube 𝑦 has some characteristics that allow for

merging with cube 𝑥. These characteristics are constraints on the structure of the cube.

We say that if cube 𝑦 have these characteristics, then “𝑦 is compatible to expand 𝑥”.

These characteristics, however, are different in each of the four cases that can be followed

to expand 𝑥. Therefore, it is possible 𝑦 to be compatible to expand 𝑥 in a particular

way (e.g. by adding a new element in 𝑀x) but not in a different one (e.g. by adding

a new element in 𝐴i of a dimension 𝑑i). Moreover, the characteristics of cube 𝑧, also,

depend on the case that will be followed to expand 𝑥.

Hence, there is a need to formally describe (a) the characteristics of cubes 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 and

𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 , so that 𝑦 to be compatible to expand 𝑥, and (b) the characteristics of cube 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍

in relation to 𝑥 and 𝑦 in each of the four cases. In the rest of this section we describe

these characteristics by formally defining, respectively, (a) binary relations that link

cubes 𝑥 and 𝑦, and (b) operators that map from (𝑥, 𝑦) to 𝑧.

In general, a binary relation 𝑅 is an ordered triple (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑇 ) where 𝑇 ⊂ 𝑋 × 𝑌 and

𝑋 × 𝑌 is the Cartesian product of 𝑋 and 𝑌 . In this case, we use the statement 𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦)

where (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝑇 . On the other hand, any mapping from 𝑇 to 𝑉 is called an operator

and we indicate 𝐴 : 𝑇 → 𝑉 .

4.3.1.1 Identifying Compatible Cubes

We define a binary relation 𝐿 as an ordered triple (𝑋,𝑌,𝐺) where (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐺 is the set

of 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 where 𝑦 is compatible to expand 𝑥. We say that “𝑦 is compatible

to expand 𝑥” with the statement 𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦).

It does not always hold that if 𝑦 is compatible to expand 𝑥 then 𝑥 is also compatible to

expand 𝑦. In the special, however, case that this condition holds for a set (𝑥, 𝑦) then we

say that 𝑥 and 𝑦 are mutual compatible.
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In this subsection we describe how the binary relation 𝐿 is modified according to the

different cases we could follow to expand 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 by 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 . Towards this end, we define a

sub-relation 𝐿i where 𝑖 ∈ {𝑀,𝑂,𝐴,𝐷} as an ordered triple (𝑋,𝑌,𝐺i) for every different

case to expand 𝑥. The letters for naming the sub-relation follow these different cases,

i.e. expanding a cube by a 𝑀easure, 𝑂bject, 𝐴ttribute, or 𝐷imension.

Measure

This is a special case of the binary relation 𝐿 that can be described as “𝑦 is compatible

to expand 𝑥 by expanding the set of measures 𝑀 x”. In this case, we define the binary

relation 𝐿M as an ordered triple (𝑋,𝑌,𝐺M) where the sets of cubes (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐺M with

𝐺M ⊆ 𝐺 fulfil the following requirements:

∙ 𝑀y∖𝑀x ̸= ∅ meaning ∃𝑧 : 𝑧 ∈ 𝑀y and 𝑧 /∈ 𝑀x

∙ |𝐷x| = |𝐷y|

∙ ∀𝑑i ∈ 𝐷x∃!𝑑j ∈ 𝐷y : (𝐴i ⊆ 𝐴j|𝑂i ⊆ 𝑂j)

At the simplest case, these requirements mean that cube 𝑦 should have additional mea-

sures than 𝑥 and the dimensions of 𝑦 should have at least the objects of cube 𝑥.

Considering cube 𝑥1 ∈ 𝑋 from the running example, cube 𝑦1 ∈ 𝑌 would be compatible to

expand 𝑥 by expanding the set of measures𝑀x1 , in the case that𝐷y1 = {𝑔𝑒𝑜y′, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒y
′, 𝑠𝑒𝑥y

′}

and 𝑀y1 = {𝑝𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦}, whereas the geospatial dimension has one more attribute, i.e.

𝐴geoy’ = {𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦}, but the same objects at the country level, i.e. 𝑂geoy’ = {𝐵𝐸,𝐺𝑅, 𝐼𝑇,

(𝐵𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑠,𝐵𝐸), (𝐴𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑠,𝐺𝑅), (𝑅𝑜𝑚𝑒, 𝐼𝑇 ), (𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑛, 𝐼𝑇 )}. We also consider that the

other dimensions are the same, i.e. 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒y
′ = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 and 𝑠𝑒𝑥y

′ = 𝑠𝑒𝑥.

Object

This is a special case of the binary relation 𝐿 that can be described as “𝑦 is compatible

to expand 𝑥 by expanding the set of objects of an attribute 𝑎i,j of a dimension 𝑑i ∈ 𝐷x.

In this case, we define the binary relation 𝐿O as an ordered triple (𝑋,𝑌,𝐺O) where the

sets of cubes (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐺O with 𝐺O ⊆ 𝐺 fulfill the following requirements:

∙ 𝑀x ⊆ 𝑀y

∙ |𝐷x| = |𝐷y|
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∙ ∃!𝑎i,j in 𝑑i ∈ 𝐷x : 𝑎i,j∖𝑎k,m ̸= ∅ where 𝑎k,m in 𝑑k ∈ 𝐷y

∙ ∀𝑑k ̸= 𝑑i ∈ 𝐷x∃𝑑l ∈ 𝐷y : (𝐴i ⊆ 𝐴l|𝑂i ⊆ 𝑂l)

This set of requirements mean that at least one attribute of a dimension of cube 𝑦 should

have additional objects compared to one of the attributes of a dimensions of cube 𝑥,

while all the other dimensions should be the same. In addition cube 𝑦 should at least

have the set of measures of 𝑥.

Considering again the same example, cube 𝑦2 ∈ 𝑌 would be compatible to expand 𝑥1 by

expanding the set of objects of the attribute𝑂geo, in the case that𝑀y2 = {𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡},

𝐷y2 = {𝑔𝑒𝑜y′′, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒y
′′, 𝑠𝑒𝑥y

′′}and 𝑂geoy” = {𝐺𝑅, 𝐼𝑇, 𝐼𝐸}, whereas 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒y
′′ = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 and

𝑠𝑒𝑥y
′′ = 𝑠𝑒𝑥

Attribute

This is a special case of the binary relation 𝐿 that can be described as “𝑦 is compatible

to expand 𝑥 by expanding the set of attributes 𝐴i of a dimension 𝑑i ∈ 𝐷x”. In this case

we define the binary relation 𝐿A as an ordered triple (𝑋,𝑌,𝐺A) where the sets of cubes

(𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐺A with 𝐺A ⊆ 𝐺 fulfill the following requirements:

∙ 𝑀x ⊆ 𝑀y

∙ |𝐷x| = |𝐷y|

∙ ∃!𝑑i ∈ 𝐷x : (𝐴j∖𝐴i ̸= ∅) and 𝑑j ∈ 𝐷y. The relative complement of 𝐴i,x to 𝐴j means

that ∃𝑎j,k : 𝑎j,k ∈ 𝐴j and 𝑎j,k /∈ 𝐴i

∙ 𝑎j,k ̸= ∅ meaning that this attribute contains one or more objects.

∙ ∀𝑑k ̸= 𝑑i ∈ 𝐷x∃𝑑l ∈ 𝐷y : (𝐴i ⊆ 𝐴l|𝑂i ⊆ 𝑂l)

These requirements denote that at least one dimension of cube 𝑦 should have additional

attributes compared to one of the dimensions of cube 𝑥, while all the other dimensions

should be the same. In addition cube 𝑦 should at least have the set of measures of 𝑥.

Following the same example from section 4.3, cube 𝑦3 ∈ 𝑌 would be compatible to

expand 𝑥1 in the case that 𝐴timey”’ = {𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟,𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ} and 𝑀y3 = {𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡},

whereas all other dimensions are the same.
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We should also note that in this case a cube 𝑦 can be created by materialising cube 𝑥 i.e.,

compute aggregations of cube 𝑥 across a hierarchy. In particular, if cube 𝑥 is populated

with data for an attribute of a dimension and there is also a hierarchy in which this

attribute is at a low level, then aggregation for other attributes at a higher level can be

also computed and thus a new cube can be created. This new cube can now play the

role of cube 𝑦 that expands 𝑥. In the case, however, that we need data for a lower than

our attribute level then this process cannot be performed and thus cubes on the Web

should be discovered.

Dimension

This is a special case of the binary relation 𝐿 that can be described as “𝑦 is compatible

to expand 𝑥 by expanding the set of dimensions 𝐷x”. In this case we define the binary

relation 𝐿D as an ordered triple (𝑋,𝑌,𝐺D) where the sets of cubes (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐺D has to

fulfill the following requirements:

∙ 𝑀x ⊆ 𝑀y

∙ |𝐷x| < |𝐷y|

∙ ∀𝑑i,x ∈ 𝐷x∃𝑑j,y ∈ 𝐷y : (𝐴i,x = 𝐴j,y|𝑂i,x = 𝑂j,y)

At the simplest case, cube 𝑦 has one extra dimension in relation to cube 𝑥 and all the

other dimensions the same. Moreover, cube y should at least have the set of measures

of 𝑥.

Following the same example, cube 𝑦4 ∈ 𝑌 would be compatible to expand 𝑥1 in the case

that 𝐷y4 = {𝑔𝑒𝑜, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑠𝑒𝑥, 𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝} and 𝑀x4 = {(𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)}.

In this case, materialisation of cube 𝑥, i.e. computation of aggregations across a dimen-

sion, can create new cubes that can be expanded by cube 𝑥.

Other properties of L

These sub-relations 𝐿i are not transitive, meaning that if 𝑦1 is compatible to expand 𝑥

in a particular way and 𝑦2 is compatible to extend 𝑦1 in the same way, then 𝑦2 is not

always compatible to expand 𝑥 in this same way. For example, if we have two cubes 𝑦1

and 𝑦2 that have exactly the same dimensions as cube 𝑥1 from the example in section
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4.3, while 𝑀y1 = {𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒} and 𝑀y2 = {𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡} then 𝑦1 is compatible to expand

𝑥1, 𝑦2 is compatible to expand 𝑦1 but 𝑦2 is not compatible to expand 𝑥1.

We should also say that 𝐺i are disjoint i.e.
⋂︀

𝑖∈{𝑀,𝑂,𝐴,𝐷}𝐺i = ∅.

4.3.1.2 Expanding Compatible Cubes

Let 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 be two cubes so that 𝑦 is compatible to expand 𝑥, i.e. (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐺

according to the analysis of subsection 4.3.1.1. We define the operator 𝐸 that expands

a cube 𝑥 using a cube 𝑦 and produces a cube 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍. We say that operator 𝐸 “expands

𝑥 by 𝑦” and we specify that 𝐸 : 𝐺 → 𝑍 for all (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐺 in order to denote that the

operator maps from 𝐺 to 𝑍. We could also say that this operator is similar to a left

outer join of two cubes.

Operator 𝐸 is also related to the way that is used to expand 𝑥. Therefore, for each of

the subsets 𝐺i ⊆ 𝐺 where 𝑖 ∈ {𝑀,𝑂,𝐴,𝐷} we define an operator 𝐸i that maps from 𝐺i

to 𝑍, i.e. 𝐸i : 𝐺i → 𝑍.

Measure

The operator 𝐸M : 𝐺M → 𝑍 expands a cube x by adding elements into the set of mea-

sures 𝑀x.

In this case, cube 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍 is defined by the following:

∙ 𝑀 z = (𝑀x ∪𝑀y)

∙ 𝐷z = 𝐷x

Following the same example of section 4.3 and sub-section 4.3.1.1, cube 𝑧1 will be the out-

come of expanding 𝑥1 by 𝑦1. The set of measures for 𝑧1 will be 𝑀 z1 = {𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡,

𝑝𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦}, while the dimensions will be 𝐷z1 = {𝑔𝑒𝑜, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑠𝑒𝑥}.

Object

The operator 𝐸I : 𝐺I → 𝑍 expands a cube x by adding one or more elements into the

set of objects of an attribute 𝑎i,j of a dimension 𝑑i ∈ 𝐷x.

In this case, cube 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍 is defined by the following:
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∙ 𝑀 z = 𝑀x

∙ ∃𝑎p,q in 𝑑p ∈ 𝐷z : 𝑎p,q = 𝑎i,j ∪ 𝑎k,m where 𝑎i,j in 𝑑i ∈ 𝐷x and 𝑎k,m in 𝑑k ∈ 𝐷y

∙ ∀𝑑r ∈ 𝐷z|𝑑r ̸= 𝑑p : 𝐷z = 𝐷x

Following the same example cube, 𝑧2 will be the outcome of expanding 𝑥1 by 𝑦2

and will be characterised by 𝑀 z2 = {𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡}, 𝐷z2 = {𝑔𝑒𝑜z′′, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒z
′′, 𝑠𝑒𝑥z

′′} and

𝑂geoz” = {𝐵𝐸,𝐺𝑅, 𝐼𝑇, 𝐼𝐸}, whereas 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒z
′′ = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 and 𝑠𝑒𝑥z

′′ = 𝑠𝑒𝑥.

Attribute

The operator 𝐸A : 𝐺A → 𝑍 expands a cube x by adding elements into the set of objects

of an attribute 𝐴x.

In this case, cube 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍 is defined by the following:

∙ 𝑀 z = 𝑀x

∙ ∃𝑑p ∈ 𝐷z : 𝐴p = 𝐴i ∪𝐴j where 𝑑i ∈ 𝐷x and 𝑑j ∈ 𝐷y

∙ ∀𝑑r ∈ 𝐷z|𝑑r ̸= 𝑑p : 𝐷z = 𝐷x

Following the same example cube, 𝑧3 will be the outcome of expanding 𝑥1 by 𝑦3 and

will be characterised by 𝑀 z3 = {𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡} and 𝐴timez”’ = {𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟, 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟,𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ}

whereas all other dimensions will be the same.

Dimension

The operator 𝐸D : 𝐺D → 𝑍 expands a cube x by adding elements into the set of dimen-

sions 𝐷x.

In this case, cube 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍 is defined by the following:

∙ 𝑀 z = 𝑀x

∙ 𝐷z = (𝐷x ∪𝐷y)

Following the same example cube, 𝑧2 will be the outcome of expanding 𝑥1 by 𝑦2 and

will be characterised by 𝑀 z2 = {𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡} and 𝐷Z = {𝑔𝑒𝑜, 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑠𝑒𝑥, 𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝}
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It is important to see whether 𝐸(𝐸(𝑥, 𝑦1), 𝑦2) = 𝐸(𝑥,𝐸(𝑦1, 𝑦2)). Probably 𝑦1 and 𝑦2

should be mutual compatible to expand each other.

4.3.2 Linked Data Cubes

The RDF Data Cube (QB) vocabulary Cyganiak and Reynolds (2014) is a W3C stan-

dard for modelling data cubes as graphs and thus adhering to the RDF model and

Linked Data principles. Centric class in the vocabulary is qb:DataSet that defines a

cube. A cube has a qb:DataStructureDefinition that defines the structure of the cube

and multiple qb:Observation that describe each cell of the cube. The structure is spec-

ified by the abstract qb:ComponentProperty class, which has three sub-classes, namely

qb:DimensionProperty, qb:MeasureProperty, and qb:AttributeProperty. The first one de-

fines the dimensions of the cube, the second the measured variables, while the third

structural metadata such as the unit of measurement.

Usually the values of the components are populated using predefined code lists that

might formulate hierarchies such as a geographic or administrative division. These

code lists can be specified by using either the Simple Knowledge Organisation System

(SKOS) Miles and Bechhofer (2009) vocabulary or the QB vocabulary. SKOS is a W3C

standard used for expressing the basic structure and content of concept schemes such

as thesauri, taxonomies, and classification schemes. The set of values is modelled as

a skos:ConceptScheme and a value as a skos:Concept. In addition, skos:broader and

skos:narrower are used to assert a direct hierarchical link between two skos:Concepts.

In case of reusing RDF data that are not modelled using SKOS, the QB vocabulary

introduced the qb:HierarchicalCodeList class that defines a set of root concepts in the hi-

erarchy (qb:hierarchyRoot) and a parent-to-child relationship (qb:parentChildProperty).

XKOS1 RDF vocabulary has been proposed as an extension to SKOS that allows to

model hierarchies structured in levels. A hierarchy level can be defined using the

xkos:ClassificationLevel concept. According to XKOS the levels of a hierarchy are or-

ganised as an rdf:List, which implies order, starting with the most aggregated level. In-

dividual skos:Concept objects are related to the xkos:ClassificationLevel to which they

belong by the skos:member property.

1http://rdf-vocabulary.ddialliance.org/xkos

http://rdf-vocabulary.ddialliance.org/xkos
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Table 4.1: Mapping of Multidimensional Model to Linked Data vocabularies

Multidimensional
model

Linked Data vocabularies

Dimension qb:DimensionProperty

Hierarchy qb:HierarchicalCodeList or
an rdf:List that is linked
to a skos:ConceptScheme
through the xkos:levels
property

Dimension levels xkos:ClassificationLevel

Dimension values Individual skos:Concept
objects that are
related to the
xkos:ClassificationLevel
to which they belong by the
skos:member property.

Measure qb:MeasureProperty

The linking in linked data cubes is currently performed through the reuse of resources

that define common statistical concepts and associated code lists that are used across

multiple datasets. For example, the sdmx-dimension:timePeriod property is usually

used for time, the sdmx-dimension:refArea for geography, and sdmx-dimension:sex for

sex dimension.

The conceptual relations between the concepts that define a cube and the classes or

properties of popular Linked Data vocabularies are summarised in Table 4.1.

However, when dealing with real world data cubes this conceptual mapping is not al-

ways straightforward. For example, a dimension attribute value has a conceptual relation

to the skos:Concept of a skos:ConceptualScheme. However, if we need to find the at-

tribute values of a dimension we have to query the actual qb:Observations and not the

skos:ConceptualScheme as the latter could have more concepts that are not used in the

specific cube.

During the last years a growing number of endeavours focused on linked data cubes.

Software tools have been developed to support both creation and exploitation of linked
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data cubes. In the first case, the tools aim at transforming data from legacy tech-

nical formats ranging from CSV, JSON-stat and SDMX-ML to relational and OLAP

databases into RDF data adhering to the RDF Data Cube (QB) vocabulary Capadisli

et al. (2013); Kalampokis et al. (2014); Ruback et al. (2013); Salas et al. (2012a,b). In

the case of exploitation, existing tools enable exploring cubes in two-dimensional tables

and on maps, as well as creating charts Helmich et al. (2014); Kalampokis et al. (2014);

Mader et al. (2014).

Moreover, a number of linked data cubes have been made available on the Web. Some

of them have been created by official endeavours meaning that they have been launched

by public bodies that own the data. For example, the European Commission’s Digital

Agenda provides its Scoreboard2 as linked data cubes. Census data of 2011 from Ireland3

and Italy4 have been published as linked data by their National Statistics Institutes.

The Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG)5 and the Scottish

government6 in the UK as well as the Flemish government7 in Belgium opened up their

statistics as linked data. For an in-depth description of these governmental endeavours

see Appendix C. At the same time, a number of datasets have been transformed to

linked data cubes in third parties activities. For example, a linked data transformation8

of Eurostat’s data, which was created in the course of a research project, includes more

than 5,000 linked data cubes. Moreover, few statistical datasets from the European

Central Bank, World Bank, UNESCO and other international organisations have been

also transformed to linked data in a third party activity Capadisli et al. (2013). In

addition, census data of 2011 from Greece Petrou et al. (2013) and historical censuses

from the Netherlands Meroño-Peñuela et al. (2012) have been transformed to linked

data.

During the last years, a few research endeavours focused on performing statistical analy-

ses on top of combined linked data cubes Kalampokis et al. (2013c); Zapilko and Mathiak

(2011); Zaveri et al. (2013). These endeavours mainly proposed ad-hoc solutions that

use specific datasets in order to prove the applicability of the approach in specific do-

mains. They are very important as they demonstrate the value of performing analytics

2http://digital-agenda-data.eu/data
3http://data.cso.ie
4http://datiopen.istat.it
5http://opendatacommunities.org/data
6http://statistics.gov.scot
7http://data.opendataforum.info
8http://eurostat.linked-statistics.org

http://digital-agenda-data.eu/data
http://data.cso.ie
http://datiopen.istat.it
http://opendatacommunities.org/data 
http://statistics.gov.scot
http://data.opendataforum.info
http://eurostat.linked-statistics.org
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on combined data sets on the Web but they do not propose a generic solution towards

this end.

With regards to linked data cubes integration it was only recently when academia focused

on the issue. Abello et al. Abello et al. (2014) explored how semantic web technologies

can aid in data discovery, acquisition, integration, and analytical querying of external

data, and thus serve as a foundation for OLAP exploration. Moreover, the drill-across

operation Gómez et al. (2012) was recently extended in the context of linked data cubes

Kämpgen et al. (2014).

Finally, various systems have been developed on top of linked data cubes, e.g. a question

answering system Höffner and Lehmann (2014) and an access control framework and

platform for medical data integration Kamateri et al. (2014).

4.3.2.1 A Process Model for Integrating Linked Data Cubes

According to the literature, open data processes specify the steps that governments

should follow to set their data free for others to reuse. Moreover, a few processes

have been recently proposed in the literature to describe the steps that are followed

in publishing and consuming linked data. However, these processes are general and

need to be specialised for accommodating statistical data modelled using linked data

technologies. In particular, these generic processes present the following limitations

when applied to linked data cubes:

∙ They focus on the publishing part of linked data and they do not provide details on

the exploitation, which is usually summarised at the last step of the process. In our

case, however, the possible statistical analyses are well defined in the literature (e.g.

OLAP analysis, statistical learning etc.) and thus should be further elaborated

particularly as they can also provide feedback to the publishing steps of the process.

∙ Typically, data integration in the Web of Linked Data is facilitated by establishing

owl:sameAs links, which indicate that two URI references refer to the same thing.

However, in the case of cubes these links are applicable only at the metadata level

that define the structure of the cube and not at the observation level. As a result,

integration of data cubes is not currently properly accommodated in existing linked

data processes.
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∙ The use of the QB vocabulary introduces considerable complexity that calls for

specific requirements in the publishing steps.

This sub-section presents the proposed process for creating value through linked data

cubes (Tambouris et al., 2015). In order to understand the requirements of a linked data

cube process we interviewed employees from public and private organisations that work

with open data, linked data, and statistical analysis. More specifically, the following

appointments were made per area:

∙ Open data: The head of the open data team of the Flemish government.

∙ Linked data: Two employees from an international Swiss Bank.

∙ Statistical data: 16 employees of the Irish Central Statistics Office (CSO). The

interviewees were chosen as a cross-section of CSO staff from different functional

areas and different levels of seniority, with particular focus on staff involved in

data dissemination and IT operations. One of CSO’s major statistical datasets is

Census 2011, which has been already published as Linked Data .

∙ Open/linked data: Three employees from the Research Centre of the Government

of Flanders; a government having as mission statement to conduct research in the

fields of demographics, macroeconomics and social-cultural developments.

∙ Open/linked data: Three employees from the Assistant Deputy Director of Strate-

gic Statistics in the UK Department for Communities and Local Government

(DCLG). DCLG currently produces 53 main statistical datasests and is commited

to routiely release its data as linked open data. It also maintains a data portal

that currently contains more than 150 datasets .

This process comprises three phases, namely (a) Creating Cubes, (b) Expanding Cubes,

and (c) Exploiting Cubes. The first phase involves creating linked data cubes from raw

data, the second supports the expansion of a cube by linking it with other cubes on

the Web, and the last one enables the exploitation of the cubes in data analytics and

visualisations. The three phases further split up into a number of steps. A depiction

of this process is presented in Figure 4.12. In the rest of the section the steps of each

phase are outlined.
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Figure 4.12: The linked open data cubes process (Tambouris et al., 2015)

Step 1.1: Discover & pre-process raw data

This step enables stakeholders to discover, access, view and process raw data cubes.

At this step, data cubes come in various data formats such as CSV files, XLS files,

RDBMS or RDF files. In addition, cubes can be formatted in various structures such

as rectangular data, tree data and graph data.

In this step, stakeholders are able to browse raw data and perform activities aiming to

improve the quality of raw data (e.g. data sorting, filtering, cleansing, transformation).

This step could also include raw file or raw data storage in a local repository or database

system. In this case, metadata regarding the provenance of raw data may be also stored

along with the actual data.

Step 1.2: Define structure & create cube
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An important step in linked data creation regards the definition of the structure of a

model that the data will be mapped to. Initially, a conceptual model that drives the

development of the structure of the linked data cube is created. This specifies:

∙ The dimensions of the cube, which define what the observation applies to.

∙ The measured variables (i.e. what has been measured) along with details on the

unit of measure or how the observations are expressed.

As reusing widely accepted vocabularies is considered to be of high importance in linked

data, defining the structure of the model also requires importing and reusing existing

linked data vocabularies. In the case of data cubes, the RDF Data Cube (QB) vocabulary

constitutes the main framework to model data cubes as RDF graphs. In addition, other

linked data vocabularies can be also used to define the values of the dimensions, measures

and attributes of the cube. Common statistical concepts can be reused across datasets

e.g. dimensions regarding age, location, time, sex etc. or the values of specific dimension

(e.g. the countries of Europe). These concepts are defined in linked data vocabularies

that standardise dimensions, attributes and code lists. The most widely accepted is the

SDMX-RDF vocabulary , which is based on the statistical encoding standard SDMX.

As a result, publishing linked data cubes mainly requires discovery and reuse of con-

trolled vocabularies. We should also note that reusing controlled vocabularies could be

considered as reconciling against such collections. This peculiarity of data cubes intro-

duces an extra need that is related to the management of controlled vocabularies that

could be reused across different datasets. This includes the creation, store, search, dis-

covery and reuse of existing controlled vocabularies. This step also includes the creation

of the actual RDF data out of the raw data based on the structure definition that was

created at the previous step. This step includes the following activities: (a) URI design,

(b) Definition of mapping between raw and RDF data, (c) Data storage to an RDF

store, and (d) Validation for compliance with schema or values constraints.

Finally, this step also includes the enrichment of RDF data cubes with metadata to

facilitate discovery and reuse. Sources of metadata include raw data files, the cube’s

structure and/or standard thesaurus of statistical concepts.

Step 1.3: Publish cube
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In this step, the generated data cubes are made available to the public through differ-

ent interfaces e.g. Linked Data API, SPARQL endpoint, downloadable dump etc. In

addition, during this step the datasets are publicised in data catalogues such as Eu-

rope’s public data portal or other national portals (e.g. data.gov.uk or data.gov.gr), the

datahub platform or the Linking Open Data cloud.

Metadata that describe the dataset should be also published along with the actual data.

The produced metadata are usually shared across multiple platforms and implementa-

tions. As a result, stakeholders need to be able to import or export metadata related to

data cubes.

Step 2.1: Identify compatible cubes

This step supports the identification of compatible to join cubes in order to enable ex-

panding linked data cubes. The identification of compatible cubes is performed through

two processes:

∙ Search on an existing collection of linked data cubes and evaluate the compatibility

of a cube at hand with every cube in the collection. The compatibility evaluation

is based on (a) the structure of the cubes i.e. dimensions, measures, levels and

hierarchies, and (b) the desired type of join. For example, a cube is compatible

to join in order to add a new measure to an original cube if: i) both cubes have

the same dimensions, ii) the second cube has at least the same values in each

dimension of the original cube, and iii) the second cube has at least one measure

that does not exist at the original cube.

∙ Create a set of compatible cubes from an initial linked data cube by computing

aggregations across a dimension or a hierarchy. In the case of aggregating data

across a dimension, 2n new cubes are created where n is the number of the dimen-

sions of the cube. In the case of aggregating data across a hierarchy, a new cube

is created that contains observations for all values of a dimension at every level.

Special attention should be paid on the types of measures and dimensions and the

aggregation function (i.e. sum, count, min, max etc.) that can be used.

This step can also include the establishment of typed links between compatible to join

cubes. These links will enable, at a later stage, identifying linked data cubes that can be
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combined in order to perform enhanced analytics on top of multiple linked data cubes.

For this reason, it is important to define compatibility of cubes and develop tools that

could search on large collections of cubes and discover cubes that can potentially be

combined.

Step 2.2: Expand cube

Expanding cubes enables adding more data into a cube. We assume that a cube can

be expanded by increasing the size of one of the sets that defines it. Therefore, a cube

can be expanded by adding one or more elements into the set of measures, the set of

concepts in a dimension and the set of dimensions. This can be done by merging a cube

with a second one, which is compatible with the initial cube. The links that have been

established at the previous step can be exploited towards this end.

Following the same example, we see that we have two cubes that describe two different

measures (i.e. unemployed people and crime incidents) based on the same dimensions

(i.e. time and geography), and with the same concepts (i.e. 2010 for time and the

European countries for geography). These two cubes are compatible to merge and thus

a new cube with two measures can be created out of the initial ones. We should note

that the expanded cube could be either created and stored or just conceptually defined

in order to be used along with a data analytics tool.

Step 3.1: Discover & explore cubes

At this step, stakeholders aiming to consume data exploit the mechanisms set up at the

previous step in order to discover the appropriate cubes for a task at hand. For example,

we consider a researcher that needs to study the relation between unemployment and

criminality and thus needs to analyse data that describe unemployment and criminality

in different geographic areas or time periods.

In general, the discovery of linked data cubes could be done through:

∙ A data catalogue that allows exploring the available data cubes based on (a)

generic metadata records stored inside the catalogue platform that describe the

cube as a whole, and (b) Cube-specific metadata that provide information about

the concepts that formulate the cube i.e. dimensions and measures.
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∙ Full-text search that enables discovery of data cubes not only by metadata but also

by the actual content of the cubes. In our example, we suppose that the researcher

identifies two cubes:

∙ A cube presenting the number of unemployed people in three dimensions i.e. coun-

tries, years and age groups.

∙ A cube presenting crime incidents in two dimensions i.e. countries and time (quar-

ters of the year).

At this stage, we consider that the researcher is also able to browse the cube in order

to better understand the data and proceed with further analysis. This enables the re-

searcher to view data based on different dimensions or measures. For example, if the

data describes the unemployment rate at different European countries in different years

then stakeholders could view either the unemployment rates of a particular country

throughout the years or the unemployment rates of a specific year across different coun-

tries. This would enable stakeholders also to sort or filter the data based on the values

of the dimensions or the actual values of the observations.

Step 3.2: Analyse cube

In this step the data cubes that were resulted from the previous step are employed in

order to perform analytics through (a) OLAP operations, (b) computing simple sum-

maries of the data, and (c) creating statistical learning models. The transformation of

linked data cubes at the previous step will enable stakeholders to perform the following

OLAP operations:

∙ Dimension reduction: This would enable users to select part of a data cube by

removing one of the dimensions. In the unemployment rate example this would

enable, for example, removing the age group dimension and thus keeping only the

time and location dimensions.

∙ Roll-up and drill-down operation: These OLAP operations allow stakeholders to

navigate among levels of data cube by stepping down or up a concept hierarchy.

Following the previous example, stepping down a concept hierarchy for the dimen-

sion time could perform this OLAP operation. If we consider the concept hierarchy
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?month¡quarter¡year? then drill down would present unemployment rate of different age

groups at different countries for every quarter.

The stakeholder could also select to produce either quantitative (i.e. summary statis-

tics) or visual (i.e. simple to understand graphs) summaries. As regards the quantitative

summaries, a stakeholder in this step will be able to describe the observations across

a dimension using descriptive statistics. For example, this step would enable the cal-

culation of the mean and standard deviation of the unemployment rate of European

countries in a particular year. Moreover, stakeholders would be able to calculate statis-

tics (e.g. Pearson’s correlation coefficient) that estimate dependences between paired

measures described in disparate but compatible cubes. Paired here is used to denote

that the measures share at least one common dimension and thus can be compared.

Finally, the types of visualisation charts that can be used in this step include scatter

plots, bar charts, pie charts, histograms, geo charts, timelines etc.

Following the example of the previous steps, the researcher use the cubes created after

the last step in order to perform the following:

∙ Create a scatter-plot presenting unemployed people against crime incidents across

European countries.

∙ Calculate Pearson’s correlation coefficient between number of unemployed and

number of crimes.

In this step, the cubes that were created in the previous steps could be also used in

machine learning and predictive analytics in order to produce learning or predictive

models. At the same step, the models that were created could also be published into

the Linked Data Web and thus feedback the lifecycle at the first step. Following the

example of unemployment and criminality, we consider that the researcher now wants to

create a model in order to be able to estimate future crime rates based on unemployment

rates. Towards this end, the researcher exploits the results of the previous step and the

data cubes in order to select an appropriate data mining method (e.g. Support Vector

Machines) and build a model. The researcher goes back to the previous steps in order

to also identify data to evaluate the model.
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Step 3.3: Communicate results This step involves the visualisation of results. This step

may feed back to the first step of the process if the results of the analyses performed

in the previous steps indicate a need for further analyses requiring additional data.

Towards this end, the analysis proceeds with the first step of the process in order to

discover new raw data, transform them to RDF and eventually perform a comparative

analysis with existing RDF data cubes.

4.3.2.2 The Case of Linked Data Eurostat

In this subsection we study an unofficial transformation of Eurostat’s data in order to

quantitatively evaluate the applicability of the proposed operators in real world settings.

In specific, this stage aims at identifying the number of compatible cubes in Eurostat

for two of the four proposed operators. The linked data transformation of Eurostat’s

data includes more than 5,000 cubes ranging from 94 KB to 22 GB in size and with a

median of 3 MB and average of 118 MB. The data structure definitions along with the

code lists of the cubes are provided through a SPARQL endpoint while the actual data

through one RDF file per cube. Moreover, although the cubes are modelled based on

the QB vocabulary, the following practices can be find in the dataset:

∙ Measures are defined using sdmx-measure:obsValue that is declared as a qb:DimensionProperty.

∙ In cubes with multiple measures an extra qb:DimensionProperty is defined.

∙ Attributes such as frequency and unit are defined as qb:DimensionProperty.

Finally, the code lists, which are defined as skos:ConceptSchemes, are flat meaning that

the skos:Concepts are not grouped into levels.

The fact that the observations are not provided through an endpoint hinders identifica-

tion of the number of compatible cubes through a small number of SPARQL queries. To

overcome this situation we introduce the concept of cluster and we analyze a set of clus-

ters instead of the whole dataset. We define a cluster as a set of cubes Ci with i={1...n},

where n is the size of the cluster, and Dj = Dk ∀ j and k ∈ i. Hence, a cluster comprises

cubes having the same dimensions. Moreover, we define the overlap of a dimension Dm

that is common in all cubes in a cluster as the average AVG(|Ikm∩Ijm|/|Ikm∪Ijm|) ∀ j,k

∈ i and j ̸= k. In this context, we perform the following steps:
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Figure 4.13: Log distribution of clusters of cubes having the same dimensions and
the number of cubes formulating the cluster for cubes with N dimensions.

1. Identify clusters of cubes in the linked data version of Eurostat. We use the data

structure definitions through the SPARQL endpoint to identify cubes of which the

URIs of their dimensions or of the code list they use are identical.

2. Analyse the identified clusters. We select 10 clusters, import their dump files into

an RDF store, and calculate the overlap of each dimension type along with the

overlap of the measures in the cluster.

3. Identify the number of compatible cubes per cluster for every proposed operator.

Identify Clusters

In total we identified 562 clusters of cubes in the Linked Data version of Eurostat,

while their size (i.e. the number of cubes inside a cluster) ranges from 2 to 421 cubes.

The number of the dimensions of the cubes formulating a cluster ranges from 2 to 7

dimensions. Figure 4.13 presents the distribution of these clusters and the size of the

clusters for cubes with different number of dimensions. The X-axis shows the size of a

cluster in the log scale, while the Y-axis represents the corresponding frequency (in the

log scale) of clusters of a specific size. Figure 4.13 comprises three diagrams for cubes

with N=3, N=4, and N=5 dimensions and one diagram for all the cubes. We can observe

that these four diagrams follow the same pattern, which is close to a Zipfian distribution,

with a few clusters comprising a large number of cubes with the same dimensions.
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Table 4.2: Analysis of clusters in the Linked Data version of Eurostat

No. Size D1
overlap

D2
overlap

D3
overlap

D4
overlap

D5
overlap

M over-
lap

1 69 46% 100% - - - 2%

2 45 71% 59% - - - 0.5%

3 34 45% 40% 8% - - 5%

4 15 60% 74% 15% - - 32%

5 37 84% 59% 43% - - 1.5%

6 20 90% 70% 22% 68% - 19%

7 30 15% 85% 59% 18% - 59%

8 21 99% 94% 99% 100% - 0%

9 31 70% 31% 62% 89% 48% 2%

10 16 94% 86% 100% 91% 0.3% 100%

Analyze Clusters

Table 4.2 describes 10 clusters based on (a) their size, (b) the dimensions of the cubes in

the cluster, (c) the dimension overlap per dimension type, and (d) the measure overlap.

To ensure clarity we assume that always dimension D1 is the one that is related to

geography, while D2 the one related to time.

Identify Compatible Cubes

Table 4.3 describes the number of compatible cubes per proposed operator that were

identified in each of the 10 clusters.

4.3.2.3 Challenges in Integrating Linked Data Cubes

However, the implementation of the theoretical framework in the linked data realm

encounters a number of challenges. In order to identify these challenges we study OGD

endeavours that open up aggregated multi-dimensional data by exploiting linked data

paradigm. In particular, we study six OGD portals, namely the Scottish government,

the UK Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG), the Flemish
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Table 4.3: Number of compatible cubes per operator that were identified in each of
the 10 clusters

No. Measure Object

1 1780 45

2 433 38

3 35 13

4 20 31

5 278 13

6 14 27

7 13 150

8 364 0

9 76 0

10 0 146

government, the Irish CSO, the Italian national statistics office, and Digital Agenda.

These portal are described in detail in Appendix C.

We have categorised the challenges that we identified as follows:

∙ Challenges related to the different practices that can be followed in applying the

QB vocabulary.

∙ Challenges related to the misuse of the QB vocabulary.

∙ Challenges related to the re-use of controlled vocabularies and code lists.

∙ Challenges related to use of proposed extensions of the QB vocabulary.

∙ Challenges related to conceptual issues.

Different practices in applying QB vocabulary

In many cases, the flexibility of the QB vocabulary enables publishers to follow different

practices for publishing linked data cubes. These different practices hampers (a) the

development of generic tools that can be used across different linked data cubes as well

as (b) the combination of cubes across multiple sources.
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Here the most important challenges are related to the understanding of the semantics

of a measure. A widely adopted practice when referring to a qb:MeasureProperty is to

use sdmx-measure:obsValue. For example Digital Agenda uses sdmx-measure:obsValue

but it also defines an indicator dimension for which values are measured. The indicator

takes values from a code list. In addition, DCLG, the Flemish government and the

Irish CSO define measures as rdfs:subPropertyOf sdmx-measure:obsValue. DCLG data

generally uses measure properties with quite specific semantics. In other data collections,

Swirrl has used a small number of more generic measure properties, such as ’count’ and

’ratio’, defined as subproperties of sdmx-measure:obsValue. These work in conjunction

with a sdmx-attribute:unitMeasure which defines what the observation is a ’count’ of

for example people or households. These unitMeasure values are re-used across datasets

wherever possible to maximise the opportunities for combining and comparing data.

Often multiple measures need to be included in a data cube. The QB vocabulary pro-

poses two approaches to include multiple measures in data cubes: (a) multimeasure

observation or (b) qb:measureType. In the first approach the multiple measures can

be declared as qb:MeasureProperty components in the structure of the cube. Each

observation can be then attached with multiple observed values. One problem with

this approach is that it allows the attachment of only a single attribute to each ob-

servation that will describe only one of the measured values. This could be fixed

using the qb:componentAttachment property so as to attach one attribute to each

qb:MeasureProperty but this attachment will regard the whole data set and can not vary

between observations. The qb:measureType approach overcomes the previous problems.

More precisely the second approach suggests to add extra dimensions to the structure

of the cube using the qb:measureType component. These extra dimensions will actu-

ally play the role of the measures of the cube. Each observation of the cube will then

have a single measured value. The disadvantage of this approach is that it substantially

multiplies the number of triples potentially leading to performance and storing issues

in the triple store that are stored. It is difficult to create a generic tool that consumes

data following both approaches. The Irish CSO and Digital Agenda currently do not use

multiple measures while DCLG uses the qb:measureType property option. Finally, the

Flemish government employs both approaches. However the qb:measureType approach

seems to be the most extensible and flexible one, due to the fact that it allows the use

of much metadata/attributes for every individual observation as needed.
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The QB vocabulary offers the possibility to group a set of observations into a slice where

all but one or a small number of dimensions are fixed. The slice offers a mechanism for

attaching metadata to that group of observations. The main example data collections

examined in this chapter, from DCLG, Irish CSO, Flemish Government and EU Digital

Agenda, do not currently make use of slices. However, recent developments in our

approach (mainly related to the browser developed in PublishMyData environment)

have found slices beneficial in two main respects. Firstly, for large data cubes, selecting

observations to display in a two-dimensional table can lead to SPARQL queries that are

expensive to execute. If observations are already associated with two-dimensional slices,

this provides a convenient index that simplifies and speeds up such queries. Secondly,

for data cubes with many dimensions, it is often the case in practice that these cubes can

be sparse some combinations of dimension values do not have associated observations.

In this case, it can sometimes be difficult for a user to navigate to populated parts of the

cube. A user interface can present the user with a list of slices as a way of simplifying

navigation to interesting, popular, or simply non-empty combinations of dimensions.

Moreover, the QB vocabulary allows two different practices for defining the allowed val-

ues of a dimension within a data set: (a) by connecting the qb:ComponentProperty with

a qb:codeList property or (b) by defining the qb:ComponentProperty with a range of

skos:Concept or a subclass of skos:Concept. Digital Agenda for example follows the first

approach and connects qb:DimensionProperty with a codelist (it uses codelist http://

eurostat.linked-statistics.org/dic/geo# from Eurostat). DCLG and Irish CSO

in most cases do not associate dimension properties with a specific codelist but de-

fines them with a range of skos:Concept, or a more specific class which is a subclass of

skos:Concept. For example, the Irish CSO preserves data about 12 geographical hier-

archical levels and defines a different concept scheme per geo level. This practice may

be convenient but impedes the computation of aggregations as a complete codelist with

levels is required.

QB vocabulary misuse

There are a few cases where the creation of linked data cubes is not consistent with what

the QB vocabulary specifies. In such cases it is difficult to reuse generic tools for either

exploiting or expanding data cubes.

http://eurostat.linked- statistics.org/dic/geo#
http://eurostat.linked- statistics.org/dic/geo#
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For example, the RDF Data Cube vocabulary suggests the use of one qb:DimensionProperty

for each of the cubes dimensions. Digital Agenda follows a very particular approach

for the definition of its data sets’ dimensions where a “super-dimension” is defined to

embrace the values of dimensions other than time and location. Precisely, a “super-

dimension” named “breakdown” is used to represent several values of dimensions includ-

ing, for example, dimensions labeled as “Individuals who are born in non-EU country”,

“Individuals with high formal education” or “Unemployed”. This approach facilitates

the creation of RDF out of a huge data warehouse with hundreds of dimensions. How-

ever this “super-dimension” approach also generates problems in (a) developing generic

tools that consume RDF data cubes, and (b) combining data cubes.

Re-use of controlled vocabularies and code lists

It is very important in linked data cubes to follow the main principle of linked data and

re-use whenever possible existing URIs that describe resources or classes and properties.

This should be happened to defined dimensions, objects of dimensions, levels of dimen-

sions, measures, unit of measures, etc. This is of great importance for the combination

of different data cubes. If different but related concept schemes are used, it is important

to be able to define relationships between them.

For example, the time dimension is very important in most data cubes. A common ap-

proach for the time dimension property of a cube is to use sdmx- dimension:timePeriod or

sdmx-dimension:refPeriod or a subproperty of them. For example, Digital Agenda uses

the http://semantic.digital-agenda-data.eu/def/property/time-period property,

a subproperty of sdmx-dimension:timePeriod. Moreover, DCLG uses a subProperty of

http://purl.org/linked-data/sdmx/2009/dimension#refPeriod that is defined to

have a range of http://reference.data.gov.uk/def/intervals/Interval. Finally,

the Irish CSO does not use a time dimension in most of its data sets. However, when

it does, it employs a resource of its own the name of which derives from the specific

dataset (e.g. http://data.cso.ie/census-2011/property/household-year-built).

Regarding the values of the time dimension of a cube, two different approaches are also

used: (a) employing a predefined URI or (b) employing a literal value. For example

the year 2014 could described as a resource e.g. http://reference.data.gov.uk/id/

gregorian-year/2014 or as a literal ’2014’. DCLG and Digital Agenda standardises

on URIs for time intervals provided by reference.data.gov.uk. These are clearly defined

http://semantic.digital-agenda-data.eu/def/property/time-period
http://purl.org/linked-data/sdmx/2009/dimension#refPeriod
http://reference.data.gov.uk/def/intervals/Interval
http://data.cso.ie/census-2011/property/household-year-built
http://reference.data.gov.uk/id/gregorian-year/2014
http://reference.data.gov.uk/id/gregorian-year/2014
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with start and end points to the time interval and allows use of commonly occurring

but reasonably complex intervals such as ’government years’ which in UK run from 1

April to 31 March. The use of URIs offers more precise definitions of the time interval

as long as these URIs are predefined and provides with all the linked data advantages

such as the facilitation of the identification, linking or comparability with other cubes.

A challenge here is the ability to correctly order the values of the time dimension in time

and not in lexical order. Regarding the second approach, the use of literal values for the

time dimension facilitates the SPARQL querying of the cube using, for example, queries

such as “select observations made before 2014” or “select the most recent observation”.

A geospatial dimension is also of high importance in most data cubes. A standard ap-

proach to define the geospatial dimension of a cube is to use sdmx-dimension:refArea

property or a sub-property of the sdmx-dimension:refArea property. The Irish CSO

for example uses sdmx-dimension:refArea property for the geospatial dimension. On

the contrary, Digital Agenda uses http://semantic.digital-agenda-data.eu/def/

property/ref-area which is sub-property of sdmx-dimension:refArea and DCLG uses

http://opendatacommunities.org/def/ontology/geography/refArea also a sub-property

of sdmx-dimension:refArea.

There is currently a need for constructing a commonly accepted code list for the units

of measures of cubes. The code list will embrace the different units of measurements

and be reused by different data sets. The lack of such commonly accepted code list

results in the adoption of different code lists for the unit values in different data sets.

For example Digital Agenda uses units from a code list of its own (http://semantic.

digital-agenda-data.eu/codelist/unit-measure). In addition, DCLG and the flem-

ish government use QUDT (http://www.linkedmodel.org/doc/qudt-vocab-units/

1.1/index.html) which facilitates the conversion to other units. DCLG also uses DBpe-

dia for currencies, and in particular http://dbpedia.org/resource/Pound_sterling.

Finally, the Irish CSO does not define units for measures at all.

Finally, the definition of machine-readable hierarchical relationships (existing e.g. in

geospatial data) is very useful for enabling aggregations within code lists. Neverthe-

less such relationships are generally not widespread in code lists. For example the

Irish Census and Digital Agenda do not define hierarchies. DCLG also does not cur-

rently define hierarchies within code lists although its data sets include geographical

http://semantic.digital-agenda-data.eu/def/property/ref-area
http://semantic.digital-agenda-data.eu/def/property/ref-area
http://opendatacommunities.org/def/ontology/geography/refArea
http://semantic.digital-agenda-data.eu/codelist/unit-measure
http://semantic.digital-agenda-data.eu/codelist/unit-measure
http://www.linkedmodel.org/doc/qudt-vocab-units/1.1/index.html
http://www.linkedmodel.org/doc/qudt-vocab-units/1.1/index.html
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Pound_sterling
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hierarchies. There are currently two approaches for defining hierarchical relationships:

(a) using qb:HierarchicalCodeList or (b) adopting the SKOS or XKOS vocabularies.

The qb:HierarchicalCodeList is introduced by the RDF Data Cube vocabulary and de-

fines a set of root concepts in the hierarchy (qb:hierarchyRoot) and a parent-to-child

relationship (qb:parentChildProperty). The SKOS vocabulary offers skos:broader and

skos:narrower properties to enable the representation of hierarchical links. Moreover,

XKOS, an extension of SKOS, also allows the modelling of hierarchies structured in

levels. A hierarchy level can be defined using the xkos:ClassificationLevel concept. Ac-

cording to XKOS the levels of a hierarchy are organised as an rdf:List, which implies

order, starting with the most aggregated level. Individual skos:Concept objects are re-

lated to the xkos:ClassificationLevel to which they belong by the skos:member property.

Although XKOS seems to be a promising solution for the definition of machine-readable

relationships, it is not currently commonly used.

Conceptual issues

An important challenge that hampers the development of tools that combine data cubes

across the Web is the granularity of the cube. Different publishers specify cubes of

different size. For example, the Irish Census of 2011 has defined 682 linked data cubes

with one measure per cube while Digital Agenda only 2 cubes with more than 100

measures per cube. In such cases different approaches need to be followed in order to

integrate data from two cubes and exploit them.



Chapter 5

Exploit Open Data in Analytics

5.1 Introduction

This chapter explores how integrated open data can be exploited in data analytics in

order to create added value. This chapter focuses on open data structured in a multi-

dimensional manner and considers two types of analysis:

∙ OLAP analysis (section 5.3). In this case, the potential of performing OLAP

operations on top of integrated views of multiple data sets on the Linked Data Web

is explored. Towards this end, we describe an innovative linked data OLAP browser

that we have developed and we demonstrate its functionalities by combining and

analysing OGD published by two governments in Europe, namely the Flemish and

the Scottish governments.

∙ Predictive analysis (section 5.4): In this case, we focus on predictive analytics

as a promising way of exploiting data on the Web. We give particular emphasis

on Social Media data because they incorporates personal opinions, thoughts, and

behaviours making them a vital component of the Web and fertile ground for a

variety of business and research endeavours. In particular, we initially explore

the predictive power of SM and define a process model for performing predictive

analytics by exploiting data on the Web. Based on these, we design a case study

that aims at predicting the winning party of UK elections 2010 by exploiting

combined Twitter and linked open data.

109
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5.2 The concept of Linked Open Government Data Ana-

lytics

The difficulty in exploiting open data seems surprising if we consider the huge importance

data have in modern societies. Indeed, during the last years, businesses, academia and

government employ various data analytics methods on their own data with great success.

For example, business intelligence methods are employed by enterprises to help them

survive in the global economy. In addition, evidence based policy-making relies on

data analytics to assist policy makers in producing better policies. Finally, academia

employ data analytics to test hypotheses, understand patterns, predict future points,

estimate hidden parameters etc. in various domains and problem areas. We claim that

the real value of OGD will unveil from performing data analytics on top of combined

statistical datasets that were previously closed in disparate sources and can now be

linked in order to provide unexpected and unexplored insights into different domains

and problem areas. For this purpose, we deem that the linked data paradigm must be

first adopted for constructing the technical infrastructure that is essential for employing

data analytics in a decentralised manner on the Web.

A big portion of Open Government Data (OGD) concerns statistics such as population

figures, economic and social indicators. Major providers of statistics on the international

level include Eurostat, World Bank, OECD and CIA’s World Factbook. Moreover, public

agencies at all administrative levels collect, produce and disseminate statistical data

through their OGD portals. Accurate and reliable statistics provide the solid ground

for developing models that could support academia to better understand the world and

businesses to make better decisions. These models enable the identification of patterns,

prediction of future points and estimation of hidden parameters.

The availability of accurate and reliable statistical OGD in formats that enable easy reuse

and combination can provide new potentials to businesses, academia and governments.

The combination of statistical OGD that refer to different domains and is published by

different public authorities with other data (e.g. enterprise’s own data) could enable

creating and evaluating models that were previously hard or even impossible to develop.

The potential of performing analytics on top of combined OGD and third party data

could be summarised in the following user stories:
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“As a business manager I want to be able to combine enterprise’s data with accurate

and timeliness demographics, economic and social indicators in order to make better

decision regarding business operations and strategies”. For instance, the correlation of

product sales with economic and social indicators in various locations can reveal valu-

able information regarding consumer behaviour, hence supporting marketing or logistic

departments. “As a researcher I want to be able to combine statistical data from dis-

parate sources and domains in order to empirically identify novel hypotheses or test

existing ones with more data as well as to understand patterns, predict values and es-

timate hidden parameters”. For instance, developing models that integrate biodiversity

information from a variety of datasets to assess biodiversity change, including remote

sensing and in situ observations. “As a policy maker I want to be able to combine

statistical data regarding economic and social indicators in order to identify evidences

regarding policy interventions and hence evaluate policies.” For instance, the correla-

tion of data about education, unemployment and criminality in different geographical

or administrative units and different time intervals could support or challenge existing

policies.

However, putting together statistics in a meaningful manner so that to enable the cre-

ation of added value is usually a labour intensive task that introduces significant burdens

to data users. It requires the manual discovery, collection, cleaning, transformation, in-

tegration, visualisation and statistical analysis of data. The vision that we present in

this thesis suggests shifting this effort from the end-users to the data providers enabling

this way the easier and wider reuse of OGD in various problem areas. As a result,

OGD will be openly available for reuse in a way that will facilitate the performance of

data analytics on top of combined open data and thus will enable the creation of useful

information in an easy and cost effective manner.

For this purpose, the data should be provided in such a way that facilitates the whole

lifecycle of statistical data reuse:

Data discovery: Metadata that describes statistical data should facilitate the effective

and easy identification of datasets that could be combined for statistical analysis. This

includes the identification of datasets that share common joint points (i.e. parliament

constituencies, local authorities, schools etc.) and thus allow for further analysis. For

instance, it is not feasible to correlate schools’ expenditures with hospitals’ inpatients
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because there are no joint points between them. In addition, it includes the identi-

fication of datasets that describe variables measured using similar categories of units

e.g. continuous or discrete. Finally, the metadata should enable the identification of

variables of a specific category or class.

Data cleaning: The statistical data should be of high quality i.e. timely, accurate and

relevant.

Data linking: The data should be linked in order to enable analysis in different levels

of granularity e.g. unemployment that refer to parliamentary constituencies’ level with

criminality that refer to local authorities’ level. Data linking should also facilitate the

disambiguation of entities, concepts, units, codes etc. that are described in the datasets.

Data visualisation and statistical analysis: The data should enable easy visualisation and

statistical analysis. Towards this end, the provided data should facilitate the automatic

identification and matching of the unit of measurement of the described variables. This

will allow the automatic visualisation and selection of the method to be used for the

statistical analysis. For example, in the case of continuous units data analytics could

be performed through linear regression analysis while in the case of discrete unit (i.e.

categorical measures) through a classification analysis method such as logistic regression.

We should note, however, that the idea of Linked Open Government Data (LOGD) An-

alytics is different from traditional statistical analysis. LOGD Analytics are exploratory

and thus they are not guided by theory. They do not provide any interpretation of

the results and simply detect pattern and correlations. This is similar to what is often

referred to as “the end of theory” due to data deluge (Anderson, 2008). The reader

is kindly invited to speculate about potential theories behind these correlations, being

aware that such speculations can often be wrong. For example, machines learned from

Big Data that orange used cars have the best-kept engines, that passengers who preorder

vegetarian meals usually make their flights, and that spikes in the sale of prepaid phone

cards can predict the location of impending massacres in the Congo (Hardy, 2012).
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5.2.1 Exploring the UK Elections through Open Data

In this sub-section we employ a simple use case in order to demonstrate the end-user

value of the proposed LOGD analytics approach (Kalampokis et al., 2013c). In par-

ticular, our aim is to demonstrate how one can gain insights about UK elections from

available Open Government Data (OGD) that is published on data.gov.uk. Towards

this end, we use as a starting point open data regarding the outcome of two UK general

elections from 2005 and 2010. In particular we employ datasets that are published on

Guardian’s web site under an open license regarding the elections results. In particular,

these datasets contain the final results of all participating political parties in the country

but also results of the main parties per parliamentary constituency along with the win-

ning party per constituency. These datasets from Guardian’s web sites were published

as spreadsheets.

In order to be able to perform data analytics on top of combined datasets we need

to identify datasets that share the same dimensions. In the elections case, we need

to identify datasets with statistics on data.gov.uk that describe data in the parliament

constituency level. Towards this end, we searched and collected datasets regarding

unemployment. We have identified two datasets describing the unemployment and em-

ployment rate while we identified datasets in different time periods from 2005 until 2010.

These datasets was published on data.gov.uk as spreadsheets.

Before we proceed with the actual analysis, the data goes through a data conditioning

phase in which all the datasets from both data.gov.uk and Guardian are being published

following the linked data principles and based on the technical requirements that we have

specified before.

We have created an RDF data cube with unemployment rate as measure and year and

parliament constituencies as dimensions. We have also published the elections datasets

as linked data and according to the same requirements. In this case we have as a measure

the number of votes and as dimensions the years, parliament constituencies and political

parties. We have also created a cube that describes the winning party as measure

and parliament constituencies and year as dimensions. In order to disambiguate the

dimensions we have created typed links between our datasets and DBpedia, the linked

data version of Wikipedia. We have used owl:sameAs links in order to denote that an
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entity described in our dataset is the same as the corresponding entity in DBpedia. In

this way, it becomes possible to disambiguate entity instances.

Two types of links are being established. The first one refers to the dimensions level

while the second one to the observation level. Figure 5.1 presents the structure of a

small part of the RDF data representing the data cubes along with the links among

them. In particular, it describes the data structure definition of the unemployment rate

and the election results cubes along with one observation per cube. It also presents

the links that have been established between the two cubes. At the dimension level

the graph denotes that one of the dimensions in both cubes is same as the dbpe-

dia:United Kingdom constituencies entity while at the observation level that one ob-

servation in both cubes refers to an entity that is same as the dbpedia:Kensington

(UK Parliament constituency) entity. The final task is to annotate the described mea-

sure with a set of categories. In our case the elections datasets could be categorized

under elections while the data.gov.uk datasets are being published based a predefined

set of categories from the Office of National Statistics.

Figure 5.1: A part of the RDF graph that presents two data structure definitions of
two cubes along with two observations and the respective links between them.
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The data conditioning process gets the data into a state where data analytics can be per-

formed in a transparent and easy manner. Initially, data that is related to elections can

be discovered based on the category annotation. In our case scenario, two datasets that

describe the number of votes and the winning party are discovered. Thereafter, datasets

that share at least one dimension with the elections dataset are identified through the

typed links that have been established to other datasets. In our case these datasets

describe unemployment.

In addition, the datasets describe that the measures has been computed in either con-

tinuous (i.e. number of votes) or discrete (i.e. winning party) units. So, the way

of visualizing the data or even the statistical analysis method to be followed can be

emerged from the unit that characterizes the measure. For example, in the case of con-

tinuous units data analytics could be performed through linear regression analysis while

in the case of discrete unit (i.e. categorical measures) through a classification analysis

method such as logistic regression. Logistic regression measures the relationship between

a categorical dependent variable and one or more continuous independent variables, by

converting the dependent variable to probability scores through the logistic function:

𝑃 (𝐴) =
1

1 + 𝑒−𝑦

For example, in the elections case the logistic function could correlate the unemployment

rate of a parliament constituency to the probability P(A) a particular political party to

win the elections in the same constituency. On the other hand, the linear regression

would correlate the unemployment rate of a parliament constituency to the number of

votes that a specific political party received in the same constituency.

In our case we assume that the elections related dataset that includes a continuous

measure is analysed based on a linear regression while the one that includes a discrete

measure based on logistic regression. The analysis can be also combined with a com-

parative visualisation depending on the selected analysis method. The comparative

visualisation enables the easy understanding of the data analytics results and facilitates

their interpretation.
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In Figures 5.2 and 5.3 the visualisations of linked open government data analytics are

depicted. These figures visualise logistic regression analyses for the winners per con-

stituency datasets in relation to the unemployment rate per constituency datasets for

two consecutive UK elections in 2005 and 2010. In particular, the visualisations depict

the percent of constituencies of a particular unemployment rate in which a party has won

the elections. For example, in Figure 2 in the diagram that refers to the 2005 elections

we see that the conservatives did not win in any parliament constituency with ten per-

cent (10%) unemployment rate. In addition, as the same figure indicates for parliament

constituencies with more than five percent (5%) unemployment rate the Conservative

Party has very small probability to win. However, in the same Figure and in the diagram

that refers to the 2010 elections the unemployment rate above of which the Conservative

party has very small probability to win goes up to thirteen percent (13%).

These visualisations enable users to evaluate the performed analyses and thus to un-

derstand the correlation between measures described in different datasets. As Figures

5.2 and 5.3 suggest there is a significant relationship between the probability one of

the two main UK parties (i.e. Labour party and Conservatives) to win in a parliament

constituency and the unemployment rate in the same parliament constituency. It is no-

table that the same patterns holds for the two consecutive elections. The Conservative

Party seems to win in areas that are characterised by small unemployment rate while

the Labour Party in areas with high unemployment rate. Here we should note that the

average unemployment rate in 2005 was 3.35 percent while in 2010 7.5 percent. This

difference in the average unemployment rate between 2005 and 2010 could explain the

moving of the data points and the data pattern to the right in the case of the unem-

ployment measure. Finally, we should note that other connections that could have been

produced by visualising or correlating other measures (e.g. poverty) are not presented

in this chapter for shortness.

The identified patterns as presented through visualisation could be valuable for support-

ing decision-making. For example, political parties and candidates could intensify their

campaigns in areas that the analytics predict negative results.

The presented approach also enables the creation of a statistical model out of the iden-

tified datasets. Towards this end, we used R statistical package and we computed the

coefficients of a logistic function for four consecutive general elections from 2001 until
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Figure 5.2: The correlation of Labours’ wins and unemployment rate for the general
elections of 2005 and 2010 (Kalampokis et al., 2013c)
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Figure 5.3: The correlation of Conservatives’ wins and unemployment rate for the
general elections of 2005 and 2010 (Kalampokis et al., 2013c)
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2015. In Figure 5.4 these models are depicted. In particular, the models associate the

probability P(A) the Labour party to win in a specific parliament constituency with the

unemployment rate in the same parliament constituency using the logistic function. In

the Figure the unemployment rate has been normalised using the 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒() function in

order to take into account the fluctuation of unemployment rate over time.

Figure 5.4: The probability P(A) the Labour party to win in a specific parliament
constituency and the unemployment rate in the same parliament constituency.

Moreover, Table 5.1 presents the Z–statistic and P–value for the four models.

For example in 2010 the probability the Labour party to win in a constituency can be

quantified as follows:

𝑃 (𝐴) =
1

1 + 𝑒−𝑦

where

𝑦 = −3.823 + 0.437× 𝑥

and x is the unemployment rate of the constituency. So for example, in constituen-

cies with 12 percent unemployment rate the y variable is y=1.421 and the probability

P(A)=0.8.
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Table 5.1: Z-statistic and P-value for the logistic models of UK elections

Intercept Unemployment

Z–statistic P–value Z–statistic P–value

2001 5.79 7.04e-09 10.14 < 2e-16

2005 6.941 3.91e-12 10.446 < 2e-16

2010 -4.505 6.63e-06 11.069 < 2e-16

2015 -6.441 1.19e-10 10.284 < 2e-16

The UK elections case could also demonstrate the applicability of the linked open gov-

ernment analytics approach into a business setting where enterprise’s own data could

be combined with OGD. In this case the election results could have been replaced by

product sales related data enabling this way the better understanding of an enterprise’s

sales.

5.3 OLAP Analytics

In this section we describe the development of an OLAP browser for linked data cubes.

The resulted software tool is the first browser that enables combining datasets from

multiple sources and performing OLAP analytics on top of multiple datasets that reside

in disparate sources into the linked data Web.

Given the multidimensional view of data, several decision support operations have been

proposed. For example, Ravat et al. (2008) described the following core OLAP operators

that allow the expression of multidimensional OLAP analyses:

1. Modifying the analysis precision: It includes (a) selecting data of a multidimen-

sional schema based on a condition that may be expressed on dimension attribute

values as well as on fact measure values (slice or dice in a multidimensional

databases terminology) and (b) moving the analysis details along a hierarchy (drill-

down or roll-up).

2. Changing analysis criteria: It includes (a) replacing a dimension by another one,

(b) modifying the analyzed measure set, (c) transforming an analysis axis by
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adding or removing a dimension attribute, and (d) adding attributes from external

dimensions in a displayed analysis axis.

3. Changing the multidimensional table presentation: It includes (a) switching pa-

rameter values of a displayed dimension and (b) add totals and subtotals in a table

(this realizes the Cube operator defined by Gray et al. (1997)).

The need for performing OLAP operation on top of graphs (Chen et al., 2009; Zhao et al.,

2011) and RDF data (Nebot and Berlanga, 2012) has been identified and introduced in

the literature. Moreover, a formal framework for warehouse-style RDF analytics has

been introduced and implemented in a platform (Colazzo et al., 2014). This framework

employs entity-based RDF data and not aggregated multidimensional cube.

In some cases, a middleware between an RDF application and a typical OLAP server that

manages multidimensional data is used (Ghasemi et al., 2014; Kämpgen, 2011). This

middleware typically employs a mapping language to convert linked data cubes into a

format suitable for loading into an OLAP system. As a result, standard OLAP platforms

can be used to elaborate querying and visualising integrated linked data cubes. However,

in later works, OLAP operations were transformed into SPARQL queries against linked

data cubes (Kämpgen and Harth, 2013; Kämpgen et al., 2012). In particular, Kämpgen

et al. (2012) proposed to transform OLAP operations into SPARQL queries against

linked data cubes. The performance of these SPARQL queries that has been mapped to

typical OLAP operations has been also evaluated (Kämpgen and Harth, 2013). Beheshti

et al. (2012) proposed to express OLAP queries in an extension of SPARQL. Moreover,

Etcheverry and Vaisman (2012) studied OLAP analysis on Linked Data cubes, while in

a latter work Etcheverry et al. (2014) they presented the QB4OLAP RDF vocabulary,

which aims at extending the QB vocabulary to better support the multidimensional

model and better describe hierarchies.

The development of our OLAP browser is based on the theoretical analysis described

in section 4.3 and it follows a two cycles approach. The first release of the browser

was evaluated by employees from the Research Centre and the Open Data Team of the

Flemish Government in the course of the EU funded OpenCube project1. Based on the

feedback received the Browser was improved and the final version was produced.

1http://opencube-project.eu

http://opencube-project.eu
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At the implementation level the Information Workbench (IWB) platform (Haase et al.)

serves as the backbone of the Browser. Although IWB provides access to a local RDF

store and enables retrieving data by means of SPARQL queries, the components can also

access remote RDF stores on the Web using the SPARQL 1.1 federation capabilities.

Virtuoso is used as a backed RDF store instead of the native Sesame RDF repository

used by IWB. The user interface design is based on the use of wiki-based templates

providing dedicated views for RDF resources.

5.3.1 First release of the Browser

The first release of the Browser supports the following functionalities (Kalampokis et al.,

2014):

∙ It presents in a table the values of a two-dimensional slice of a linked data cube.

The user can change the number of rows of the table (by default the browser

presents 20 rows per page).

∙ The user can change the 2 dimensions that define the table of the browser.

∙ The user can change the values of the fixed dimensions (i.e. the dimensions of

the cube that are not shown in the table) and thus select a different slice to be

presented.

∙ The user can remove dimensions of the cube to browse. This functionality is

supported only for cubes having at least one aggregatable measure.

∙ The user can create and store a two-dimensional slice of the cube based on the

data presented in the browser.

By default, the Browser defines and presents a two-dimensional slice of the cube in the

following way:

∙ It assumes that all the dimensions of the cube will be included in the browser.

∙ It selects the largest dimension as rows dimension.

∙ It randomly selects the columns dimension.
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∙ It sets a fixed value for each of the other dimensions (the first value as it appears).

∙ It randomly selects one measure (in the case of cubes having multiple measures).

In Figure 5.5 the interface of the Browser is depicted. On the top of the page the user can

select the dimensions of the cube to browse. In particular, the check boxes enable the

insertion or reduction of dimensions. Below the check boxes the actual table is presented

while below the table the drop-down lists enable users to change the dimensions that

are presented in the table and the values of the fixed dimensions. Finally, at the bottom

of the page the use can create and store a slice as it is presented in the browser.

Figure 5.5: A linked data cubes browser

Moreover, the functionality provided by the Browser was also implemented on a map of

cubes with geospatial dimensions. This geospatial browser enables the visualization of

linked data cubes on a map based on their geospatial dimension. In the first release this

Browser supports markers, bubbles and choropleth maps. In Figure 5.6 a data cube is

visualized on a map based on its geospatial dimension property using a choropleth heat

map.
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Figure 5.6: A tool for browsing linked data cubes on a map

5.3.2 Evaluation of the Browser

In general, the feedback received by the employees of the Flemish Government should

be understood in the context of a department seeking to replace an existing solution,

which is expensive and not user friendly. Although the overall feedback was positive the

following remarks and comments for improvement were expressed (Kalampokis et al.,

2016d):

∙ The multilinguality of the tool was considered as a very important feature.

∙ Although the performance of the tool was considered acceptable, some users re-

quested better response time.

∙ The users requested to be able to perform drill-down and roll-up operations over

hierarchical code lists (e.g. in geo-spatial dimensions to be able to move across

different levels i.e. municipality – district – province – region).
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∙ The users suggested that the interface of the Browser is not clear and easy to use.

They proposed to bring all configuration widgets above the table and a dynamically

adapted title should describe what is shown.

∙ The users suggested that the dimension insertion and removal feature is not clear

for an average user e.g. a citizen.

Moreover, we should note that the employees of the Flemish Government evaluated

Browser in relation to several demos of relevant tools. In this context, their attitude

towards the tool is best summarized with a quote from an evaluation form: “We don’t

see added value compared to other tools”. The rationale was that, for the moment, the

promise of providing added value through linked data integration across the Web was

not visible yet.

Summarizing, the main points expressed in the first phase of evaluation are the following

(Kalampokis et al., 2016d):

∙ The performance of the tools needs to be enhanced.

∙ Much more attention should be drawn to usability.

∙ OLAP operations should be enabled in the next phase of the Browser.

∙ Data cubes integration should be available in a transparent to the user manner.

5.3.3 Second release of the Browser

In this sub-section we describe the second release of the Browser that enables performing

OLAP analytics on top of multiple cubes on the Web that reside in disparate sources.

The platform is based on and implements the theoretical framework presented at Chapter

4. In particular, the platform comprises the following components: (a) the Aggregator,

(b) the Compatibility Explorer, (c) the Expander, and (d) the OLAP browser, which

are described in the rest of this section.

Figure 5.7 depicts the architecture of the proposed platform and describes how the

components interact.
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Figure 5.7: Technical platform for enabling enhanced analytics on the Web of Linked
Data

5.3.3.1 Aggregator

The Aggregator computes aggregations of cells across dimensions or hierarchies. Its

role is twofold. First, given an initial cube with 𝑛 dimensions the aggregator creates

2n − 1 new cubes taking into account all the possible combinations of the 𝑛 dimensions.

Second, given a cube and a hierarchy of a dimension, the aggregator computes values of

cells for all attributes of the hierarchy that are at a higher level than the attribute of the

original cube. Towards this end, it supports three types of aggregate functions as they

have distinguished in the literature: Σ, applicable to data that can be added together,

𝜑, applicable to data that can be used for average calculations, and c, applicable to

data that is constant, i.e., it can only be counted. Considering only the standard SQL

aggregation functions, we have that Σ = {SUM, COUNT, AVG, MIN ,MAX}, 𝜑 =

{COUNT, AVG, MIN, MAX} and c = {COUNT}.

For example, the Aggregator computes the SUM of sales of all products of a company for

all years and stores and thus creates a new cube having only time and stores dimensions.

Moreover, if a cube contains sales per product, day, and store, the Aggregator can

compute the sales per product and store for months, quarters, and years.

Finally, in the case of new cubes creation we introduce the concept of Aggregation

Set to denote the set of cubes created by computing aggregations across all dimension
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combinations of an initial cube. As a result, we define the class 𝑒𝑥𝑡 : 𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑆𝑒𝑡

and the property 𝑒𝑥𝑡 : 𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑆𝑒𝑡. The Aggregator creates an instance of this class

for every set created by an initial cube and connect every cube of the set to this instance

using the 𝑒𝑥𝑡 : 𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑆𝑒𝑡 property. We use the 𝑒𝑥𝑡 : namespace to denote that

these classes and properties are potential extensions of the QB vocabulary.

Finally, we should note that the user specifies the aggregation function that will be used

in a particular measure and/or dimension. This process, however, can be automated in

the case that relevant metadata are added to the description of the cube.

5.3.3.2 Compatibility Explorer

Given a cube in the local RDF store of the platform, the main role of the Compatibility

Explorer is to (a) search into the Linked DataWeb and identify cubes that are compatible

to expand the initial cube, and (b) establish typed links between the local cube and the

compatible ones.

Compatibility explorer checks whether a cube in a remote store fulfils the requirements

for the four cases of compatibility as described in sub-section 4.1. Towards this end,

the following mappings between the proposed algebra and linked data concepts are

considered:

∙ Equality between two dimensions is checked at the data structure definition (DSD)

using (a) URIs of the dimensions or (b) URIs of the code lists that are connected

to the dimension through the 𝑞𝑏 : 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 property.

∙ Equality between two measures is checked at the DSD using URIs of measures.

∙ Equality between two objects is checked at the observation level using URIs of

objects. Objects are expected to be defined as 𝑠𝑘𝑜𝑠 : 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡.

∙ Equality between two attributes is checked at observation level using URIs of

attributes. Attributes are expected to be defined as 𝑥𝑘𝑜𝑠 : 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙.

If a compatible cube is identified a typed link is established between the two cubes.

Towards this end, we introduce one class and three properties that may extend QB vo-

cabulary as presented in Figure 5.8. We use the 𝑒𝑥𝑡 : prefix to denote these new class and
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Figure 5.8: Proposed extension to the QB vocabulary

Figure 5.9: An example of linking two compatible linked data cubes

properties. To specify the link one needs to declare a 𝑒𝑥𝑡 : 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

resource which in turn will reference to the identified compatible cube (denoted as a

𝑞𝑏 : 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑆𝑒𝑡 resource) through the 𝑒𝑥𝑡 : 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 property. In some cases, how-

ever, two cubes are compatible only for a particular 𝑞𝑏 : 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦. Consider

the case where a cube is compatible to expand an original cube by adding objects to a

particular dimension. In that case the 𝑒𝑥𝑡 : 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 resource should

reference to this dimension. An example of linking two compatible cubes is presented in

Figure 5.9. The 𝑒𝑔 : prefix denotes an example prefix.

The explorer checks all four cases of compatibility as defined in section 4, and thus four

sub-properties of 𝑒𝑥𝑡 : 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 property are introduced as depicted in Figure 5.8
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5.3.3.3 Expander

The Expander creates a new expanded cube by merging two compatible ones based on

the operators described in sub-section 4.2. In order to discover the compatible cubes

the Expanders employs the links established by the Compatibility Explorer.

Initially, the Expander presents to the user cubes that are connected to at least one

other cube meaning that it presents only expandable cubes. The user selects a cube and

one of the four possible ways that are available to expand it. Thereafter, the Expander

presents all the compatible cubes that can expand the cube at hand based on the specific

type of compatibility. The user selects one out of the available options and a new linked

data cube can be created and stored in the local store.

The Expander, however, can be also integrated with another component that performs

some sort of statistical analysis on the data. In this case, it does not create and store a

new data cube but an integrated view of the two cubes, which can be further analysed.

In the platform that we present at this article the Expander is integrated with an OLAP

browser enabling this way the performance of OLAP operations on top of integrated

views of compatible cubes on the fly without requiring the actual creation and storage

of the expanded cube.

Let us consider a case where a user starts with a cube from the World Bank with two

dimensions, namely time and countries, and one measure, namely proportion of seats

held by women in national parliaments. Using the Expander the user selects a cube

from UNESCO in order to add a new measure into the initial cube. The interface of the

Expander is presented in Figure 5.10.

5.3.3.4 Linked Data OLAP Browser

The linked data OLAP browser exploits the others components of the platform in order

to enable performing OLAP operation on top of expanded cubes that include measures,

dimensions, objects, and/or attributes from multiple cubes that reside on disparate

sources on the Web.

Initially, the browser starts with an empty canvas and presents only the structure of

the expanded cube (available dimensions and measures), while the user has to select
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Figure 5.10: The Expander

at least one dimension and one measure to visualise. In the case that a dimension has

multiple attributes then the browser also presents these attributes and the user has to

select at least one of the attributes. Figure 5.11 presents the interface of the browser.

In particular, the browser enables a user:

∙ Exploring a linked data cube by presenting two-dimensional slices of the cube in

a table.

∙ Changing the axes of the table and also changing the object of the fixed dimensions

and thus select a different slice to be presented.

∙ Adding or removing dimensions to be presented in the table.

∙ Adding or removing measures to be presented in the table.

∙ Performing roll-up and drill-down across hierarchies.

∙ Changing the language. This requires the use of multilingual 𝑠𝑘𝑜𝑠 : 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙s available

in a dataset.

The browser sends a SPARQL query to retrieve the dimensions, attributes, objects, and

measures. Based on the selections of the user, the browser sends a query to retrieve

the values of the measures for each cell. The dimensions and measures are retrieved

from the metadata of the cube (i.e. from the 𝑞𝑏 : 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛), whereas

the attributes, objects, and values of the measures from the actual data (i.e. from the

𝑞𝑏 : 𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛s).
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Figure 5.11: The linked data OLAP browser

When a user selects to add or remove a dimension, the browser exploits the links estab-

lished by the Aggregator. In particular, it identifies and presents a cube that has the

new set of dimensions and belongs to the same 𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑆𝑒𝑡 as the initial one. On

the other hand, when a user wants to move across a hierarchy the browser exploits the

hierarchical code lists that have been defined with SKOS and XKOS.

In the case of browsing an integrated view of two cubes with more than one measure

then the browser presents the values of these measures using different colours.

5.3.4 The case of Flemish Government

An instance of the developed platform have been deployed at the premises of the Flemish

government. Flemish government had already opened up statistics by means of linked

data cubes. In particular, 11 cubes had been transformed to linked data according to

the QB vocabulary and stored in a Virtuoso RDF store. The deployed platform has been

connected to this store.The provided cubes include data regarding unemployment, social

housing, real estate prices, etc. and their most common dimensions are time, geography,

age group, and sex. The geospatial dimension comprises four attributes, namely region,

province, district, and municipality, while the age group dimension comprises three

levels:

∙ level 1: 0-24, 25-49, 50+,

∙ level 2: 16-24, 25-34, 35-49, 50-64, 65+,

∙ level 3: 16-19, 20-24, 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-49, 50-54, 55-59, 60-64
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Figure 5.12: OLAP Browser as deployed at Flemish Government

Using the components of the platform a total of 186 new aggregated cubes have been

created and stored. Moreover, for all cubes that had measured values at the lowest level

of a hierarchy new observations have been computed for all the higher levels. Finally,

388 links have been established from 82 cubes or sub-cubes created by the Aggregator

to other compatibles cubes or sub-cubes. Moreover, links have been established to three

linked data cubes that are published by the Scottish Government. At this point, we

need to recall the analysis presented in section 4.3.2.3 on the challenges related to the

integration of data cubes coming from different sources. These challenges hamper data

integration and thus the exploitation of combined data becomes very difficult.

A user can access and browse all the available cubes using the OLAP browser in the fol-

lowing URL: http://188.166.18.242:50080/resource/OpenCubeOLAPBrowser. Fig-

ure 5.12 presents the OLAP browser as used at the Flemish government presenting a

cube along with the available expansions that can be applied. At the left hand side the

structure of the cube (i.e., measures and dimensions along with their levels) is presented.

The user can select which of these will be included in the table that is presented at the

right hand side of the interface. The table presents the actual values of the cells based

on the selections of the user. If any links to other cubes are available based on the

current selections, then the Browser presents under the table the expansions that could

http://188.166.18.242:50080/resource/OpenCubeOLAPBrowser
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Figure 5.13: OLAP Browser as deployed at Flemish Government

apply. In the example presented in Figure 5.12 seven different options for expansion

are presented. Three out of the seven options will add new members on the dimensions

while the other four will add new measures to the initial cube. Moreover, the first two

options will bring data from the Scottish Government. As a result, in the case that a

user selects to add new members to the geospatial dimension from Scotland then a new

integrated view of the cubes is created. In Figure 5.13 this new expanded view that

integrates one cube from Flemish and one from Scottish government is presented. The

drill-down and roll-up functionalities are also presented in the Figure as the user can

move from the Region level to the Province level in both countries. Finally, the user

can change the dimensions that are presented in the table. In the specific example, the

gender dimension has been also selected but it has been fixed in the ’Female’ value.
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5.4 Predictive Analytics

In this section the use of Open Data in predictive analytics is explored. We start from

Social Media (SM) data and explore whether or not this type of data is reliable source

of input in predictive analysis studies. Thereafter, we exploit the results of this step in

an experiment where SM data are combined with other linked data on the Web in order

to predict the result of the UK elections of 2010.

5.4.1 Social Media Data in Predictive Analytics

Social Media (SM) data incorporates personal opinions, thoughts and behaviours making

it a vital component of the Web and a fertile ground for a variety of business and research

endeavours. In this context, the predictive power of SM has been recently explored. For

instance, empirical studies have analyzed the Yahoo! Finance message board to predict

stock market volatility (Antweiler and Frank, 2004), weblog content to predict movies

success (Mishne and Glance, 2006), Google search queries to track influenza-like illnesses

(Ginsberg et al., 2009), Amazon reviews to predict product sales (Ghose and Ipeirotis,

2011) and Twitter posts (aka tweets) to infer levels of rainfall (Lampos and Cristianini,

2012).

These research efforts require cross-disciplinary skills as they involve both the transfor-

mation of noisy raw SM data into high quality data suitable for statistical analysis as

well as the creation of statistical models to estimate the actual outcome. In this set-

ting, a number of researchers have recently challenged the methods employed and the

results reported by empirical studies in the area. For instance, Jungherr et al. (2012)

repeated the study conducted by Tumasjan et al. (2010) and reported controversial re-

sults. In addition, Gayo-Avello (2011) and Metaxas et al. (2011) conducted a number

of experiments and criticized generalizations regarding the predictive power of SM.

This chapter aims at consolidating the knowledge created by empirical studies in recent

years that exploit SM for predictions, thus enabling an in-depth understanding of SM

predictive power. More specific objectives are: (a) to identify steps that characterize

all relevant studies as well as approaches that can be followed in each step, and (b) to

understand how different steps and approaches are related to SM predictive power.
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In order to achieve our objectives we capitalize on the method proposed by Webster and

Watson (2002) for conducting systematic literature reviews in the field of information

systems. Initially, we performed a systematic search in order to accumulate a relatively

complete body of relevant scientific literature. Towards this end, we started with Google

Scholar using the key words predict OR forecast AND social media and we collected

an initial pool of articles. Thereafter, we went backward by reviewing citations in the

identified articles and forward by using Google Scholar’s functionality to identify articles

citing the previously identified articles. We thereafter studied and filtered these initially

identified articles in order to come up with the final set that was included in our research.

For this purpose, we used the following inclusion and exclusion criteria:

∙ We excluded qualitative or purely theoretical articles (e.g. Louis and Zorlu, 2012).

∙ We included only studies aiming at making predictions. As a result, we have

excluded empirical studies that aim at studying the relationship between SM data

and phenomena outcome following an explanatory approach (e.g. Chen et al.,

2011; Chevalier and Mayzlin, 2006; Chunara et al., 2012; Corley et al., 2010; Duan

et al., 2008; Morales-Arroyo and Pandey, 2010; Reinstein and Snyder, 2005; Ye

et al., 2009).

∙ We included only studies that attempt to predict real world outcomes. Thus,

we excluded studies that predict online features such as tie strength (Gilbert and

Karahalios, 2009), volume of comments on online news (Tsagkias et al., 2010) or

movie rating on IMDB (Oghina et al., 2012).

This approach resulted in a set of 52 articles.

In order to synthesize the accumulated knowledge we performed a concept-centric analy-

sis. The main steps and most important aspects composing the whole prediction analysis

process were extracted and combined in a conceptual SM data analysis framework for

predictions that structures and depicts the area. Finally, the framework was employed

to further analyze the literature and to extract insights into the predictive power of SM.
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5.4.1.1 A framework for social media data analytics

The proposed framework comprises two discrete phases, namely the Data Conditioning

Phase and the Predictive Analysis Phase. The former refers to the transformation of

noisy raw Social Media (SM) data into high quality data that is structured based on

some predictor variables. The latter phase refers to the creation and evaluation of a

predictive model that enables estimating outcome from a new set of observations.

Each of these phases can be further divided into a sequence of stages and each stage into

a number of steps. Finally, different approaches can be followed in each step. Figure

1 presents our framework with the two phases, the respective stages along with their

steps.

 Collection and 
Filtering of Raw Data

✓ Determination of time window
✓ Identification of location
✓ Identification of user profile characteristics
✓ Selection of search terms

Computation of 
Predictor Variables

✓ Selection of predictor variables
✓ Measurement of predictor variables
✓ Computation of predictor variables

Creation of Predictive 
Model

✓ Selection of predictive method
✓ Selection and use of non-SM predictor variables
✓ Identification of data for evaluation of prediction

Evaluation of the 
Predictive 

Performance
✓ Selection of the evaluation method
✓ Specification of the prediction baseline

Predictive Analysis
Phase

Data Conditioning 
Phase

Figure 5.14: The Social Media Data Analytics Framework (Kalampokis et al., 2013b)

Phase 1: Data Conditioning

The main purpose of the Data Conditioning phase is the transformation of noisy raw

SM data into high quality data that will enable the computation of predictor variables.

In order to define data quality we adopt and adapt a model proposed by Strong et al.

(1997). In particular, we employ three data quality dimensions from Strong’s model that
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we consider important in the SM data analysis realm, namely objectivity, completeness

and amount of data.

Data objectivity is related to the accuracy of data production or the accuracy of the

interpretation process, and specifies whether data is what it claims to be and measures

what is supposed to measure. For instance, the data produced by interpreting text’s

sentiment could be of questionable objectivity in the case of non-rigorous sentiment anal-

ysis. The same holds when irrelevant data is interpreted as relevant. Data completeness

deals with missing values from a data analysis perspective. It specifies whether or not

collected data cover all aspects of a phenomenon in terms of e.g. entities characterizing

it and/or predictor variables. Finally, amount of data (or sufficiency) specifies whether

or not collected data is sufficient for predictive analysis.

The stages included in this phase along with the steps in each stage are described below.

Stage 1.1: Collection and Filtering of Raw Data

This stage deals with both raw SM data collection from various sources and filtering

of data in order to determine those relevant. After its completion the final data set

that will be further analyzed during the next stage, is produced. In order to determine

the relevant raw data, the when, where, who and what questions should be answered.

For example, it can be inferred that a tweet mentioning the Conservative Party one

week before the UK elections of 2010 is related to these elections. The same holds for a

tweet posted by David Cameron in the same period. The information used to determine

relevance is extracted from the actual SM data or their metadata.

The effort required for this stage depends on both the SM and the application area. For

example, data filtering in Twitter is challenging because of its noisy nature, while in

Amazon it is straightforward as the reviews are aggregated in the product’s Web page.

Detailed steps that are involved in this stage are described below.

Determination of time window

The time window is related to the when question as it specifies the duration of the

collection activity as well as its relation to the characteristic period of the phenomenon.

The characteristic period for product sales could be related to the new-product lifecycle

(Liu et al., 2010), while for a disease outbreak to duration of pandemic stages (Ritterman
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et al., 2009). Clearly, the time window affects both the completeness and the sufficiency

of the data.

Identification of location

The identification of location characterizing data is related to the where question. It is

crucial in some phenomena (e.g. determination of natural phenomena occurrence) and

thus accurate extraction of location is very important. The location characterizing SM

data can be extracted from metadata (e.g. Achrekar et al., 2011; Lampos and Cristianini,

2012) or inferred from actual data.

Identification of user profile characteristics

The information related to the online profile of a user answers the who question. In a

number of empirical studies (e.g. Forman et al., 2008; Skoric et al., 2012) it is suggested

that this information is very important. For instance, Achrekar et al. (2011) filter tweets

from the same user within a certain syndrome elapsed time in order to avoid duplication

from multiple encounters associated with a single episode of the illness.

Selection of search terms

The search terms selection step deals with the what question. In complex phenomena

the identification of both the complete and correct set of search terms can be chal-

lenging. For example, Da et al. (2011) measured the search volume for 3,606 stocks

through Google trends based on both stock ticker and company name and they, inter-

estingly, identified that their correlation was only 9 percent. The inadequate completion

of this task could result in poor quality data regarding its completeness and objectivity.

The different approaches for this step can fall into two broad categories: (a) manual

approaches where researchers set search terms (e.g. Polgreen et al., 2008) and (b) dy-

namic approaches where search terms are derived through a computational process (e.g.

Ginsberg et al., 2009). We should note that we consider the use of Google Trends as

a dynamic selection approach since the resulting categories are determined based on

Google’s natural language classification engine.

Stage 1.2: Computation of Predictor Variables

This stage deals with analysis of the raw data resulting from the previous stage in order

to compute the values of predictor variables. In this stage, only variables related to
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SM are considered despite the fact that more variables (e.g. product price) can be

finally employed in the predictive analysis stage. The steps composing this stage are the

following:

Selection of predictor variables

Although a number of different variables have been used in the literature, we classify

them into the following categories:

∙ Volume-related variables: these measure the amount of SM data in the form of

number of tweets, number of reviews, number of queries etc.

∙ Sentiment-related variables: these measure the sentiment expressed through the

data. The sentiment has been measured in the literature with the bullishness index

(Oh and Sheng, 2011), review valence (Forman et al., 2008), review rating (Ghose

and Ipeirotis, 2011), etc.

∙ Profile characteristics of online users such as Facebook friends (Franch, 2013),

number of followers of users that posted a tweet (Rui and Whinston, 2012), total

posts (Oh and Sheng, 2011), the location of the reviewer (Forman et al., 2008) and

in-degree (Livne et al., 2011).

The proper selection of the variables that are employed in the analysis can influence the

completeness of the data.

Measurement of predictor variables

The majority of variables are usually measured at successive time instants separated by

uniform time intervals and are thus expressed as time series. The time intervals that

have been used in the literature vary from hours to months. However, in some cases

variables are measured just once hence resulting in one value per variable (e.g. Tumasjan

et al., 2010).

Careful selection of measurement time intervals allows predictor variables to be com-

parable to the actual outcome. For instance, Forman et al. (2008) aggregated data by

month because the evaluation data of the outcome was formed in monthly reports. How-

ever, in some cases the measurement of variables follows different time intervals than

the actual outcome data (e.g. Tumasjan et al., 2010).
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Computation of predictor variables

Although the computation of volume-related variables is straightforward and provides

accurate results, the computation of sentiment expressed in text can be cumbersome

and may provide poor results. Literature reveals that many research efforts have come

up with poor sentiment analysis results (e.g. Gayo-Avello, 2011; Metaxas et al., 2011),

mainly because of the informal and noisy nature of SM that creates problems to widely

used NLP tools. The poor performance of sentiment analysis is a major source of

weakness in the quality of data objectivity as the interpreted sentiment is different than

that actually expressed. In general the approaches used for sentiment computation can

be categorized as follows: (a) lexicon-based, where sentiment is defined by the occurrence

in the text of words included in a pre-defined lexicon (e.g. Metaxas et al., 2011; O’Connor

et al., 2010) and (b) machine learning, where sentiment is computed by language model

classifiers (e.g. Asur and Huberman, 2010).

Phase2: Predictive Analytics

The aim of this phase is the creation and evaluation of a predictive model that will

enable accurate prediction of phenomenon outcomes based on a new set of observations,

where new can be interpreted as observations in future or observations that were not

included in the original data sample.

Statisticians recognize that analyses aimed at prediction are different from those aimed

at explanation (Konishi and Kitagawa, 2008). Predictive power refers to the ability

of predicting new observations accurately. In contrast, explanatory power refers to the

strength of association indicated by a statistical model. Although statistically significant

effects or relationships do not guarantee high predictive power, empirical studies that

make predictive claims often infer predictive power from explanatory power without

employing predictive analytics (Shmueli and Koppius, 2011).

Stage 2.1: Creation of Predictive Model

In this stage the actual model is created based on statistical or data mining methods.

The steps that compose this stage are described below.

Selection of predictive method
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The actual model of the predictive analysis is built based on different statistical or data

mining methods. The most common method in literature is linear regression but many

others have been also employed such as logistic regression (Livne et al., 2011), Markov

models (Gruhl et al., 2005), neural networks (Bollen et al., 2011), support vector machine

(Ritterman et al., 2009) and Granger causality (Gilbert and Karahalios, 2010).

Selection and use of non-SM predictor variables

Apart from the predictor variables computed through SM data, other predictor variables

are also used in the predictive model. These usually express objective facts, such as past

values of phenomenon outcomes and demographics. For instance, Forman et al. (2008)

studied the relation between both the average valence of a review and the percentage

of reviews disclosing real name or location, and product sales on Amazon. Towards

this end, they also employed product price as a control variable in order to reduce the

possibility that results reflect differences in average unobserved product quality rather

that aspects of the reviews per se. In addition, Rui and Whinston (2012) employed non-

SM predictor variables such as budget of a movie or the fact that a movie is a sequel in

order to enhance the accuracy of the model and Da et al. (2011) employed the number

of news data from the Wall Street Journal in order to predict stock prices.

Identification of data for evaluation of prediction

The data referred to here represent the actual phenomenon outcome. This data is taken

from official sources such as governmental documents and Web sites (e.g. Ettredge et al.,

2005; Lampos and Cristianini, 2012; Sakaki et al., 2010), other trustworthy Web sites

(e.g. Bollen et al., 2011), international organizations (e.g. O’Connor et al., 2010), etc.

The accuracy and timely collection of this data is important for the creation of the

predictive model.

Stage 2.2: Evaluation of the Predictive Performance

In this stage prediction accuracy is evaluated against the actual outcome. The steps

that comprise this stage are described below.

Selection of the evaluation method

The evaluation of predictive performance is very important as it provides the actual

result of the study as a whole. In the literature two different approaches are mainly
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employed: (a) explanatory analytics and (b) predictive analytics. The former assesses

the statistical significance of the model using metrics such as p-values or 𝑅2 (e.g. Asur

and Huberman, 2010). The latter usually obtains out-of-sample data to be used for

actual evaluation based on metrics such as out-of-sample error rate and statistics such

as Predicted Residual Sums of Squares (e.g. Bordino et al., 2012), Root Mean Square

Error (e.g. Achrekar et al., 2011), Mean Absolute Percentage Error (e.g. Bollen et al.,

2011; Liu et al., 2007) and cross-validation summaries.

In general, the criteria that specify whether a study follows a predictive evaluation

method or not are the following (Shmueli and Koppius, 2011):

∙ Was predictive accuracy based on out-of-sample assessment?

∙ Was predictive accuracy assessed with adequate predictive measures?

Specification of the prediction baseline

The baseline for prediction is an important element in the literature as it provides an

extra metric for evaluating predictive power. The predictive power of an SM data based

model is often judged in relation to statistical models fit with traditional data sources

(e.g. Goel et al., 2010; Rui and Whinston, 2012) or past values (e.g. Bollen et al.,

2011; Ritterman et al., 2009; Wu and Brynjolfsson, 2009). In addition, the results of

prediction are sometimes also evaluated against prior models and approaches (e.g. Ghose

and Ipeirotis, 2011).

5.4.1.2 Understanding the Predictive Power of Social Media

We now employ our framework in order to gain insight into the predictive power of Social

Media (SM). We initially categorize the identified articles based on the application area

studied (Table 5.2) and the type of SM employed (Table 5.3).

Table 5.4 presents classification of the literature according to the approach employed for

selecting search terms, which is vital in Stage 1.1 of the framework. The table suggests

that the vast majority of the studies employs manual selection methods.

In Table 5.5 the studies that involve sentiment analysis are aggregated and categorized

according to the method they have employed. Selecting such a method is important
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Table 5.2: The application areas studied in the literature (adopted from Kalampokis
et al. (2013b))

Disease outbreaks Achrekar et al. (2011); Althouse et al. (2011); Culotta
(2010); Ginsberg et al. (2009); Hulth et al. (2009); Pol-
green et al. (2008); Ritterman et al. (2009); Signorini
et al. (2011); Wilson and Brownstein (2009)

Elections Franch (2013); Gayo-Avello (2011); He et al. (2012);
Jin et al. (2010); Jungherr et al. (2012); Livne et al.
(2011); Lui et al. (2011); Metaxas et al. (2011); Sang
and Bos (2012); Skoric et al. (2012); Tumasjan et al.
(2010, 2012)

Macroeconomics Choi and Varian (2012); Ettredge et al. (2005);
Guzman (2011); O’Connor et al. (2010); Vosen and
Schmidt (2011, 2012); Wang et al. (2012); Wu and
Brynjolfsson (2009)

Movies Asur and Huberman (2010); Bothos et al. (2010); Goel
et al. (2010); Krauss et al. (2008); Liu et al. (2007,
2010); Mishne and Glance (2006); Rui and Whinston
(2012)

Natural phenomena Earle et al. (2012); Lampos and Cristianini (2012);
Sakaki et al. (2010)

Product sales Choi and Varian (2012); Forman et al. (2008); Ghose
and Ipeirotis (2011); Goel et al. (2010); Gruhl et al.
(2005); Jin et al. (2010)

Stock market Antweiler and Frank (2004); Bollen et al. (2011); Bor-
dino et al. (2012); Da et al. (2011); De Choudhury
et al. (2008); Gilbert and Karahalios (2010); Oh and
Sheng (2011); Zhang et al. (2011, 2012)

in Stage 1.2 of the proposed framework. In this table we do not include studies that

express the sentiment as review ratings since its measurement is straightforward.

Based on the criteria employed by Shmueli and Koppius (2011) we also classify (Table

5.6) literature according to the approach used to infer SM predictive power.

Finally, Table 5.7 categorizes literature according to their final outcome with regard to

the predictive power of SM. Some studies provide evidence for both outcomes. These

are included in both categories.
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Table 5.3: The social media analyzed in the literature (adopted from Kalampokis
et al. (2013b))

Blogs De Choudhury et al. (2008); Franch (2013); Gilbert
and Karahalios (2010); Gruhl et al. (2005); Liu et al.
(2007); Mishne and Glance (2006)

Web search Althouse et al. (2011); Bordino et al. (2012); Choi and
Varian (2012); Da et al. (2011); Ettredge et al. (2005);
Ginsberg et al. (2009); Goel et al. (2010); Guzman
(2011); Hulth et al. (2009); Lui et al. (2011); Polgreen
et al. (2008); Vosen and Schmidt (2011, 2012); Wilson
and Brownstein (2009); Wu and Brynjolfsson (2009)

Message boards Antweiler and Frank (2004); Bothos et al. (2010);
Krauss et al. (2008); Liu et al. (2010); Oh and Sheng
(2011)

Reviews Bothos et al. (2010); Forman et al. (2008); Ghose and
Ipeirotis (2011)

Microblogs (Twitter and
Facebook updates)

Achrekar et al. (2011); Asur and Huberman (2010);
Bollen et al. (2011); Bothos et al. (2010); Culotta
(2010); Earle et al. (2012); Franch (2013); Gayo-Avello
(2011); He et al. (2012); Jungherr et al. (2012); Lam-
pos and Cristianini (2012); Livne et al. (2011); Lui
et al. (2011); Metaxas et al. (2011); O’Connor et al.
(2010); Oh and Sheng (2011); Ritterman et al. (2009);
Rui and Whinston (2012); Sakaki et al. (2010); Sang
and Bos (2012); Signorini et al. (2011); Skoric et al.
(2012); Tumasjan et al. (2010, 2012); Wang et al.
(2012); Zhang et al. (2011, 2012)

Social multimedia
(YouTube, Flickr)

Franch (2013); Jin et al. (2010)

By synthesizing Tables 5.2–5.7 we can further analyze the empirical studies in the liter-

ature and make some interesting observations.

Search term selection Table 5.4 suggests that although dynamic search term selection

is used in most application areas (Table 5.2), it only appears in studies that employ

Web search and microblog data (Table 5.3). Furthermore, all these studies support SM

predictive power (Table 6) based on predictive analytics (Table 5). In the case of manual

search term selection when considering the same two SM categories, the percentage of

studies that support SM predictive power falls off to fifty percent (50%). Hence, we can
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Table 5.4: Classification of literature according to the approach for search term se-
lection (adopted from Kalampokis et al. (2013b))

Manual selection Achrekar et al. (2011); Althouse et al. (2011); Asur and
Huberman (2010); Bollen et al. (2011); Bordino et al.
(2012); Da et al. (2011); De Choudhury et al. (2008);
Ettredge et al. (2005); Franch (2013); Gayo-Avello
(2011); Gruhl et al. (2005); Guzman (2011); He et al.
(2012); Jungherr et al. (2012); Liu et al. (2011, 2007);
Metaxas et al. (2011); Mishne and Glance (2006);
O’Connor et al. (2010); Oh and Sheng (2011); Pol-
green et al. (2008); Rui and Whinston (2012); Sang
and Bos (2012); Signorini et al. (2011); Skoric et al.
(2012); Tumasjan et al. (2010); Wilson and Brown-
stein (2009); Wu and Brynjolfsson (2009); Zhang et al.
(2011, 2012)

Dynamic selection Choi and Varian (2012); Culotta (2010); Ginsberg
et al. (2009); Goel et al. (2010); Hulth et al. (2009);
Lampos and Cristianini (2012); Ritterman et al.
(2009); Sakaki et al. (2010); Vosen and Schmidt
(2011); Wang et al. (2012)

Table 5.5: Classification of literature according to the text’s sentiment analysis ap-
proach (adopted from Kalampokis et al. (2013b))

Lexicon–based Bollen et al. (2011); Gayo-Avello (2011); Liu et al.
(2010); Metaxas et al. (2011); O’Connor et al. (2010);
Zhang et al. (2011, 2012)

Machine learning Antweiler and Frank (2004); Asur and Huberman
(2010); Bothos et al. (2010); Gayo-Avello (2011);
Gilbert and Karahalios (2010); He et al. (2012);
Krauss et al. (2008); Liu et al. (2007); Mishne and
Glance (2006); Oh and Sheng (2011); ?
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Table 5.6: Classification of literature according to the evaluation approach (adopted
from Kalampokis et al. (2013b))

Explanatory evaluation Antweiler and Frank (2004); Asur and Huberman
(2010); Bordino et al. (2012); Da et al. (2011); Et-
tredge et al. (2005); Forman et al. (2008); Gayo-Avello
(2011); He et al. (2012); Jin et al. (2010); Jungherr
et al. (2012); Krauss et al. (2008); Liu et al. (2011,
2010); Livne et al. (2011); Metaxas et al. (2011);
Mishne and Glance (2006); Polgreen et al. (2008);
Sang and Bos (2012); Skoric et al. (2012); Tumasjan
et al. (2010); Wilson and Brownstein (2009); Zhang
et al. (2011, 2012)

Predictive evaluation Achrekar et al. (2011); Althouse et al. (2011); Bollen
et al. (2011); Bothos et al. (2010); Choi and Varian
(2012); Culotta (2010); De Choudhury et al. (2008);
Franch (2013); Ghose and Ipeirotis (2011); Gilbert and
Karahalios (2010); Ginsberg et al. (2009); Goel et al.
(2010); Gruhl et al. (2005); Guzman (2011); Hulth
et al. (2009); Lampos and Cristianini (2012); Liu et al.
(2007); O’Connor et al. (2010); Oh and Sheng (2011);
Ritterman et al. (2009); Rui and Whinston (2012);
Sakaki et al. (2010); Signorini et al. (2011); Vosen and
Schmidt (2011, 2012); Wang et al. (2012); Wu and
Brynjolfsson (2009)

conclude that search term selection is of vital importance in microblog and Web search

data, and thus these SM categories call for sophisticated search terms selection methods.

For instance, Lampos and Cristianini (2012) successfully estimated daily rainfall rates

for five UK cities by identifying relevant tweets through the application of Bolasso (i.e.

the bootstrapped version of Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) for search

term selection.

Sentiment analysis Table 5.5 suggests that the majority of studies that employ sentiment

analysis investigate stock market and movies (Table 5.2). Although sentiment seems to

be important in application areas such as elections, product sales and macroeconomics,

only six (6) out of twenty four (24) studies include a sentiment-related independent

variable. Disease outbreaks and natural phenomena related studies do not employ senti-

ment, as one might have expected. Interestingly however, forty per cent (40%) of studies

that have used sentiment-related variables challenge SM predictive power. This number

increases to sixty five percent (65%) in the case of lexicon-based approaches, while it
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Table 5.7: Classification of literature based on main outcome (adopted from Kalam-
pokis et al. (2013b))

Support SM predictive
power

Achrekar et al. (2011); Althouse et al. (2011);
Antweiler and Frank (2004); Asur and Huberman
(2010); Bollen et al. (2011); Bordino et al. (2012);
Bothos et al. (2010); Choi and Varian (2012); Cu-
lotta (2010); Da et al. (2011); De Choudhury et al.
(2008); Ettredge et al. (2005); Forman et al. (2008);
Franch (2013); Ghose and Ipeirotis (2011); Gilbert and
Karahalios (2010); Ginsberg et al. (2009); Goel et al.
(2010); Gruhl et al. (2005); Guzman (2011); Hulth
et al. (2009); Jin et al. (2010); Krauss et al. (2008);
Lampos and Cristianini (2012); Liu et al. (2007, 2010);
Livne et al. (2011); Oh and Sheng (2011); Polgreen
et al. (2008); Ritterman et al. (2009); Rui and Whin-
ston (2012); Sakaki et al. (2010); Sang and Bos (2012);
Signorini et al. (2011); Tumasjan et al. (2010); Vosen
and Schmidt (2011, 2012); Wang et al. (2012); Wu and
Brynjolfsson (2009); Zhang et al. (2011, 2012)

Challenge SM predictive
power

Bollen et al. (2011); Forman et al. (2008); Gayo-Avello
(2011); Goel et al. (2010); He et al. (2012); Jungherr
et al. (2012); Liu et al. (2011, 2010); Metaxas et al.
(2011); Mishne and Glance (2006); O’Connor et al.
(2010); Sang and Bos (2012); Skoric et al. (2012); Wil-
son and Brownstein (2009)

falls off to twenty percent (20%) in those of machine learning. Hence, it seems that

sentiment analysis in SM requires innovative approaches that could address the noisy

and informal nature of SM.

Evaluation method In general, half of the studies do not use predictive analytics to draw

conclusions on the predictive performance of SM. These studies span equally across all

SM categories (Table 5.3). With regard to application areas (Table 5.2), the vast major-

ity of election-related cases do not follow a predictive analytics evaluation, while most

studies related to macroeconomic indices, natural phenomena and product sales appli-

cation areas evaluate predictive power based on prediction analytics. The evaluation of

a predictive model with out-of-sample data is sometimes challenging. For instance, in

the case of election-related studies the outcome is produced once every four or five years.

In order to overcome this limitation Franch (2013) used poll data. Tables 5.6 and 5.7

suggest that ten (10) out of fourteen (14) studies that challenge SM predictive power
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have used explanatory evaluation methods. This fact does not imply that these studies

do not contribute to the understanding of SM predictive power as lack of a statistically

significant relationship indicates low predictive power. In addition, fourteen (14) out

of forty (40) studies that support SM predictive power infer predictive power without

employing predictive analytics. Here we should also note that if these studies had used

predictive evaluation methods, they could have presented high predictive power. How-

ever, based on the reported results we cannot assess their predictive power because a

statistically significant relationship does not always ensure high predictive power. For

example, ‘low predictive power can result from over-fitting, where an empirical model fits

the training data so well that it underperforms in predicting new data’ (Breiman, 2001,

p. 204).

Application areas The application area of a study seems to be related to the accuracy

of the prediction that the study presents. Some application areas, such as disease out-

break and natural phenomena, do not involve the expression of any kind of opinion or

sentiment. The signal that the researcher has to decode in these cases has to do with

the occurrence or not of the event. As a result, these studies are expected to provide

more accurate predictions than studies requiring extracting opinions or sentiment out of

raw data. Moreover, some application areas, such as elections or macroeconomics, can

be characterized as complex because they involve multiple and interrelated real-world

entities such as political parties and politicians or complex concepts such as consumer

confidence or inflation rate. The identification of the complete set of relevant raw SM

data in these cases is challenging and hence call for sophisticated methods. This be-

comes evident if we elaborate on two of the identified applications areas, namely elections

and disease outbreak. The former involves opinion expression and is characterized by

multiple and interrelated real-world entities (i.e. political parties, candidates, election

constituencies), while the latter does not require opinion extraction. Table 5.2 suggests

that all eleven (11) election-related studies selected their search terms manually (Table

5.4) and only three of them employed sentiment–related variables (Table 5.5). These

facts could provide an explanation of the unfavourable and controversial results reported

in the literature regarding predictability of election results through SM. In addition, half

of the disease outbreak related studies employed sophisticated search unit selection ap-

proaches, eighty percent (80%) used predictive analytics evaluation and ninety percent

(90%) supported SM predictive power.
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5.4.2 The case of UK Election 2010

So, the proposed framework suggests that all relevant studies can be decomposed into

a small number of steps and that different choices can be made in each step. The

application of the framework enabled us to make some interesting observations. The

majority of the empirical studies support SM predictive power, however more than one-

third of these studies infer predictive power without employing predictive analytics.

Sophisticated search term selection is crucial in Web search and microblog data. In

addition, the use of sentiment-related variables resulted often in controversial outcomes

proving that SM data call for sophisticated sentiment analysis approaches.

We anticipate that both the framework and analysis results will enable us to design

scientifically rigorous evaluation cases.

5.4.2.1 Predicting Election Results with Social Media

The creation of predictive models using Social Media data has been performed in vari-

ous application areas such as elections, disease outbreak, natural phenomena, macroeco-

nomics etc. Some of these areas, such as elections or macroeconomics, involve multiple

and interrelated real-world entities such as political parties and politicians or complex

concepts such as consumer confidence or inflation rate. In this case the identification

of the complete and correct set of raw SM data is challenging. Moreover, some of the

application areas, such natural phenomena, do not involve the expression of a subjective

opinion that may involve sentiment but only the statement of an objective fact e.g. “it

is raining”. In other areas, however, the expression and thus the computation of the

expressed sentiment is crucial. Election related cases can be characterised as complex

because they (a) involve multiple and interrelated real-world entities, and (b) require

the computation of the expressed sentiment. In this section we, exploit the social media

analysis framework to analyse existing research endeavours aiming at predicting elec-

tions results through Social Media data Franch (2013); Gayo-Avello (2011); He et al.

(2012); Jin et al. (2010); Jungherr et al. (2012); Livne et al. (2011); Lui et al. (2011);

Metaxas et al. (2011); Sang and Bos (2012); Skoric et al. (2012); Tumasjan et al. (2010).

In particular we concentrate on the steps that were presented in the previous section
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and for these steps we identify limitations in existing research endeavors and we state

the approach that we follow in this section in order to overcome these limitations.

Search term selection The different approaches for this step can fall into two broad

categories: (a) manual approaches where researchers set search terms, and (b) dynamic

approaches where search terms are derived through a computational process.

All existing research endeavors use manual approaches to select their search terms that

were used to create the pool of data used of their analysis. This is an important restric-

tion taking into account the conclusion of Kalampokis et al. (2013b) that “search term

selection is of vital importance in microblog and web search data, and thus these Social

Media categories call for sophisticated search term selection methods”.

In this section we follow a dynamic search term selection approach by exploiting linked

open data (LOD) from DBpedia to enrich tweets. LOD is used to improve the under-

standing about a tweet and thus facilitate its interpretation. In particular we identify

named entities mentioned in the tweets and establish typed links between these entities

and representations of the same entities in DBpedia. In order to clarify the proposed

approach we describe the case of the United Kingdom (UK) elections. Figure 5.15 de-

picts four tweets that were published prior to the elections. Each of these includes a

different named entity that is related to the elections i.e. Cameron, George Osborn, Tory

and Conservatives. In Twitter?s realm these entities and thus the tweets that include

them do not have any connection. However, DBpedia has linked data descriptions of the

same entities having also links among them. In particular DBpedia suggests that David

Cameron and George Osborne belong to the Conservative party and that the Tory party

is predecessor of the Conservative party. The integration of the data from DBpedia with

the data from Twitter could enable an analyst to understand that the four tweets of

figure 5.15 are all refer to the Conservative party.

Selection of predictor variables The variables that are typically used to create predictive

models using Social Media data are related to (a) the volume of Social Media posts (e.g.

number of tweets, number of reviews etc.), (b) the sentiment expressed through the data,

and (c) profile characteristics of online users (e.g. Facebook friends).

Although the majority of the existing research endeavours use volume-related variables in

their predictive models, only three of them Gayo-Avello (2011); He et al. (2012); Metaxas
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Figure 5.15: Linking entities extracted from Tweets to DBpedia

et al. (2011) use sentiment-related variables. This is, however, restricting taking into

account the nature of elections where the opinion expressed by the users is important.

In this section we exploit both volume and sentiment related variables in order to create

the predictive model.

Computation of predictor variables The computation of volume-related variables is straight-

forward through the count of posts that satisfy some criteria (e.g. the use of a keyword).

The computation, however, of sentiment expressed in Social Media may provide poor

results and thus impact the prediction accuracy. In general the approaches used for sen-

timent computation fall into two categories i.e. lexicon-based, where sentiment is defined

by the occurrence in the text of keywords included in a pre-defined lexicon, and machine

learning, where sentiment is computed by language model classifiers. As Kalampokis

et al. (2013b) concluded, the use of machine learning approaches in sentiment analysis

supports the creation of more accurate predictive models than the ones created with

lexicon-based sentiment analysis.

Out of the 3 studies that employed sentiment related variables in their predictive models,

one followed a lexicon-based approach Metaxas et al. (2011), one followed a machine

learning approach He et al. (2012), and one used both Gayo-Avello (2011).
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In the analysis that we perform in this section we follow a machine-learning algorithm

in order to determine the sentiment expressed in tweets and thus compute the value of

the variables.

Selection of the evaluation method This step is important because the evaluation of the

predictive performance is often not performed using predictive measures and out-of-

sample assessment. It is indicative that half o the studies that were reviewed by Kalam-

pokis et al. (2013b) do not use predictive analytics to draw conclusions on the predictive

performance of Social Media. When it comes to elections only one study Franch (2013)

make use of predictive analytics to predict the results of elections using Social Media

data. In this section we use data from polls before the elections in order to create our

training data set that is used to develop the model. Thereafter, out-of-sample data are

employed to predict the elections results.

5.4.2.2 Description of the Approach

In this section we describe in detail the approach that we followed in each stage of

the social media analysis framework in order to predict the results of the UK 2010

elections through the analysis of Twitter data. The election took place on May 6, 2010

in 650 parliament constituencies across the U.K. while Prime Minister Gordon Brown

announced the election in April 6, 2010. A total of 49 political parties were participated

in the election, with three of them being the most prominent ones i.e. the Conservative

party led by David Cameron, the Liberal Democrat party led by Nick Clegg and the

Labour party led by Gordon Brown. Smaller parties that finally received more than

1% of the total votes include the UK Independence Party (UKIP), the British National

Party (BNP), the Scottish National Party (SNP), the Green Party and the Pirate Party.

Collection and Filtering of Tweets Twitter data was collected between 8/4/2010 and

5/5/2010 (i.e. the last month before the day of the elections) using the Twitter API

using the #ge2010, #ukelection, #election2010 and #ge10 hashtags. This resulted in

a total of 84.375 unique tweets and 25.241 re-tweets, which we did not remove because

we consider them as a way of opinion indication. The retrieved JSON files were stored

in an instance of a MongoDB NoSQL database so as to easily access and exploit them.
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In order to classify the tweets in the party that they refer to we followed a linked

data based approach comprising two steps: i) the extraction of named entities from the

text of tweets by employing NER, and ii) the creation of Linked Data including the

establishment of links to DBpedia.

In the first step of our approach we used a Conditional Random Field (CRF) sequence

classifier provided by Stanford NER . Towards this end, we created the gold standard

of our data set by randomly sampling 2000 tweets and manually annotated them with

3 different Named Entity Types: Person, Organization and Location. Thereafter, the

classifier was trained on 1000 manually annotated tweets (training data set) from the

gold standard and then tested on the remaining 1000 tweets (test data set). The CRF

classifier achieved 85.89 F1 score in the data set. The F1 score specifies the accuracy of

NER as a harmonic mean of Recall and Precision. Recall is the ratio of the total number

of correct entities identified to the total number of entities while Precision the ratio of

the total number of correct entities identified tot the total number of entities identified.

During the second step our approach, the extracted entities along with tweet?s metadata

were transformed into RDF, which was stored into a Virtuoso store. Thereafter URI

aliases were identified between the Twitter data set and DBpedia and owl:sameAs links

were established. The aim of this interlinking was to perform a) entity disambiguation

i.e. to specify the extracted entities that refer to the same real world entity and b) data

enrichment by enabling the use of existing linked data on the Web. In order to perform

the interlinking we searched for candidate linking entities in DBpedia using DBpedia

Lookup Service . More particularly, we used the Keyword Search API of DBpedia

Lookup Service that employs keyword(s) to search for related DBpedia resources. For

example, the query http://lookup.dbpedia.org/api/search.asmx/KeywordSearch?

QueryClass=Person&QueryString=Cameron searches DBpedia for URIs relative to the

keyword Cameron. The QueryClass restricts the searching of this query to only resources

that are instances of the Person DBpedia class. The specific query returns five results:

“David Cameron”, “James Cameron”, “Cameron Diaz”, “Thomas Fairfax, 3rd Lord

Fairfax of Cameron” and “Cameron Crowe”.

In our case, DBpedia lookup used the entities identified after the NER process. However,

from a total of 6392 distinct entities found in our tweets, DBpedia lookup identified only

3712 matches (58.07%). The unmatched entities include non-real world entities such as

http://lookup.dbpedia.org/api/search.asmx/KeywordSearch?QueryClass=Person&QueryString=Cameron
http://lookup.dbpedia.org/api/search.asmx/KeywordSearch?QueryClass=Person&QueryString=Cameron
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”tory letter” and entities wrongly annotated by our NER classifier. For example, the

classifier annotated William Hague who is a politician as a Location. Thereafter this

entity was searched using QueryClass Place in DBpedia lookup, hence returning no

results.

In the case where more than one resource was returned by DBpedia lookup, the chal-

lenge was to select the most appropriate resource. Towards this end, we initially created

a “bag of words” by retrieving and tokenizing the rdfs:label of the resources that are

connected with the dcterms:subject property to the returned by DBpedia Lookup re-

sources when searching for the eight most popular UK political parties (i.e. using as key-

words “UK Independence Party”, “Conservative Party (UK)”, “Labour Party (UK)”,

“Green Party (UK)”, “British National Party”, “Liberal Democrats”, “Scottish National Party”

and “Pirate Party UK”). We then created a “bag-of-words” for each of the returning

results of each NER entity lookup by retrieving and tokenizing again the rdfs:label of

the resources that are connected with the dcterms:subject property to the results . We

thereafter computed the TF-IDF vectors for each of the bag of words and compared

the TF-IDF vector of each result to the TF-IDF vector of the domain-related bag-of-

words using cosine similarity as a measure. The best cosine similarity indicated the most

appropriate resource among the resulting resources.

In order to classify the tweets into the different political parties we queried the re-

sulted RDF data in order to identify tweets that have entities that are linked to the

DBpedia representation of a political party or to a resource that is connected through

the dbpedia-owl:leader, dbpprop:leader, dbpedia-owl:party, dbpprop:party or dbpedia-

owl:otherParty properties to a political party. The SPARQL query that we have used is

presented in the Appendix D

Computation of Predictor Variables

We selected two predictor variables for our research: (a) relative frequency (RF) of tweets

and (b) positive-negative ratio (PNR). The former variable is related to the volume of

Social Media data while the latter to sentiment. In particular, we define RF of a political

party as the tweet volume per day. For example, if in a particular day a total of 100

tweets that refer UK political parties have been posted and 20 of them regard the Labour

party, then the RF of the Labour party at this day will be 0.2 or 20%. On the other

hand PNR is used to quantify the sentiment expressed in tweets about a political party.
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In particular, for each political party, we define PNR on the day t as the ratio of positive

over negative tweets published that day for this political party:

𝑃𝑁𝑅𝑡 =
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑡(𝑝𝑜𝑠)

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑡(𝑛𝑒𝑔)
(5.1)

PNR actually increases when the number of positive tweets for a party is larger than

the number of the negative tweets i.e. people tweet in favour of a party.

Our predictor variables were measured using daily time intervals. As a result a number

of time series were created to depict the daily measurements of our predictor variables

during the whole month before the elections.

We used sentiment analysis to measure our PNR variable. Our sentiment analysis is

based on the computation of sentiment by a machine learning language model classi-

fier from the LingPipe package2. In particular we employed the DynamicLMClassifier

and we performed a k-fold cross-validation to classify the tweets as Positive or Negative.

The specific language model classifier accepts training events of categorised character se-

quences. Training is based on a multivariate estimator for the category distribution and

dynamic language models for the per-category character sequence estimators. Specifi-

cally, during a k-fold cross-validation a data set is divided into evenly sized k folds and

then k iterations of classifications are performed. Each iteration uses one of the folds

of data (a different fold is selected for each iteration) as testing data and the remaining

k-1 folds as training data.

In order to train the classifier we need a training data set, which separates positive

tweets from negative tweets. Usually the training data set is obtained by manually

annotating data but in our case we used a set of positive and negative hashtags (see

Table in Appendix D) to identify the relevant categories of tweets. 4053 tweets include

negative and 4274 positive hashtags. However, our training data set contains 70% of

these tweets because tweets that mentioned more than one political party were ignored

so as to be sure that we assign the positive or negative sentiments to the proper political

party. We also ignored all re-tweets and, furthermore, preprocessed these tweets in order

to:

2http://alias-i.com/lingpipe
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∙ Remove user mention entities and URL entities

∙ Remove phenomenon related hashtags e.g. #ukelection

∙ Remove all stop-words

∙ Replace party and candidate names with ¡PP¿ and ¡CA¿ respectively

We thereafter trained the classifier using an n-gram model with n=6. The classifier was

trained to predict two classes i.e. positive and negative. Our cross-validation sentiment

analysis experiment resulted in a model with an (average) accuracy of 83.67%.

Thereafter we used the classifier to predict the sentiment for all the tweets of each of

our two data sets. We applied our sentiment analysis model to all tweets that mention

only one political party in order to predict their sentiment. We used a threshold of 85%

for the conditional probability of the predicted sentiment in order to keep only high

confidence predictions for the sentiment of tweets. The result was 21.487 (out of the

24.265) tweets mentioning only one political party and showing sentiment for it: 10.074

of them showing positive and 11.413 showing negative sentiment respectively.

Creation of Predictive Model

This stage creates the actual predictive models which was based on linear regression

analysis. The YouGov data are the dependent variable and RF and PNR the independent

variables. We used only one independent variable in these models based on the claim

that regressing more independent variables at a time ends up in creating multicollinearity

and, therefore, higher standard errors.

The linear regression model involves three variables: i) YouGov data as the dependent

variable, ii) RF and iii) PNR having the equation:

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑥1𝑡 + 𝑏2𝑥2𝑡 + 𝜖 (5.2)

where 𝑦𝑡 is YouGov’s measurement of the vote share for a political party on day t, 𝑥1𝑡t

is the RF of this political party on day t, 𝑥2𝑡 is the PNR of this political party on day t

and 𝜖 is the error of the regression. The values of 𝑏0, 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 are also computed using

least squares analysis.
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We have also used smoothing averages over a window of the past k days for the inde-

pendent variables:

𝑀𝐴𝑡 = 1/𝑘(𝑥𝑡−𝑘+1 + 𝑥𝑡−𝑘+2 + · · ·+ 𝑥𝑡) (5.3)

with k=2, k=3, and k=4.

Evaluation of the Predictive Performance

This stage evaluates prediction accuracy against the actual outcome. For this reason, the

models created in the previous stage are initially used to make out-of-sample forecasts.

The evaluation of our statistical models is then made using the actual results of the UK

elections using predictive analytics as an evaluation method.

Figure 5.16 shows the time series of the YouGov polls regarding the Conservative,

Labour, Liberal Democrat and Other parties the last month before the elections. We

observe that the general trend for the Conservative, Labour and Other parties lines is

to remain almost constant, having few fluctuations. This fact changes however for the

Liberal Democrat party where there seems to be a remarkable increase. For this reason,

we decided to evaluate the prediction model only for the Liberal Democrat party as

making predictions for the rest of the parties will most probably result in extremely

accurate results due to the tendency of the YouGov polls to remain almost constant.

Figure 5.16: Time series of YouGov polls over the last month before the election
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5.4.2.3 Results

Collection and Filtering of Raw Data

Figure 5.17 depicts the distribution of the total number of tweets regarding all political

parties over the whole time period. The figure shows that the majority of the tweets

were published during the six last days prior to the election with highest peak the last

day before the elections.

Figure 5.17: Tweet volume over 30 days before the elections

Moreover, Figure 5.18 displays the distribution of tweets by different authors across the

30-days period before the elections. The X-axis shows the number of tweets in the log

scale, while the Y-axis represents the corresponding frequency of authors in the log scale.

The figure shows that the distribution is very close to a Zipfian distribution as a few

authors are producing a large number of tweets.

Furthermore, Figure 5.19 shows how the number of tweets per unique author changes

over the 30 days for the three most famous political parties. The figure indicates that

the ratio remains constant to values between 1 and 1.8 tweets per day during the period

of interest.

Computation of Predictor Variables

Figure 5.20 depicts the tweet Volume time series for the Liberal Democrat party. The

second time series in the figure is the moving average (MA) of the Volume created by

applying the moving average technique over a window of the past k=4 days. A smoothing

average over a window of the past k days for variable x is computed as:
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Figure 5.18: Log distribution of authors and tweets

Figure 5.19: Average number of tweets per unique author for the three main parties

𝑀𝐴𝑡 = 1/𝑘(𝑥𝑡−𝑘+1 + 𝑥𝑡−𝑘+2 + · · ·+ 𝑥𝑡) (5.4)

Creation of the Predictive Model

Figure 5.8 presents the p-values of the independent variables for the different K windows.

The results of this phase are the regression models created based on YouGov polls as

well as the predictor variables. More precisely, the resulting predictive model for the
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Figure 5.20: Volume and Volume Moving Average (k=4) for Liberal Democrats

Table 5.8: P-value for the independent variables

K=4 K=3 K=2

RF PNR RF PNR RF PNR

Labours 0.383 0.375 0.458 0.488 0.430 0.583

Conservatives 0.000108
***

0.357042 1.05e-05
***

0.0789 5.56e-05
***

0.0947

Liberal
Democrats

1.01e-08
***

0.38142 6.40e-09
***

8.737 9.23e-06
***

0.831

bivariate model that uses RF as predictor variable is described by the following equation:

𝑦 = 0.54319𝑅𝐹 + 0.12812 (5.5)

This model is for K=2 and it has been used with training data for the first 20 days, i.e.

from 7/4 to 27/4.

Evaluation of the Predictive Performance

We used our regression models to predict the percentage of votes of the Liberal Democrats

party. Table 5.9 shows the predicted percentages for the Liberal Democrat party for the

8 days that used as a training set. We can see that the predicted vote percentage using
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Table 5.9: Prediction results with different models

Date RF Prediction YouGov Standard
Error

28/4 0.163786359 0.2170819 0.310 0.0929181

29/4 0.179767718 0.2257628 0.280 0.0542372

30/4 0.282935266 0.2818023 0.280 0.0018023

1/5 0.305642262 0.2941364 0.280 0.0141364

2/5 0.233985064 0.2552131 0.290 0.0347869

3/5 0.209287988 0.2417979 0.280 0.0382021

4/5 0.205952281 0.239986 0.240 1.4E-05

5/5 0.1857447 0.2290094 0.280 0.0509906

AVG: 0.03588595

our independent variable has an average prediction error of 0.035 (or 3.5% of votes)

when comparing with the forecast that YouGov made.

Interestingly however, all our regression models predicted more accurately the percentage

of the Liberal Democrats at the day of the elections. More specifically having in mind

that Liberal Democrats gained the 23% of the total UK votes in the elections, our model

forecasted 22.9% remarkably better than YouGov’s 28% forecast.

5.4.2.4 Discussion

In this section we presented a case for predicting election results using Twitter data.

This case falls into the broader category of studies that exploit Social Media data to

predict the outcome of real-world phenomena.

The novelties of the presented case in relation to the literature are two fold. The first

one regards the approach that is followed in studies aiming at predicting election results.

Our study is the first one that is compatible with all suggestions made by a theoretical

framework for social media data analysis Kalampokis et al. (2013b) with regards to the

data analysis steps followed and the approaches adopted in each step. In particular our

study utilizes a dynamic approach to identify keywords for data collection and filtering,
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employs both volume and sentiment related variables, computes the sentiment variable

through a machine-learning algorithm, uses time-series to create the predictive model,

and evaluates the predictive performance using predictive metrics and out-of-sample

data. The second novelty of our study is related to the utilization of the Linked Data

paradigm to semantically enrich tweets and reuse objective data that is freely available

on the Web in order to support the understanding of the tweets. Although this technique

has been already proposed in the literature, our study is the first one that adopts it in

a case of exploring the predictive power of Social Media.

Two others studies in the literature aim also at predicting the UK election of 2010

through Social Media data Franch (2013); He et al. (2012). Franch Franch (2013) used

data from Facebook, Twitter, Google and YouTube and computed numerous variables

referring to both volume and sentiment. He also created a linear regression predic-

tion model using poll data from YouGov. As regards the vote percentage of Liberal

Democrats, the author found the higher prediction accuracy (average of three bivariate

models 23.8%) when used Facebook related variables, while he did not present results

for Twitter data. As in our case, the result was close to the real outcome (23%) but it

presented a big error in relation to the YouGov poll (28%) that was used to train the

model. However, the author does not provide information regarding the collection and

filtering stage and the computation of the sentiment variables. On the other hand, He et

al. He et al. (2012) collected data from Twitter and applied a lexicon-based approach as

well as unsupervised and supervised machine learning algorithms to compute the public

sentiment in UK expressed through the tweets for the three major parties. Although,

they did not express the variables as time series and they did not evaluate the predictive

performance using predictive analytics, they challenged the power of Twitter to predict

the results of the UK elections of 2010.

Although we presented in the section only the Linked Data approach in Social Media

collection and filtering, we have also performed the same analysis using keywords that

we manually defined. The keywords that we have used are presented as hash tags in the

table in the Appendix D. These hash tags were the most frequent hash tags referring to

one of the three political parties and their leaders in our dataset. We should note that

if all the other steps of the analysis remain the same, the prediction accuracy that we

receive is very similar to the one that we got with the Linked Data approach. Although

this is the case in the specific study, we believe that the approach of linking Twitter data
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to other data on the Web has a significant potential particularly in complex cases with

numerous interrelated entities. As a result, we will further discuss the limitations that

we faced in performing the collection and filtering stage of our analysis using Linked

Data.

The first issue that may introduce uncertainty in the approach is the Named Entity

Recognition (NER) process. As described in the approach we achieved 85.89 F1 score

in the identification and classification of the named entities that were included in the

collected tweets. Although this score is quite high we should note that we used a

supervised classifier, which requires the creation of a manually annotated dataset of

entities and tweets. If it is to widely adopt this approach unsupervised classifiers have

to be used and evaluated as well. Moreover, the identification of representations in

DBpedia of the named entities that were recognized in the tweets may also introduce

uncertainty in our approach. In this process we used DBpedia lookup, although other

tools can be also used, e.g Silk Framework (REF), which is a very popular tool for

discovering relationships between data items within different Linked Data sources. It

is indicative that in our case, out of 6392 distinct named entities identified from the

NER process only 3712 were matched with one or more DBpedia resources (i.e. 58%

of the entities). We should also note that we have performed the same process using

Silk but the results were less accurate. Moreover, in the case where more than one

resource was returned by DBpedia lookup, we introduced an extra step that involves

manual effort. In particular, we created a case-specific bag of words using the repre-

sentations in DBpedia of the eight most popular UK political parties and we computed

the cosine similarity between the identified resources and this case-specific bag of words.

Although the domain-specific bag of words can be also created in other problem areas

or cases as well, it may introduce uncertainty and produce poor results. For example,

this process was able to identify relationships between “Cameron” entity and dbpe-

dia:David Cameron, “Cleggmania” entity and dbpedia:Nick Clegg, “Lib Dems” entity

and dbpedia:Liberal Democrats, and “UK” entity and dbpedia:United Kingdom. We

should however note that there where cases where entities were connected to a relative

but not identical DBpedia entity. For example, our mechanism connected Tony Blair

entity with dbpedia:Premiership of Tony Blair entity and not dbpedia:Tony Blair be-

cause these two DBpedia resources produced almost similar cosine similarity with the

entity “Tony-Blair”, with dbpedia:Premiership of Tony Blair presenting better results.
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Finally, there were cases were the selected lookup result was wrong. We hence used a

cosine similarity threshold in order to avoid establishing those irrelevant connections.

We should also note that our case presents another limitation that is related to the

volume of the collected tweets. We collected 84,375 tweets using four relevant to the

election hash tags, while for example He et al He et al. (2012) collected 919,662 tweets

using more hash tags.

In general, a predictive model enables accurate prediction of phenomenon outcomes

based on a new set of observations. In election related cases, however, it is difficult

to evaluate a model with a new set of election results because one has to wait four or

five years until the next election to take place. In this section, we assume that YouGov

opinion polling represents an alternative expression of political preference, similar to

voting. We hence created our model using data from YouGov and evaluate the model

based on the actual election results. We should, however, note, that the YouGov poll

of the last day before the elections differ from the actual voting results with Liberal

Democrats presenting a difference of 3.4% in the voting percentage. This fact should be

carefully analyzed when interpreting the accuracy of such a predictive model.



Chapter 6

Data Access Control on the Web

6.1 Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to study how access constraints affect the reuse of data on

the Web and to present a solution based on Linked Data. Towards this end, we present

the Linked Medical Data Access Control (LiMDAC) framework that capitalizes on Linked

Data technologies to enable controlling access to medical data across distributed sources

with diverse access constraints. The framework consists of (a) three Linked Data mod-

els, namely the LiMDAC metadata model for describing aggregated medical data, the

LiMDAC user profile model for describing medical data consumers, and the LiMDAC

access policy model, and (b) an architecture that exploits and orchestrates the three

models to enable controlling access to medical data. From a technological perspective,

the framework is validated using a proof-of-concept platform that is developed for that

purpose.

Ethical and legal challenges related to medical data mainly derive from (a) strict reg-

ulations that protect personal data and prevent patient re-identification by any means

[20], (b) agreements that are specified in consent forms, e.g., patients approve sharing

their data only in certain clinical studies (Ludman et al., 2010), and (c) policies of stake-

holders owing the data e.g., pharmaceutical companies do not contribute to a clinical

research led by competitors, or physicians exclude data derived from studies in progress

165
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(Anderson and Edwards, 2010; Dhopeshwarkar et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2009). In gen-

eral, ethical and legal challenges impose access constraints that can be categorized as

follows (Barrows and Clayton, 1996; Fernández-Alemán et al., 2013):

∙ Secrecy: Ensures the privacy of patients and the confidentiality of medical data

preventing unauthorized disclosures of information.

∙ Integrity: Ensures the integrity of medical data and prevents the unauthorized or

improper modifications of data.

∙ Availability: Ensures the availability of medical data only to authorized persons

and prevents the unauthorized or unintended withholding of data.

In order to overcome secrecy and integrity constraints, the approach of aggregating

data has been proposed. Aggregated data includes only counts of patients having spe-

cific characteristics instead of raw record-level information. Aggregated data is usually

structured in the form of multi-dimensional data cubes. In this way, non-identification

and anonymization are ensured while the original data remain safe from any modifi-

cations. Despite that, there is still a need for controlling access to aggregated data,

e.g., due to data provider’s policies, and thus availability constraints call for appropriate

solutions (Caine and Hanania, 2013).

6.2 Related work

6.2.1 Access control on medical data

Two different approaches to discover and access medical data from multiple data sources

have been proposed: centralized and distributed (Weiner and Embi, 2009). The central-

ized approach enables access to medical data that have been transferred in centralized

repositories. Alternatively, distributed medical data networks enable discovery of medi-

cal data in their original, disparate locations.

Several frameworks consisting of processes, data models and software tools have been

recently developed in order to enable medical data sharing and reuse (Malin et al., 2010).

For example, the Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) (Kohane
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et al., 2012; Murphy et al., 2010) open source platform and software implementation

allow clinical researchers to search across multiple i2b2 sites, find sets of interesting

patients, and reuse medical data while preserving patient privacy and ensuring data

integrity. While i2b2 created an analytic platform for a single clinical data repository,

the Shared Pathology Information Network (SPIN) (Drake et al., 2007) has tackled the

problem of cross-institution data sharing across a peer-to-peer network, in which each

participating institution maintains autonomy and control of its own data. The Shared

Health Research Information Network’s (SHRINE) (Weber et al., 2009) was built upon

i2b2 and SPIN to enable investigators to search the electronic health records of patients

across multiple independent sites. In the same context, the Cross-Institutional Clini-

cal Translational Research (CICTR) (Anderson et al., 2012) framework also extended

i2b2 in order to enable federated queries across i2b2 sites. In particular, implementa-

tions of these two frameworks allow querying distributed hospitals and display aggregate

counts of the number of matching patients. The Biomedical Informatics Research Net-

work (BIRN) (Keator et al., 2009) aggregates imaging, clinical and behavioural data

from multiple independent sites using a mediator that re-submits user queries to the

relevant sites and aggregates results. The Service-Oriented Interoperability Framework

(SIF) (Slaymaker et al., 2008) targets heterogeneous data sources and employs Web

Services standards (e.g., SOAP) to query JDBC databases. In this case users should

be aware of all data models in order to form appropriate queries. The Federated Utah

Research & Translational Health e-Repository (FURTHeR) (Livne et al., 2011) is also

based on Service Oriented Architecture and employs Web Services standards in order

to perform federated queries across distributed data sources. Finally, the integrating

Data for Analysis, anonymization, and SHaring (iDASH) (Ohno-Machado et al., 2011)

framework covers many aspects of medical data reuse including annotation, compres-

sion, anonymization, information extraction from text, sharing in a privacy-preserving

manner, and integration.

6.2.2 Access control on Linked Data

At the same time, several research efforts have been made so far to control access in data

published as Linked Data (Kirrane et al., 2013). Initially, access policies were defined for

the entire RDF file stored on a web server. Thereafter, it was attempted to apply access

policies on parts of the RDF graph (Flouris et al., 2010; Jain and Farkas, 2006; Kagal
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et al., 2003). In order to achieve this, the proposed access control frameworks define

parts of the RDF graph on which access can be allowed (or denied). These parts are

identified by specifying RDF patterns. Whereas the above approaches have primarily

focused on RDF patterns, Costabello et al. (Costabello et al., 2012) and Sacco et al.

(Sacco et al., 2011) propose access control ontologies over Linked Data. They both

employ the SPARQL ASK to determine whether the requester is allowed, or not to

access the requested resource. In general, the ASK query form can be used to test

whether a query pattern has a solution and returns whether the solution exists. An

important issue that may arise is the increase of the overhead produced by evaluating

policies in every RDF triple (Abel et al., 2007).

6.3 Access constraints in clinical research

In order to elaborate on availability constraints, a patient-oriented research and an

epidemiological study scenario are described below.

In patient-oriented research, clinical researchers search for subjects that meet certain el-

igibility criteria related to a clinical study. Initially they identify possible data providers

and ask them whether data of relevant subjects is included in their patients’ database.

Data providers having such data and wishing to participate to the specific clinical study

have to perform some intensive tasks. First, they check whether the identified subjects

can be included according to the study’s eligibility criteria. Then, they match the eligi-

ble subjects with the patients’ consent forms to identify if they can be enrolled to the

specific trial. Finally, they confirm that access to the patient data is permitted without

violating any access constraints, e.g., when subjects have been recruited for a different

trial. If the number of eligible patients is not sufficient, clinical researchers seek for

additional subjects from other sources to meet the recruitment target.

In epidemiological studies, clinical researchers perform statistical analyses of medical

data in order to conduct secondary clinical research and thus, identify risk factors in-

fluencing the occurrence of a pathological process. In order to have accurate and sta-

tistically significant results, they need a large number of medical data. To this end,

they identify possible data providers and ask for relevant data they can access without

violating any access constraints. Data providers wishing to contribute to the specific
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clinical research have to perform some intensive tasks. First, they modify their data in

order to ensure that their data will be transferred in an anonymized and non-identifiable

form. To achieve this, they delete all references to the subject and create aggregated

data. Data providers confirm that access to the data is permitted without violating any

policies and provide the data e.g., data that is used for studies in progress.

In addition to the scenarios, we interviewed stakeholders working in organizations that

participate in the EU funded FP7 Linked2Safety project (Antoniades et al., 2012). In

particular, we interviewed five clinical researchers, one data manager and three clinical

study managers coming from three healthcare organizations maintaining and using med-

ical data for clinical research, namely the Institute of Neurology and Genetics in Cyprus,

the Lausanne University Hospital, and ZEINCRO Hellas S.A., a private Contract Re-

search Organisation in Greece. This exercise resulted in a list of user requirements that

are related to availability constraints. This list is presented in Table 6.1.

These scenarios and requirements enable us to identify that two abstract roles related

to medical data management are important in clinical research. The data provider

creates and keeps medical data regarding patient-specific information in order to organize

patients’ treatment, or conduct a clinical research. The data consumer discovers subjects

meeting certain eligibility criteria for a patient-oriented research, or medical data to

perform an epidemiological study.

In addition, these scenarios and requirements enable us to come up with an abstract

process that delineates clinical research and consists of the following steps:

1. Data provider modifies and aggregates data in order to ensure anonymity and

non-identification.

2. Data consumer searches for data providers

3. Data consumer asks data provider for certain data.

4. Data provider checks whether the requested data is available.

5. Data provider checks whether data consumer is allowed to access the data accord-

ing to some access constraint policies.

6. Data consumer receives the data.
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Table 6.1: Requirements related to Availability Constraints

No Requirements

Requirements regarding the medical data

R1 The content of medical data e.g., data about cancer. The content derives from
the variables that have been recorded for each subject in the clinical study.

R2 The data provider of the medical data e.g., a hospital, a pharmaceutical com-
pany or a health agency.

R3 The clinical study from which medical data has been derived.

R3a The title of the clinical study.

R3b The research topic of the clinical study e.g., children’s obesity.

R3c The purpose of the clinical study e.g., for an epidemiological study.

R3d The principal investigator of the clinical study.

R3e The health institution where the clinical study has been conducted e.g., a
clinical site, a hospital, a private medical centre, a clinical laboratory.

R3f The contributors of the clinical study if additional subjects were needed.

R3g The sponsor of the clinical study e.g., a pharmaceutical company or a public
health authority.

R3h The period of time that the clinical study has been run.

R3i The location where the clinical study has been conducted. This usually refers
to the location of the healthcare institute performed the clinical study.

Requirements regarding the data consumer

R13 The name of the data consumer.

R14 The location/origin of the data consumer e.g., a country.

R15 The research interest of the data consumer e.g., oncology.

R16 The organization where the data consumer is working.

R16a The name of the organization.

R16b The type of the organization e.g., pharmaceutical company.

R16c The location of the organization.

R16d The occupation/position in the organization that the data consumer holds
e.g., biologist, epidemiologist, or endocrinologist.

R17 The activity that the data consumer needs to perform. It can also be denoted
as the purpose of the data consumer.

R17a The name of the activity/purpose.

R17b The type of the activity e.g., clinical trial, epidemiological study, publication.

R17c The topic of the activity e.g., health habits, breast cancer.

R17d The role of the data provider e.g., clinical researcher.
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6.4 The Linked Medical Data Access Control Framework

The proposed Linked Medical Data Access Control (LiMDAC) framework consists of

the following:

∙ Three Linked Data models, namely the LiMDAC metadata model, the LiMDAC

user profile model and the LiMDAC access policy model.

∙ An architecture that exploits and orchestrates the three models to enable control-

ling access to medical data.

The framework aims at supporting the abstract process of data management in clinical

research presented in Section 6.3. In particular, the steps of the process supported by

the LiMDAC framework, along with a mapping to those steps presented in Section 6.3,

are depicted in Table 6.2. In this table we assume that a platform has been implemented

based on the LiMDAC architecture.

The rest of this section is structured according to the main parts of the process and

framework. In particular, Section 6.4.1 presents how aggregated medical data should be

developed and published as Linked Data. This corresponds to the setup phase of Table

6.2 and is an essential prerequisite for the LiMDAC framework. We note that this is

presented here only for clarity. The processes, technologies and tools for performing these

tasks are outside the scope of this chapter, as they are well documented in the relevant

literature, e.g., (Perakis et al., 2013). Subsection 6.4.2 describes the LiMDAC metadata

model, while Subsection 6.4.3 presents the LiMDAC user profile model. Subsection 6.4.4

elaborates on the LiMDAC access policy model and Section 6.5 describes an architecture

that exploits these three models.

In order to enhance clarity, we present a research study about childhood obesity [66].

According to the study, six paediatric academic health sites from different regions of

the United States have participated in a clinical research related to children’s obesity.

The dataset maintained by each site involves records about children between 2 and 17

years old. For each child, the health sites store information about the age and the Body

Mass Index (BMI). Moreover, the health sites have detected groups of conditions that

most commonly co-occur with obesity including hypertension, hyperlipidaemia as well

as other rare disorders such as acute leukaemia, multiple sclerosis, and chromosomal
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Table 6.2: Abstract clinical research process supported in the LiMDAC framework

Existing Abstract Process Abstract Process in the LiMDAC
framework

Setup phase

1. Data provider modifies and ag-
gregates data in order to ensure
anonymity and non-identification.

1. (This is not supported by the cur-
rent version of the LiMDAC frame-
work).

∙ Data providers publish aggre-
gated data as Linked Data and
they use the LiMDAC metadata
model to describe them.

∙ Data providers define access con-
straints using the LiMDAC ac-
cess policy model.

∙ Data consumers create profiles
based on the LiMDAC user pro-
file model.

Access phase

2. Data consumer searches for data
providers.

2. Data consumer searches for data
providers’ SPARQL endpoints through
the LiMDAC platform.

3. Data consumer asks data provider
for certain data.

3. Data consumer search for suitable
data based on the LiMDAC metadata
model.

4. Data provider checks whether the
requested data is available.

4. The LiMDAC platform checks
whether the providers’ datasets include
suitable data.

5. Data provider checks whether data
consumer is allowed to access the data
according to some access constraint
policies.

5. The LiMDAC platform checks data
consumer’s profile against the available
access policies.

6. Data consumer receives the data. 6. Data consumer receives suitable
data through the LiMDAC platform.
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Table 6.3: Children obesity data cube coming from a data provider

Disease Hypothyroidism Diabetes

BMI 15 16 17 . . . 15 16 17 . . .

Age

2 22 22 23 12 23 11

3 23 22 23 20 23 12

4 22 22 24 30 24 22

. . .

anomalies. In this chapter, we use the background scenario of this study in order to

present our results. We should, however, underline that we have used dummy and not

real data from the study.

6.4.1 Linked medical data cubes

Based on the obesity example, Table 6.3 depicts part of a truncated dummy data cube

provided by one of the sites.

Figure 6.1 presents the RDF graph produced from the data shown in Table 2. The graph

is modelled based on the RDF data cube vocabulary. In particular, it describes the data

structure definition, along with two observations. The SKOS concept collection is used

to indicate a set of disease concepts. Figure 6.1 also presents the links that have been

established between concepts and external vocabularies. It is apparent that ex:disease is

linked to the concept EFO:disease from the EFO ontology that has the same meaning.

The concept EFO:bodymassindex can be reused for the BMI dimension. Moreover, the

measurement of frequencies and the age dimension can be expressed using the Statistical

Data and Metadata eXchange standard (SDMX) which is used to publish statistical data

on the web.

We repeat here that medical data is transformed in this format during the setup phase

shown in Table 6.2, is a prerequisite for employing the LiMDAC framework, and is not

further elaborated in this chapter.
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Figure 6.1: RDF graph of Children’s Obesity Data Cube

6.4.2 The LiMDAC metadata model

The LiDMAC metadata model facilitates the improved description of linked data cubes.

Metadata enable data providers to express richer access constraints and data consumers

to perform more expressive search queries.

The RDF data cube vocabulary includes the qb:DataStructureDefinition concept which

defines metadata related to cube structure. These metadata include the dimensions of

the data cube, along with the values that are measured. However, additional metadata

are needed to provide information about the clinical study (e.g., title, purpose, duration,

location, subject, responsible personnel for conducting the clinical study etc.) and the

aggregation process that has been followed. These metadata were extracted from the

requirements described in Table 6.1.

Table 6.4 presents the mapping between the requirements and the concepts extracted

for describing medical data cubes. Based on these concepts, a conceptual model has

been created, which is depicted in Figure 6.2.
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Table 6.4: Concepts of the LiMDAC metadata model as elicited from user require-
ments

Concepts Data Study Agent Role Variable PeriodOfTime Location

R1 X X

R2 X X X

R3 X X

R3a X

R3b X

R3c X

R3d X X X

R3e X X X

R3f X X X

R3g X X X

R3h X X

R3i X X X

Figure 6.2: The LiMDAC metadata conceptual model
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Figure 6.3 shows the the LiMDAC metadata model in the form of a linked data vocabu-

lary. Since the model follows the linked-data principles, it reuses concepts from existing

vocabularies instead of defining new ones. In particular, the following popular linked

data vocabularies are exploited:

∙ The DDI Discovery Vocabulary (Bosch et al., 2013) that describes research and

survey datasets on the Web.

∙ The DCMI Metadata Terms vocabulary 1 that is a specification of all metadata

terms used to describe a resource.

∙ The FOAF vocabulary 2 that describes people and their relationships.

∙ The SKOS vocabulary 3 that is used to define classifications.

Figure 6.3: The LiMDAC metadata linked data model

In order to describe the proposed metadata model, we use the Study class (disco:Study)

as an entry point. A Study represents the process by which a dataset was collected.

It may contain a set of literal properties that provide information about the title (dc-

terms:title), the purpose (disco:purpose), and other high-level information. In addition,

a study includes object properties such as the sponsor of the study (disco:fundedBy), and

other affiliations such as creators, contributors and publishers of Studies (dcterms:creator,

dcterms:publisher, dcterms:contributor).

1http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/
2http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
3http://http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/

http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/
http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
http://http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/
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They all are foaf:Agents, which can be either foaf:Persons or org:Organizations whose

members are foaf:Persons. Moreover, we can use the subject, the temporal and the

spatial properties (disco: subject, dcterms:temporal, dcterms:spatial) to describe the

respective coverage of studies. For time periods, start (disco:startDate) and end dates

(disco:endDate) can be also attached.

The outcome of a study is a raw record-level data set (disco:LogicalDataSet) that

may point to multiple variables (disco:Variable). The LogicalDataset contains a prop-

erty disco:aggregation that indicates that a data cube (qb:Dataset) was derived by

tabulating a LogicalDataset. Furthermore, the Study/LogicalDataset has a DataFile

(disco:DataFile) that is the distributed file holding that data.

In the example of childhood obesity, the Children’s Hospital of Colorado is the creator

of the study that is entitled “Multi-institutional study to access childhood obesity” and

its purpose is to associate several health conditions with childhood obesity. Michael G.

Kahn is the principal investigator of the study as well as responsible person for creating

the data cubes transforming the produced medical data in an aggregated form and

publishing them as linked data. The study was funded by the Agency for Healthcare

Research and Quality (AHRQ) and run from January 2007 to December 2008.

Taking into account all this information, the Children’s Hospital of Colorado enriches

the linked data cube derived from this study with the following LiMDAC metadata as

shown in Figure 6.4.

6.4.3 The LiMDAC User Profile Model

The LiMDAC user profile model is used to describe data consumers. This model is

exploited by data providers to define their access constraints and by data consumers

to describe their user profiles. The LiMDAC user profile model should be in alignment

with the requirements expressed by clinical research stakeholders (Table 6.1). Table 6.5

presents the mapping between users requirements and the identified concepts that are

used in the model (Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.6 shows the proposed LiMDAC user profile model in terms of a linked data

vocabulary. Again, the model capitalizes on popular linked data vocabularies by reusing
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Figure 6.4: Metadata of Children’s Obesity Data Cube

Table 6.5: Concepts of the LiMDAC user profile model as elicited from user require-
ments

Concepts Person OrganizationPosition Location Activity Role

R13 X

R14 X X

R15 X

R16 X X

R16a X

R16b X

R16c X X

R16d X X

R17 X X

R17a X

R17b X

R17c X

R17d X X
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Figure 6.5: The LiMDAC user profile conceptual model

existing concepts instead of defining new ones. In particular, it capitalizes on the fol-

lowing linked data vocabularies:

∙ The FOAF vocabulary that defines the agent.

∙ The Organization ontology 4 that is used to describe organizational structures.

∙ The PROV ontology 5 that is used to model provenance information.

∙ Finally, the SKOS vocabulary that is used to define classifications.

We use the Organization vocabulary to define the Organization (org:Organization) that

a data consumer works for (org:memberOf ). The class org:Post represents the position

that the data consumer holds in the Organization. The org:Site denotes the office or

other premise at which the Organization is located. In addition, the Site uses the

property org:siteAddress to indicate the address of the Site. The SKOS vocabulary is

used to define the classification of the Organization within some classification scheme

(org:classification). Furthermore, the PROV concept prov:Activity associates an agent

(prov:Agent) with a action/activity that he plans, or is responsible to conduct on the

extracted data.

In the example of childhood obesity, we could consider two clinical researchers, researcher

A and researcher B.
4http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-org/
5http://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/

http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-org/
http://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/
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Figure 6.6: User metadata model

Researcher A works as a biologist. His current occupation is principal trial investigator

in AHRQ while his latest research interests are related to the effects of the obesity in

children’s life. Researcher A has decided to undertake a clinical research related to the

effectiveness of a new treatment to children obesity for children presenting diabetes. To

this end, he needs a sufficient number of subjects aged under 18 and diagnosed with

diabetes (patient-related research).

Researcher B works as an endocrinologist in the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia.

His research interests are related to health habits. Recently, researcher B has started an

epidemiological study about health habits and their effects on children’s health. In order

to receive statistically significant results from the statistical analyses, he needs a sufficient

amount of medical data derived from youth patients aged under 18 and containing

information about BMI, regular exercise and/or vegetable consumption (epidemiological

study).

Taking into account all this information, the user profiles of the two data consumers are

presented in Figure 6.7.

6.4.4 The LiMDAC Access Policy Model

Access policies define the data to be protected and to whom access is granted or denied.

Thus, each access policy consists of two parts. The first includes the metadata profile
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Figure 6.7: User profiles

of the medical data that will be protected and the second the profile of data consumers

that are allowed (or not) to have access to the data.

In the LiMDAC framework we adopt a simplified access policy approach that enables us

to assign access policies dynamically on linked data cubes sharing common characteris-

tics. In particular, the LiMDAC access policy model specifies a) an RDF pattern based

on the LiMDAC metadata model to limit the application of policies only to data cubes

annotated with those metadata and b) a user pattern based on the LiMDAC user profile

model to give the access permission only to users described with those attributes.

Figure 6.8 depicts the LiMDAC access policy linked data model that consists of the

following concepts:

∙ The Dataset: It defines the dataset, where the access policy is applied. The dataset

is usually a store containing all linked data cubes of a provider.

∙ The Data Cube Space: It describes the data cubes, in which the access policy

applies. This is achieved through an RDF pattern based on the LiMDAC metadata

model that should be satisfied by the metadata of a data cube. If the metadata

contain this pattern then the access policy is applied to the data cube.
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∙ The Access Space: It defines the data consumers for which the access policy applies.

This is achieved through an RDF pattern based on the LiMDAC user profile model

that specifies a user profile.

∙ The Access Control Privilege: It defines both types of permissions (i.e., grantAc-

cess/denyAccess) and permitted operations (read/write/update). We define it as

a subtype of the acl:Access.

Figure 6.8: Access policy model

In the example of childhood obesity, each paediatric hospital serves as an individual

data provider maintaining in a local repository a large number of linked data cubes

coming from various clinical researches. Based on the proposed access policy model,

each data provider creates access policies to make available the linked data cubes only

to authorized data consumers and under specific conditions. Consider the case of the

Children’s Hospital of Colorado. Using the proposed access policy model, it creates the

following access policies:

∙ The data cubes derived from the childhood obesity study and sponsored by AHRQ

can be accessed by any user working at AHRQ.
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∙ The data cubes having in their structure the BMI dimension are authorized for

access to data consumers working at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and

being endocrinologists.

Figure 6.9 presents the RDF representation of the second access policy.

Figure 6.9: Example of access policy

6.5 The LiMDAC Architecture

Figure 6.10 illustrates an architecture that exploits and orchestrates the three LiMDAC

models to enable controlling access to medical data. Apart from the LiMDAC models,

the architecture includes an Authorization Mechanism module and an Authorization

Interface module.

Figure 6.10: The LiMDAC solution

The Authorization Interface lies between data consumers and providers. It enables data

consumers to i) create user profiles based on the LiMDAC user profile model and ii)
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search for distributed medical data. The data consumer defines the purpose of accessing

medical data being either patient-oriented research or epidemiological study. The search

criteria are based on the dimensions of the data cubes that are stored in the distributed

RDF data stores. Next to each search criteria there is a field for selecting its value from

a drop-down list of available codes.

Moreover, the Authorization Interface translates data consumers’ queries into SPARQL

queries and passes them on to the Authorization Mechanism. Initially the Authorization

Mechanism retrieves the access policies from distributed data providers. Thereafter, the

Authorization Mechanism checks whether the profile of the data consumer matches the

user profile defined by each access policy. In case of success, the Authorization Mech-

anism creates and sends SPARQL queries to distributed data providers. The queries

search for data that match both the data consumer’s query and the satisfied access poli-

cies. In case of success, the resulted datasets are returned to the data consumer via the

Authorisation Interface.

The result of this process is either i) (for patient-oriented research purposes) the number

of patients meeting specific criteria, along with the name of the data provider publishing

these data, or ii) (for epidemiological studies purposes) the respective linked data cubes.

6.6 Proof-of-Concept Implementation and Evaluation of

the Platform

Based on the framework a proof-of-concept platform is developed and its functionality

and performance are evaluated based on two usage scenarios. The platform implements

the Authorization Mechanism and the Authorization Interface and exploits the LiMDAC

models. For its development we used the Jena Framework.

Following on the childhood obesity example, we consider that there are four distributed

data providers, each corresponding to a different hospital. Each data provider stores

linked data cubes produced in the course of different clinical studies (including the

childhood obesity example). Data providers also store metadata and access policies for

the cubes based on the LiMDAC metadata and access policy models respectively. To

emulate this setting, we have used four distributed RDF data stores (implemented using
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a Fuseki SPARQL server (part of the Jena Framework). A total of 120.000 linked data

cubes are stored in each site. Each cube is structured based on 3 out of 10 dimensions

that have been selected for each clinical study. We use around 40 dimensions in total

with each receiving values from a pre-defined coded list. Moreover, there exist around 1.5

million triples expressing data cubes’ metadata that will be searched by access policies.

In order to evaluate the platform we investigate two usage scenarios. In the example of

childhood obesity, researcher A (as defined in Section 4.3) needs medical data for patient-

oriented research (purpose) and selects the age dimension with value smaller than 18

and the diabetes dimension. On the other hand, researcher B needs medical data for

epidemiological purposes and selects the BMI, Regular Exercise, Vegetable consumption

and age dimensions. In the value field of the age dimension he indicates smaller than 18

because so that to investigate effects of health habits in young people.

In the first scenario, the system returns the number of subjects meeting the specified

criteria. Specifically, Researcher A is now provided access to data derived from the

childhood obesity study, which his organisation has funded.

In the second scenario, the system returns data cubes meeting all specified criteria.

We assume that this data comes from the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and the

Children’s Hospital of Colorado. Researcher B works at the Children’s Hospital of

Philadelphia, thus he is provided access to data coming from his organization. Moreover,

he is provided access to data coming from the Children’s Hospital of Colorado, since the

Children’s Hospital of Colorado has defined a special access policy so as endocrinologists

coming from the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia are permitted access to data cubes

related to BMI.

In order to evaluate the proof-of-concept platform, we performed functionality, as well as

performance and scalability, testing based on two usage scenarios. In the functionality

evaluation testing, we validated and verified that all requirements are implemented by

the LiMDAC framework and the proof-of-concept platform.

In order to evaluate the performance and scalability of the platform, we have conducted

two sets of experiments measuring the response time. At each running, we have executed

a complex (3 search criteria) and a simple (1 search criteria) user query. Table 6.6

presents an example of these queries. The main difference between them is the number
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Table 6.6: Complex and simple queries

Complex Query Example Simple Query Example

SELECT ?diabetes ?bmi ?hyper

WHERE {

?cube qb:structure ?struct

?struct qb:component ?comp

?comp qb:dimension :Diabetes

?comp qb:dimension :BMI

?comp qb:dimension :Hypothyroidism

}

SELECT ?cube

WHERE {

?cube qb:structure ?struct

?struct qb:component ?comp

?comp qb:dimension :Diabetes

}

of dimensions requested. In our example, diabetes, BMI and hypertension dimensions

are requested in the complex query while diabetes is requested in the simple one:

At the first experimental setting (Table 6.7), each provider has 1,000 access policies (we

assume that 10% of the access policies are satisfied by the user profile). The measurement

is repeated for 1,200, 12,000 and 120,000 cubes per provider. The response time varies

from 1 sec to 23 sec for the simple user query while for the complex query the response

time are much sorter (vary from 0.1 sec to 0.6 sec). The more search criteria are used the

less cubes are matched and thus, the quicker the response is. At the second experimental

setting (Table 6.8), the number of cubes is constant, namely 120,000. Here, the variable

parameter is the number of access policies per provider. We repeated the measurement

for 10, 50, 100, 1,000, 5000 and 10,000 access policies per provider (assuming that 10%

of the access policies are satisfied). Again at each case a simple and a complex user

query are executed. For the simple query the response times are between 0.1 sec and

23 sec for realistic scenarios until 1000 access policies, while the response time increases

significantly as the access policies increase to simulate a web scale. For the complex

query the response times are between 0.1 sec and 0.3 sec for realistic scenarios (i.e.,

until 1000 access policies) while the response time reaches 5 sec and 12 sec for imaginary

scenarios that simulate a web scale (5000 and 10000 access policies).

Based on the performance evaluation results, we observe that the authorization mecha-

nism is more sensitive to the number of available access policies than to the number of

available cubes. At a real word scenario, it is expected to have a huge number of cubes
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Table 6.7: First experimental setting with 1,000 access policies per provider

Number of cubes Simple query time (ms) Complex query time (ms)

1,200 832 119

12,000 3,816 262

120,000 23,249 657

Table 6.8: Second experimental setting with 120,000 cubes per provider

Number of access policies Simple query time (ms) Complex query time (ms)

10 180 150

50 1,672 297

100 2,117 319

1,000 23,249 657

5,000 562,141 5,438

10,000 1,547,029 12,239

but the number of policies is not expected to be so high. Based on that, we conclude

that the proposed approach is expected to work efficiently for web scale data.

6.7 Conclusion

Several frameworks have been recently proposed to enable sharing and reuse of medical

data. These frameworks consist of data models, processes, architectures, and software

tools to address various challenges of the data value chain, including ethical and legal

ones. These challenges impose access constraints that are related to (a) the privacy

of patients, (b) the integrity of data, and (c) the availability of data to authorized

only persons. Although existing frameworks provide adequate solutions to the first two

constraints, they usually follow simple approaches to the latter type of constraints. For

example, a common manner to grant access to authorized users is through a static list

of IP addresses or particular people.
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In this chapter, we presented the Linked Medical Data Access Control (LiMDAC) frame-

work that capitalizes on Linked Data technologies to enable controlling access to linked

aggregated medical data across distributed sources with diverse access constraints. Al-

though, the main focus of LiMDAC is access control in a Web-based environment, it

caters for all diverse requirements of medical data sharing.

Medical data sharing frameworks usually employ the creation of new data out of the

original medical records in order to ensure data integrity. For example, in the i2b2

framework a copy of the medical record is created and thus investigators are free to clean

and manipulate it for their own purposes with other i2b2 software. These frameworks

also employ techniques that prevent unauthorized disclosure of patients’ information or

identity. For example, a popular technique concerns returning aggregate numbers of

patients that satisfy a query to the record-level medical data. In LiMDAC, data cubes

that contain aggregate numbers of patients are created from the actual medical data in

order to ensure both the privacy of the patients and the integrity of the data. Although

the creation of the data cubes is out of the scope of the current LiMDAC version, the

details of creating and querying cubes in a linked data environment are described.

The scope of the existing frameworks ranges from single data repositories to multiple dis-

tributed data sources inside an institution or at a cross-institutional setting. A suitable

data model is critical in these cases so that medical record data and clinical trial data

can fit together and thus diseases, genes, and outcomes can be related to each other. For

example, the i2b2 star schema data model is used to instantiate at a project level the

raw medical record data. In the case of LiMDAC the RDF data cube vocabulary, which

is a W3C standard, is used to model the aggregated data. In addition, the adoption of

the Linked Data paradigm enables reuse of existing widely used vocabularies, datasets

and code lists and thus maximizes interoperability and alleviates the burden of semantic

alignment. This enables users of LiMDAC to perform queries in multiple sites without

having to be aware of the underlying schema of the other sites. The majority of re-

cent frameworks is based on a Service Oriented Architecture and employ Web Services

standards such as SOAP protocol (e.g., in FURTHeR and i2b2) and paradigms such

as the Enterprise Service Bus (e.g., in iDASH framework). LiMDAC is to the best of

our knowledge the first framework that adopts the Linked Data paradigm to develop

the underlying infrastructure for sharing and reusing medical data. This will enable the

easy integration of medical data with other data on the Web (both medical and third
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party data e.g., government data). This is expected to enhance the possibility to gain

innovative insights in epidemiological studies.

Although several Linked Data access control frameworks have been recently proposed,

they all suffer from several shortcomings when applied to RDF data cubes that represent

aggregated medical data. Medical data providers assign access constraints to cubes,

which are frequently updated, even once per week. So, there is a need to assign access

constraints dynamically based on domain specific metadata. However, current Linked

Data access control frameworks do not support this need. Moreover, most of these

approaches restrict parts of the RDF graph having specific RDF characteristics (e.g.,

triples containing a particular property), or associate access policies to specific RDF

data. An RDF data cube can be considered as a small RDF graph made up of many

triples. Thus, access policies should apply on the data cube granularity level and access

should be restricted based on cubes’ metadata instead of RDF properties. LiMDAC

satisfies these requirements by employing the SPARQL ASK form in cubes’ metadata.

It is also important to mention that the LiMDAC framework has been proposed as a

simplified solution to address availability constrains on linked medical data cubes.

From a technical perspective, the results of our initial performance evaluation are promis-

ing, as they show only a small increase in query processing time and a linear increase

as the number of data cubes and satisfied access policies grows. A significant delay

has been noticed for simple queries only when the number of access policies exceeds a

specific level (5000 and 10000). However, this is not a realistic scenario according to

interviews conducted with clinical stakeholders for extracting requirements about avail-

ability constraints. Indeed, they suggested that an average of 5 to 20 access policies will

be created for each dataset of cubes.





Chapter 7

Conclusions

This chapter summarises the research contributions of this Thesis and discusses possible

directions for future research.

7.1 Summary of the Thesis

Public sector produces, collects, maintains and disseminates a wealth of information.

The availability of this information (government data onwards) in easily accessible digital

format makes it possible to re-use it and combine it with other digital content to create

new added-value services and products. It is widely recognised that such data-based,

added value services and products increase government transparency, improve public

administration’s function, contribute to economic growth and provide social value to

citizens. A recent evaluation of the European Directive underpins a number of barriers

towards the full exploitation of government data. This situation seems to change in the

last years, where a large number of governments worldwide started to massively make

data available on the Web. This Open Government Data (OGD) movement follows

the Open Data philosophy suggesting making data freely available to everyone, without

limiting restrictions.

The aim of this thesis is to study the recently emerged Open Government Data (OGD)

movement. More precisely, our study is focused on exploring whether and how the OGD

movement can realise the potential of government data. Towards this end, we study

191
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OGD in a holistic approach by taking into account the viewpoints of both providers and

consumers of OGD.

Regarding OGD provision, we studied OGD portals as part of public sector and as such

we consider that they inherit deficiencies coming from the decentralised organisational

structure of public sector, which comprises multiple administrative levels and functional

areas. As a result, we focus on organisational challenges related to OGD provision. From

a technological point of view we focus on Linked Data as a paradigm that facilitates data

integration on the Web. Linked data has been early proposed as the most advanced

and promising way for opening up OGD. As a result, we adopted linked data as the

technological paradigm that underpins our implementations and guides our technological

analyses. Moreover, we emphasised on aggregated statistics (e.g. economic and social

indicators) structured as multi-dimensional data cubes because these data constitute a

significant part of the available open data provided through OGD portals. It is indicative

that the vast majority of the datasets published on the open data portal of the European

Commission are of statistical nature.

Regarding OGD exploitation, on this thesis we focused on creating added-value through

data integration and analytics. We studied OGD integration both inside and outside

public sector. In the fist case, we studied the integration of data from public agencies

in different administrative levels or functional areas that, however, refer to same real

world problem. In the second case, we considered data from other sources on the Web.

In particular, we exploited data from (a) social media data, (b) news media, (c) clinical

researches, and (d) DBpedia, i.e. the linked open data version of Wikipedia. We also

employed data analytics methods in order to create value from integrated data. In this

thesis we focused on analysing data using typical methods that are used for years in

business intelligence and analytics. We exploit online analytical processing (OLAP) as

well as well established statistical analysis and data mining techniques for association

analysis, classification and regression analysis, and predictive modelling.

The contribution of this thesis can be categorised based on the typical steps of data

handling lifecycle (i.e., provision, integration, exploitation) and summarised as follows:

∙ Provision
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– An OGD classification scheme that provides an understanding of the domain.

The classification scheme is based on relevant literature and enables identi-

fying, analysing and classifying OGD initiatives. The classification scheme

comprises two main dimensions. The first dimension refers to the techno-

logical approach followed for making data available on the Web, while the

second refers to the organisational approach followed for providing OGD. We

believe that having a classification scheme allows a deeper understanding of

initiatives and therefore the domain as a whole.

– An OGD stage model that aims at (a) providing a roadmap for open govern-

ment data re-use and (b) enabling evaluation of relevant initiatives’ sophisti-

cation. The proposed model has two main dimensions, namely organisational

& technological complexity and added value for data consumers.

– A process model that describe the lifecycle of multi-dimensional OGD.

∙ Integration

– Architectures and implementations for integrating OGD and social media

data on the Linked Data Web.

– A theoretical framework for integrating multi-dimensional OGD. This theo-

retical framework defines (a) binary relations that link two multi-dimensional

data cubes that are compatible to integrate, and (b) operators that map from

these two cubes to a new expanded one.

– An analysis of the challenges that hamper the integration of multi-dimensional

OGD using linked data paradigm.

∙ Exploitation in Data Analytics

– A set of software tools that enable performing online analytical processing

(OLAP) analytics on top of multiple datasets across the Linked Data Web.

The tools were used to explore OGD from the Flemish government in Belgium

and the Scottish government in the UK

– A study to demonstrate the end-user value of the linked OGD analytics ap-

proach based on a case study that is related to the general elections of the

UK using data from data.gov.uk, the official UK’s OGD portal. The use

case revealed that there is a significant relationship between the probability
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one of the two main political parties (i.e. Labour Party and Conservative

Party) to win in a UK constituency and the unemployment rate in the same

constituency.

– A process model that enables designing scientifically rigorous studies for ex-

ploiting social media data in predictive analytics. The model was used to

design a case for predicting the winner of 2010 UK elections utilising linked

open data to enrich Twitter data. The results suggested that the predic-

tive power is weak for parties characterised by fluctuating voting intention

over the last month before the election. We, however, extensively discussed

each step of the approach to emphasise on the details that could affect the

prediction accuracy.

∙ Access

– An access control framework that capitalises on linked data paradigm to

enable controlling access across distributed sources with diverse access con-

straints. The framework consists of (a) three linked data models, namely

the LiMDAC metadata model for describing aggregated multi-dimensional

data, the LiMDAC user profile model for describing data consumers, and the

LiMDAC access policy model, and (b) an architecture that exploits and or-

chestrates the three models to enable controlling access to multi-dimensional

data. From a technological perspective, the framework is validated using a

proof-of-concept platform that is developed for that purpose using research

multi-dimensional data.

7.2 Directions for Future Research

This thesis sets the stage for future research towards various directions. In this sub-

section we briefly describe those directions that we have already defined and we are

working on:
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7.2.1 Open Statistics

The most important direction for future research is related to further study and analyse

open statistical data that can be modelled as multi-dimensional data cubes. Our long

term vision is to enable performing statistical rigorous analytics on top of multiple open

statistical datasets coming from disparate sources in an easy manner (Kalampokis et al.,

2016b). Important activities towards this directions include:

∙ Identify best practices for publishing data cubes in the linked data Web. Towards

this end we will capitalise on the analysis presented in 4.3.2.3 and we will employ

a group of experts that have been involved in relevant activities across the globe.

The adoption of the resulted set of best practices in future endeavours will ensure

interoperability among linked data cubes publishers and thus will facilitate data

cubes integration in the linked data Web.

∙ Identify and describe in detail more ways for combining data cubes on the Web,

other than the one presented in 4.3.

∙ Develop more tools that will enable performing data analytics on top of multiple

linked data cubes following various approaches ranging from panel data to statis-

tical learning. These tools will adopt the approach followed by the OLAP Browser

presented in 5.3. This means that the tools will be able to (a) identify compatible

linked data cubes for a particular type of statistical analysis, (b) perform the anal-

ysis, and (c) present the results to the users. This will include performing analytics

on a data store an automatically identifying relationships between variables that

are described in the data.

7.2.2 Exploiting Linked Data Cubes in Public Service Co-Production

An other directions of future research is to apply the results of the thesis in a real-world

environment in order to solve specific needs of the society. Towards this end, we will

specify and realise an Innovation Ecosystem for Linked Open Statistical Data that is

structured around societal needs and enables the co-production of effective and efficient

data-driven public services that foster innovation and creativity in society and enterprises

and thus stimulate economic growth in Europe. This requires (a) the modernisation of
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public sector and (b) the collaboration of public sector, citizens and enterprises in order

to translate societal needs into successful data-driven public services that exploit Linked

Open Statistical Data. This ecosystem needs to be defined based on social, economical,

technical, legal, political, institutional, and operational dimensions.

In this context we will perform the following research activities:

∙ Identify the challenges and needs (regarding legal, political, institutional, social,

and technical issues) in opening-up and exploiting Linked Open Statistical Data

(LOSD) for the co-production of innovative data-driven services. In this thesis we

focused mainly on technical issues of OGD and linked data but in the future we

will also study other challenges as well.

∙ Create a framework comprising processes, policies, and data infrastructure ar-

chitecture that will specify a user-centric LOSD Innovation Ecosystem and will

orchestrate the collaboration of society and public administration for opening up

and exploiting LOSD in a way that will address all relevant challenges and facilitate

the co-production of innovative data-driven services

∙ Develop open source and commercial ICT tools that will support the framework

and enable public authorities to open up LOSD, and public administration and

society to exploit this data in order to co-produce innovative services.

∙ Demonstrate the capability of the framework and the ICT tools in real world

settings.

The work in this direction will be performed in the course of the research project “Open-

GovIntelligence” that will be funded by the EU under Horizon 2020 program from 2016

until 2019.

7.2.3 Statistical models into the Linked Data Web

A very important direction for future research in the area is related to the idea that

statistical models should be also opened up. An introduction to this idea has been

presented in Kalampokis et al. (2013a) and O’reilly’s Radar1.

1http://radar.oreilly.com/2014/11/we-need-open-models-not-just-open-data.html

http://radar.oreilly.com/2014/11/we-need-open-models-not-just-open-data.html
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Different models could present controversial results in the same problem area and for

the same variables depending on the statistical methods and/or the data that have

been employed. For example, Chiricos (1987) reviewed 68 studies about the relationship

between crime and the unemployment rate and he found that only less than half of

these studies have found positive significant effects of the unemployment on crime rates.

In addition, Kalampokis et al. (2013b) reviewed 52 empirical predictive models that

employ predictors related to Social Media. They identified that the predictive power of

a model is directly related to the predictors, the statistical method, the datasets and

the evaluation method that have been selected. Thus, in order to better understand a

problem we need to be able to discover and analyse various models that share common

characteristics.

In addition, statistical models that have been developed based on a specific dataset can

indeed be reused in another case. For example, a model developed for predicting sales

based on data from Company X could be efficiently reused with data from Company Z.

Moreover, a model predicting sales using a specific data mining method can be reused

as a baseline for another model that uses a different method.

Publishing descriptions of statistical models on the Web following the Linked Data

principles could have the following benefits:

1. Discovery of variables that a predictive relationship between them have been sug-

gested by an empirical model. For example, it will be possible to discover that

X number of models show a predictive relationship between product sales and

advertising budget while Z number of models show a negative or no relationship

between them.

2. Discovery of all predictor variables that are connected to product sales through

successful empirical predictive models.

3. Discovery of statistical or data mining methods that have been used to identify

relationships between variables. For example, most of the models that are able to

accurately predict product sales from advertising budget have used linear regres-

sion methods.

4. Discovery of datasets that have been used to identify predictive relationships be-

tween variables. For example, models that show a strong predictive relationship
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between product sales and advertising budget have employed data from the U.S.

in the period between 1975 and 2004.

5. Discovery of a specific predictive model that shows a relationship between variables

based on aspects such as its creator, the affiliation of the creator, the journal that

the results have been published in, etc.

6. Discovery of new datasets in order to reuse existing models. For example, identifi-

cation of datasets in Europe from the last ten years in order to reuse a predictive

model produced with data from the U.S.

7. Discovery of predictive models that could be used as baseline models in building

new more accurate predictive models.

These benefits will be achieved only if a vocabulary to model predictive models as RDF

will be specified and Linked Data descriptions of predictive models will be published at a

wide range. We believe that the adoption of such vocabulary could create new potentials

beyond cross-platforms reuse of models. In particular, the vocabulary will enable (a)

easy discovery and reuse of appropriate models at a Web Scale and (b) creation of more

accurate models exploiting connections of models to other models, datasets and other

resources on the Web.

A preliminary work towards this direction has been included in Appendix E, where

RDF Linked Statistical Models (LIMO) vocabulary is described. (LIMO) allows for

the description of statistical and data mining models in RDF and thus enables the

incorporation of these models on the Linked Data Web and linking to others resources

such as datasets, organisations, people and articles. However, more work towards this

direction is needed.
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Appendix B

Evaluating Linked Data Tools for

Handling Data Cubes

The exploitation of linked data in statistics requires specialised software tools that (a)

are generic and thus applicable to all datasets that use the QB vocabulary, and (b)

support each step of the linked data cube process. Therefore, existing linked data tools

should be evaluated to determine their capability to fully support the process steps. In

this Appendix, we present the results of the evaluation of nine widely-used open data,

linked data, and statistical analysis tools, namely:

1. OpenRefine1

2. PoolParty2

3. CSVImport (LOD2 project)3

4. TabLinker4

5. SILK5

6. Pubby6

1http://openrefine.org
2http://www.poolparty.biz
3https://github.com/AKSW/csvimport.ontowiki
4https://github.com/Data2Semantics/TabLinker
5http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/bizer/silk/
6http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/pubby/
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Table B.1: Evaluating the capacity of 9 tools to support the 8 steps of the process
(Kalampokis et al., 2015)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Step 1 F N P P N N N N N

Step 2 P P P P P N N N N

Step 3 N N P P N P N N N

Step 4 N N N N P N N N N

Step 5 N N N N N N N N N

Step 6 N N N N N N N N N

Step 7 N N N N N N P P P

Step 8 N N N N N N P P P

7. CubeViz (LOD2 project)7

8. SPARQL R8

9. RapidMiner (LOD)9

In Table B.1 the results of our analysis are presented. The horizontal axis presents the

tools while the vertical the process steps. In each cell a letter indicates whether the tool

(F)ully, (P)artially or N(ot) covers the functionality required by a step of the process.

The analysis that we performed revealed that the following important functionalities are

not currently supported by existing tools:

∙ Transform raw data to linked data cubes (as existing tools for RDF creation are

difficult to use in the case of the QB vocabulary).

∙ Materialise cubes by computing aggregations across dimensions and hierarchies.

This functionality is important for enabling OLAP browsing.

∙ Identify cubes with similar structure that could potential integrate.

∙ Create integrated views of multiple linked cubes on the Web. This will enable

performing analytics on top of multiple cubes at a Web scale.

7http://cubeviz.aksw.org
8http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/SPARQL/
9http://dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/en/research/rapidminer-lod-extension/

http://cubeviz.aksw.org
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/SPARQL/
http://dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/en/research/rapidminer-lod-extension/
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∙ Browse a linked data cube and perform advanced OLAP operations such as drill-

down and roll-up.

Some tools, such as R and RapidMiner, with their extensions for importing RDF data

can be also used for enabling performing data analytics on top of linked data cubes. We

should, however, note that these generic RDF importers are difficult to use in the case

of cubes because of the complexity that the QB vocabulary introduces. Our analysis

revealed that linked data cube specific extensions are needed.





Appendix C

OGD Portals Providing Linked

Data Cubes

At the moment, a number of linked data cubes are available on the Web. Some of them

are official endeavours launched by government organisations that own the data. At this

Appendix we describe the describe endeavours launched by the following governmental

organisations:

∙ Scottish government in the UK

∙ UK Department for Communities and Local Government

∙ Italian National Institute of Statistics

∙ Irish Central Statistics Office

∙ Digital Agenda

∙ Flemish government in Belgium

The Scottish Government1 provides the data behind their official statistics on ”Neigh-

borhood Statistics” as linked data (the site is currently in Beta version). They offer

129 linked data cubes categorised to 15 themes (e.g. housing, transport etc). The cubes

comprise 17 distinct measures, 86 dimensions and 125 attributes. The offered cubes con-

tain in average 657717 observations, while the geography dimension has 8475 distinct

1URL:http://statisticsbeta.com SPARQL endpoint:http://statisticsbeta.com/sparql
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alues and the time dimension 139 distinct values. The geography and time has values

at different granularity e.g. Parliamentary Constituencies, Council Areas etc. for the

geography and 2002, 2002-Q1 etc for the time dimension.

The UK Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG)2 provides their

official Linked Open Data of a selection of statistics. It provides a selection of statistics

on a variety of themes including Local Government finance, housing and homelessness,

wellbeing, deprivation, and the department’s business plan as well as supporting geo-

graphical data. They offer 213 linked data cubes categorised to 14 themes (e.g. home-

lessness, societal wellbeing etc.). The offered cubes comprise 106 distinct measures, 94

dimensions and 129 attributes. The offered cubes contain in average 14437 observations,

while the geography dimension has 89869 distinct values and the time dimension 110

distinct values. The geography and time has values at different granularity e.g. County,

Region etc. for the geography and 2002, 2002-Q1 etc for the time dimension.

The Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT)3 makes available Italian Population

and Housing Census 2011 as Linked Data. They offer 8 linked data cubes that comprise

8 distinct measures and 20 dimensions (they do not use attributes). The offered cubes

contain in average 7060284 observations, while the geography dimension has 426725

distinct values at different granularity e.g. Region, Province etc. The time dimension

does not exist since all data are only for 2011.

The Irish Central Statistics Office (CSO)4 published census 2011 as linked data cubes

providing a comprehensive picture of the social and living conditions of the people. They

offer 682 linked data cubes that comprise 19 distinct measures and 50 dimensions (they

do not use attributes). The offered cubes contain in average 5292 observations, while

the geography dimension has 4806 distinct values at different granularity e.g. County,

Electoral Division etc. The time dimension does not exist since all data are only for 2011.

A peculiarity of the Irish Census data cubes is that they offer different data cubes for

different geographical granularity instead of providing a single cube with all the values.

For example they offer 12 cubes that measure the unemployment each one at different

geographical granularity e.g. County, Electoral Division etc.

2URL:http://opendatacommunities.org SPARQL endpoint:http://opendatacommunities.org/
sparql

3URL:http://datiopen.istat.it SPARQL endpoint:http://datiopen.istat.it/sparql
4URL:http://data.cso.ie SPARQL endpoint:http://data.cso.ie/query.html

http://opendatacommunities.org
http://opendatacommunities.org/sparql
http://opendatacommunities.org/sparql
http://datiopen.istat.it
http://datiopen.istat.it/sparql
http://data.cso.ie
http://data.cso.ie/query.html
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The European Commission’s Digital Agenda5 provides its Scoreboard as linked data

cubes. They offer 4 linked data cubes that comprise 7 distinct measures, 16 dimensions

and 128 attributes. The offered cubes contain in average 145155 observations, while the

geography dimension has 61 distinct values and the time dimension 77 distinct values.

The geography and time has values at different granularity e.g. Greece, European Union

28 etc. for the geography and 2002, 2002-Q1, 2002-01 etc for the time dimension. A

peculiarity of the Digital Agenda data cubes is that they use a “super-dimension” to

embrace the values of dimensions other than time and location. This means that many

cubes are conceptually integrated to the 4 offered cubes through the use of the super-

dimension e.g. “Individuals who are born in non-EU country”, “Individuals with high

formal education” or “Unemployed”.

The Flemish Government6 makes their statistical link data cubes available with SKOS

and XKOS hierarchies. The cubes have been produced through the OpenCube project

with the official permission and contribution of the Flemish Government. Specifically,

they offer 11 linked data cubes that comprise 27 distinct measures and 27 dimensions

(they do not use attributes). The offered cubes contain in average 69687 observations,

while the geography dimension has 589 distinct values and the time dimension 25 dis-

tinct values. The geography dimension has values at different granularity e.g. region,

province, district etc.

5URL:http://digital-agenda-data.eu/data SPARQL endpoint:http://digital-agenda-data.
eu/data/sparql

6URL:http://data.opendataforum.info SPARQL endpoint:http://188.166.18.242:8890/sparql

http://digital-agenda-data.eu/data
http://digital-agenda-data.eu/data/sparql
http://digital-agenda-data.eu/data/sparql
http://data.opendataforum.info
http://188.166.18.242:8890/sparql
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Table C.1: OGD portals providing linked data cubes

Scottish DCLG ISTAT Irish CSO Flemish Digital
Agenda

Data Neighbour
hood
Statistics

finance,
well-being
etc.

Italian Cen-
sus 2011

Irish Cen-
sus 2011

Flemish
Gov.
Datasets

Digital
Agenda
Scoreboard

Curator Scottish
Govern-
ment

DCLG ISTAT Irish Cen-
tral Statis-
tics Office

Flemish
Govern-
ment

European
Commis-
sion

Cubes 129 213 8 682 11 4

Measures 17 106 8 19 27 7

Dimensions 86 94 20 50 18 16

Attributes 125 129 0 0 0 128

Observations 84845456 3075142 56482270 3609306 766552 580620

Triples 901538411 126242629 800369986 20202132 7652149 4767031

GeoValues 8475 89869 426725 4806 589 61

TimeValues 139 110 - - 25 77



Appendix D

UK Elections in Social Media

Below is presented a SPARQL query for identifying all the tweets that refer to the

Conservative Party.

PREFIX dbpedia: <http :// dbpedia.org/resource/>

PREFIX sioc: <http :// rdfs.org/sioc/ns#>

PREFIX dbpedia -owl: <http :// dbpedia.org/ontology/>

PREFIX dbpprop: <http :// dbpedia.org/property/>

PREFIX owl: <http ://www.w3.org /2002/07/ owl#>

SELECT count (? tweet)

FROM <http :// UKElections2010 >

WHERE {

?tweet sioc:topic ?entity.

{

?entity owl:sameAs dbpedia:Conservative_Party_(UK).

}

UNION

{

?entity owl:sameAs ?DBentity.

?DBentity (dbpedia -owl:party|dbpprop:party|dbpedia -owl:otherParty)

dbpedia:Conservative_Party_(UK).

}

}
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Table D.1: Hash tags used for classifying tweets about UK elections of 2010

Party Party # Positive # Negative #

Conservatives #cameron #tory #to-
ries #conservatives
#conservative #david-
cameron

#imvotingconservative
#voteforchange #vote-
tory #torywin #imvot-
ingtor #voteconserva-
tive #change

#imnotvotingconservative
#toryfail #sameold-
tories #keeptoriesout
#anyonebutcameron
#dontvotetory

Labours #labour #gordonbrown
#brown

#imvotinglabour
#votelabour #labour-
win #thankyoulabour

#labourdoorstep
#labourfail #labourout
#labourlost #labouris-
dead #imnotvot-
inglabour

Liberal
Democrats

#libdems #libdem
#clegg #nickclegg
#nick clegg

#imvotinglibdem #ia-
greewithnick #libdem-
majority #votelibdem
#imvotinglibdems
#votelibdems #gonick

#nickcleggsfault #lib-
demfail

British Na-
tional Party

#bnp #bnpwatch
#stopthebnp

UK Indepen-
dence Party

#ukip

Scottish Na-
tional Party

#snp #votesnp

Pirate Party #votepirate

Green #green #greenparty #votegreen #imnotvotinggreen



Appendix E

RDF Linked Statistical Models

(limo) Vocabulary

In this Appendix we present the RDF Linked Statistical Models (limo) vocabulary that

allows for the description of statistical and data mining models in the RDF model and

thus enables the incorporation of these models on the Linked Data Web and linking to

others resources such as datasets, organisations, people and articles. Although this is

only a preliminary work that is considered as future work for this thesis, it indicates the

importance of incorporating statistical models into the Linked Data Web.

In general, predictive analytics comprise predictive models designed for predicting new

(or future) observations or scenarios as well as methods for evaluating the predictive

power of a model Shmueli (2010). The outcome value for a new set of observation could

be continuous (or quantitative) or categorical (or qualitative). In the former case the

problem is ofter referred to as a regression problem while in the latter a classification

problem. Predictive power refers to an empirical model’s ability to predict new obser-

vations accurately. In contrast, explanatory power refers to the strength of association

indicated by a statistical model.The predictive power of a model should be tasted based

on out-of-sample data (e.g. cross-validation or a holdout sample) and with adequate

predictive measures (e.g. RMSE, MAPE, PRESS etc.). A popular method to obtain

out-of-sample data is to initially partition the data randomly, using one part (the train-

ing set) to fit the empirical model, and the other (the holdout set) to assess the model’s

predictive accuracy.
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The vocabulary’s main classes are depicted in Fig. E.1. Classes and properties from

existing widely used vocabularies were reused whenever possible.

∙ limo:Model is the actual predictive model that is described by the vocabulary.

The model has the following attributes:

dct:title which is a name given to describe the model.

dct:description for a descriptive comment about the model and its goals.

dct:issued which defines the actual data that the model has been created.

limo:modelType which describe the main categories of models that can be

developed, namely classification, regression, clustering and dimensionReduction.

limo:spatial is an attribute that describe the spatial dimension of the model.

The spatial dimension of the model is derived from the actual data that have been

employed. For example, a model could have limo:spatial U.S. in the case the

data used for the development of the model comes from the U.S.

limo:temporal is an attribute that describe the time period that the model

covers. The time period of the model reflects the period that is described in the

actual data that have been used for the development of the model.

limo:Model is connected through limo:data property to a multi-dimensional data

set i.e. a qb:DataSet. This dataset contains the actual data that have been used

for the development of the model. As a result, the temporal and spatial dimension

of the model could be also extracted from this dataset. In predictive analytics we

have three different types of data, namely evaluation, validation and training data.

So, limo includes three different sub-properties of the limo:data property, one for

each of these three types of data.

limo:Model is also connected through limo:rawData property to a dctype: Dataset.

This dataset includes the raw data that have been used in the process of build-

ing the model. For example, this dataset could be a dump of raw tweets or a

dcat:Dataset which thereafter was analysed in order to produce the actual data

employed be the model.

Moreover, the limo:Model can be connected to a different limo:Model through

the limo:baseline property which explicitly denotes that the predictive power of

a model has been evaluated against the power of another model.
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The limo:Model can be also published in a scientific article or report. Hence we

have included the limo:publishedIn property to express this relationship.

Finally, limo:Model is connected to a foaf:Agent through the dct:creator prop-

erty. This property denotes the person or organisation that actually builds the

model.

∙ limo:Variable represents the variables that are included in the predictive model.

The Variable class includes the following attributes

The dct:title denotes the actual name of the variable.

The dct:description enables the inclusion of a small text in order to describe

what the variable is about.

The limo:variableType attributes denotes whether the variable is continuous,

categorial or ordinal.

The limo:usageType denotes whether the variable is the response of the model

or one of the predictors.

In addition, limo:Variable is categorised using the limo:theme property which

connects the Variable to a skos:Concept

∙ limo:Method describes the statistical or data mining method used for creating the

model. We assume that this class uses a set of predefined concepts such as linear

regression, logistic regression, Markov models, support vector machine, random

forests, neural networks etc. As a result, we assume that limo:Method is subclass

of skos:Concept.

∙ limo:Power describes the predictive power of the model. The predictive power

has the following attributes:

limo:evaluationMethod is used to infer the predictive power of a model. The

evaluation methods include out-of-sample evaluation with statistics such as Pre-

dicted Residual Sums of Squares, Root Mean Square Error or cross-validation

techniques.

limo:outcome is the actual value that the evaluation method produces.

∙ limo:File describes a file that can be imported in a particular platform such as

R or SAS and execute the model. This could also be a PMML-XML file.
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dct:title

dct:description

dct:issued

limo:modelType

limo:spatial

limo:temporal

limo:Model

foaf:Agent

limo:Method

limo:accessURL

limo:File

limo:file

dct:title
dct:description
imo:variableType
limo:usageType

limo:Variable

skos:Concept

limo:theme

limo:variable

dctype:Dataset

dct:creator

limo:data

qb:DataSet

skos:Concept

limo:method

limo:evaluationMethod

limo:outcome

limo:PredictivePower

limo:power

limo:rawData

limo:evaluationData
limo:validationData
limo:trainingData

limo:baseline

dct:BibliographicResource

limo:publishedIn

Figure E.1: The Linked Statistical Models vocabulary (Kalampokis et al., 2013a)

We should note that in this preliminary version of the vocabulary the execution of the

model is possible through a PMML XML file. In the next version we aim at providing

a more detailed description of the model in order to enable the execution of a model

through its limo description. Full documentation of the limo vocabulary is available

online1.

In this section we present how limo vocabulary can be used in order (a) to describe a

predictive model and (b) to enable the discovery of predictive models that address some

requirements.

1http://purl.org/limo-ontology/limo
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Below we present the limo description of the predictive model developed by Ginsberg

et al. and presented in Ginsberg et al. (2009). This model aims at predicting influenza-

like illness (ILI) physician visits from ILI-related queries. The models employs a linear

regression method as well as data from Google and the US Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention. The data is about nine regions of the United States between 2003

and 2008. The model was assessed using cross validation against out-of-sample data

partitions and they obtained a mean correlation of 0.97.

Description of the predictive model presented in Ginsberg et al. (2009) with limo

eg:DDCILImodel a limo:Model;

dct:title "CDC-ILI model"@en;

limo:spatial [rdf:type dbpedia:United_States];

limo:temporal

[a dc:terms PeriodOfTime;

limo:startDate "2003-09-28"^^xsd:date;

limo:endDate "2008-05-11"^^xsd:date;];

limo:modelType eg:regression;

limo:variable eg:resp;

limo:variable eg:pred;

limo:method eg:linearregression;

limo:power eg:CDCILIpower;

limo:file eg:CDCILIfile;

limo:rawData eg:CDCILIdataset;

limo:evaluationData eg:CDCILIevaluationdata;

limo:validationData eg:CDCILIvalidationdata;

limo:trainingData eg:CDCILItrainingdata;

dct:creator eg:ginsberg, eg:mohebbi, eg:patel, eg:brammer,

eg:smolinski, eg:brilliant;

eg:resp a limo:Variable;

limo:variableType eg:continuous;

dct:description "Percentage of physician visits in which a

patient presents with influenza-like symptoms in a region"@en;

limo:usageType eg:response;
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limo:theme eg:ILIphysvisits.

eg:pred a limo:Variable;

limo:variableType eg:continuous;

dct:description "Probability that a random search query

submitted from a region is ILI-related"@en;

limo:usageType eg:predictor;

limo:theme eg:ILIrandquery.

eg:CDCILIpower a limo:Power;

limo:evaluationMethod eg:crossvalidation;

limo:outcome 0.97.

eg:CDCILIdataset a dctype:DataSet;

dct:resource <http://www.cdc.gov/flu/weekly>.

In addition, limo will enable the performance of queries across distributed description of

predictive models. For example below we present a query answering the question “How

many models exist that show relationship between the percentage of influenza-related

physician visits and the probability that a random search query submitted from a region

is influenza-related?”.

A query for identifying models that predict influenza-like illnesses from search query data

SELECT (count( ?model ) as ?nmodels)

WHERE {

{

?model limo:variable ?variable1;

limo:variable ?variable2.

?variable1 limo:usageType eg:response;

limo:theme eg:ILIphysvisits;

?variable2 limo:usageType eg:predictor;

limo:theme eg:ILIrandquery;

} UNION

{

?model limo:variable ?variable1;

limo:variable ?variable2.
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?variable1 limo:usageType eg:predictor;

limo:theme eg: LIphysvisits.

?variable2 limo:usageType eg:response;

limo:theme eg: ILIrandquery.

}

}

Moreover, a query based on limo could unveil the variables that are predictors of

influenza-related physician visits through empirical model(s) constructed by data regard-

ing the U.S. The identification of these variables could enhance the process of building

predictive model for influenza illnesses.

A query for identifying predictors of inluenza-like illnesses

SELECT ?variable

WHERE {

?model limo:variable ?variable1.

limo:variable ?variable2.

limo:spatial ?sp1.

?variable1 limo:usageType eg:predictor.

?variable2 limo:usageType eg:response;

limo:theme eg:ILIphysvisits.

?sp1 rdf:type dbpedia:United_States.

}

We believe that the adoption of the vocabulary could create new potentials beyond cross-

platforms reuse of models. In particular, the vocabulary will enable (a) easy discovery

and reuse of appropriate models at a Web Scale and (b) creation of more accurate models

exploiting connections of models to other models, datasets and other resources on the

Web.





Appendix F

Evaluation of NER tools in

Twitter

In this Appendix we present the results of the evaluation of 8 Named Entity Recognition

(NER) tools in Twitter data. To this end we again employ the UK election of 2010 use

case and we collect data from Twitter that refer to this event. In order to collect the

data we used #ge2010, #ukelection, #election2010 and #ge10 hashtags and we finally

gathered 60.000 unique tweets from April 29, 2010 to May 6, 2010. For forming the gold

standard 2000 tweets were randomly sampled from this collection and were manually

annotated with 3 different Named Entity Types: Person, Organisation and Location.

2450 total entities were detected of which 950 were person entities, 1163 organisation

entities and 337 were location entities.

NER methods can be classified into 2 main categories: Rule Based Methods and Machine

Learning Methods. The former includes a set of rules that implements a specific grammar

to identify and classify named entities while the latter is divided into 3 categories i.e.

Supervised Learning (SL), Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) and Unsupervised Learning

(UL). In SL the classifier for NER is trained using a training data set that is annotated

with named entities while in UL there is no annotated data. Existing NER tools can be

divided into 2 further different categories i.e. a category comprising tools that can be

implemented through Java libraries and a second one that consists of tools that provide

APIs on the Web as web services.
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Java based NER tools. Four tools are the most popular in this category: Apache

OpenNLP’s Name Finder1, Lingpipe’s NER tool 2 , Stanford NER3 and GATE’s AN-

NIE4 . The first three are based on machine-learning methods. In particular Stan-ford

NER implements linear chain Conditional Random Field (CRF) sequence models while

Lingpipe’s NER tool implements a first-order chain CRF. On the other hand, Apache

OpenNLP’s Name Finder uses a Maximum Entropy (ME) Model. They all provide pre-

trained models that are trained on data sets from different domains like English News,

Biomedical data, etc. They also provide the functionality to train the models on any

other data set of one’s choice. GATE’s ANNIE is an Information Extraction system,

which consists of various components for common NLP tasks. These components in-

clude tokeniser, sentence splitter, POS tagger, gazetteer, semantic tagger, orthomatcher

and co-reference resolver. The semantic tagger does most of the work in NER and it is

implemented as a set of rules written using Java Annotations Pattern Engine. These

rules specify the patterns to be matched and annotations to be created as a result.

Web Services based NER tools. In this category 4 tools can be considered as the most

important: AlchemyAPI5 , DBpedia Spotlight6 , Open Calais7 and Zemanta8. Each

service has different number of Named Entity Types (NET) it uses for classify-ing the

entities detected in the text. For example, AlchemyAPI has around 100 differ-ent kinds

of NET while Open Calais has 39. DBpedia Spotlight on the other hand uses DBpedia’s

class schema to generate the NET and Zemanta does not directly give the NET. Apart

from doing NER like the tools in the first category these web services also provide URIs

for the named entities detected in the text. These URIs are web resources from different

sources, which also include data sets from the Linked Open Data Cloud. There are

many other services that these tools offer such as suggesting tags, related articles and

images, sentiment analysis, language detection, document categorisation, etc. but these

services are not important for our work. Except DBPedia Spotlight all other 3 tools in

this category have rate limits. For the free versions, AlchemyAPI has a limit of 30,000

1http://incubator.apache.org/opennlp/documentation/manual/opennlp.html#tools.namefind
2http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/demos/tutorial/ne/read-me.html
3http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
4http://gate.ac.uk/sale/tao/splitch6.html#chap:annie
5http://www.alchemyapi.com/
6https://dbpedia-spotlight.github.io/demo/
7http://opencalais.com
8http://www.zemanta.com
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calls per day, for Open Calais this limit is 50,000 calls per day, with a maximum of 4

calls per second, while for Zemanta the rate limit is 10,000 calls per day.

The first evaluation part includes the use of the 8 existing NER tools using their default

settings in order to analyse 1000 tweets from the gold standard to identify and label the

named entities that are present in the collected tweets. In order to further elaborate

on the tools we perform a second round of evaluation by using in-domain training data.

In this second round we use only Stanford NER and Apache OpenNLP as these two

performed the best among the only 3 tools (the third one being Lingpipe) that enable

modification of training data sets. These 2 tools were initially trained on 1000 manually

annotated tweets (training data set) from the gold standard and then tested on the

remaining 1000 tweets (test data set).

The entities that were identified within the boundary and labeled as the correct entity

type were considered to be the correct entities (CE). The partially correct entities were

the ones which were identified with boundary error (BE) but labeled correctly, the

entities which were identified correctly within the boundaries but with a Labelling Error

(LE) and those entities that had both BE and LE. Table F.1 gives an example of what

exactly a CE, BE and LE are. For every tool we calculated the Recall (i.e. the ratio

of the total number of CE identified to the total number of entities), the Precision (i.e.

the ratio of the total number of CE identified to the total number of entities identified)

and the F1 score (harmonic mean of Recall and Precision).

Although all these tools are capable of doing NER, they differ in many aspects. Due

to this reason we establish common criteria on which all these tools can be com-pared.

Below is a list of criteria, which we follow for our testing purpose:

∙ For any entity detected in the text, most of the times Zemanta gives more than

one link to web resources to identify this entity. Hence, we can’t be sure about

which NET to take into account. In addition DBpedia suggest more than one

Named Entity Type (NET) for any entity detected and secondly, many times this

service does not suggest any Named Entity Type. So, in Zemanta and DBpedia

Spotlight the detected entities will not be labeled with NET and thus there cannot

be Labelling Errors taken into consideration. Therefore, to maintain consistent

testing criteria between different tools we have considered partially correct entities
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Table F.1: Correct Entities, Partially Correct Entities and Incorrect Entities

Tweet: I am donating my tweet to Sarah Carr and the Liberal Democrats to help
them Get The Vote! #GE2010

Correct Result: I am donating my tweet to <PERSON>Sarah Carr</PERSON>
and the <ORGANIZATION> Liberal Democrats </ORGANIZATION> to help
them Get The Vote! #GE2010

Wrong Result: I am donating my tweet to <PERSON>Sarah</PERSON>
Carr and the <ORGANIZATION>Liberal Democrats</ORGANIZATION> to
help <PERSON>them</PERSON> Get The Vote! #GE2010 Correct Entities:
Liberal Democrats Partially Correct Entities (Boundary Error): Sarah Incorrect
Entities: them

Wrong Result: I am donating my tweet to <LOCATION>Sarah Carr
</LOCATION> and the <LOCATION>Liberal</LOCATION> Democrats to
help them Get The Vote! #GE2010 Partially Correct Entities (Labelling Error):
Sarah Carr Partially Correct Entities (Boundary Error + Labelling Error): Liberal

as correct entities while calculating the F1 score. Nevertheless for the other 6 tools

we have calculated the Boundary Error and Labelling Error.

∙ Different tool use different names for the NET. For example, AlchemyAPI uses

City, Country, Continent, etc. whereas Stanford NER combines all these Named

Entity Types into Location. Moreover the number of entity types detected is

also different. For example, Open Calais detects 39 NET while for AlchemyAPI

it is around 100. To even out such discrepancies 3 main categories of NET are

considered, namely Person, Organisation and Location. So all other NET were

considered as a sub category to these 3 main categories. For example, the NETs

of AlchemyAPI City, Country, Continent, Geographic Feature, Region or County

were all grouped together as Location. So any entity labeled with any of the NETs

in subcategory will be an entity of the main category. Moreover those NETs that

could not be classified into any of these 3 categories were ignored. For example,

Open Calais has URL also as a NET, which was ignored for our testing.

Table F.2 depicts the overall results for all the 3 NETs while Tables F.3, F.4 and F.5

show the results for person, organisation and location NET respectively. All these tables

indicate that Stanford NER present the best results. The in-domain trained Stanford

NER showed significant improvement with the F1 score being increased by 16%.
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Table F.2: Overall results

Tools Recall Precision F1
score

TE CE BE LE BE+LE

Apache Open NLP 0.3479 0.7233 0.4698 571 334 33 38 8

GATE’s ANNIE 0.3260 0.7979 0.4629 485 330 33 17 7

Lingpipe 0.5956 0.2583 0.3603 2737 419 135 97 56

Stanford NER 0.5805 0.8677 0.6956 794 595 29 45 20

Alchemy API 0.4575 0.8960 0.6058 606 501 33 6 8

DBpedia Spotlight 0.0446 0.4818 0.0816 112 52

Open Calais 0.2384 0.9071 0.3776 312 232 20 27 4

Zemanta 0.5872 0.7012 0.6392 994 683

Stanford NER (in-
domain training)

0.7715 0.9686 0.8589 1018 936 30 14 6

Apache Open NLP
(in-domain train.)

0.5282 0.7459 0.6185 905 607 34 31 3

Table F.3: Result for Named Entity Type Person

Tools Recall Precision F1
score

TE CE BE LE BE+LE

Apache Open NLP 0.5495 0.8106 0.6550 301 206 23 14 1

GATE’s ANNIE 0.4910 0.7814 0.6031 279 180 27 9 2

Lingpipe 0.5923 0.2447 0.3463 1075 173 58 15 17

Stanford NER 0.7838 0.9534 0.8603 365 320 15 13

Alchemy API 0.7387 0.9162 0.8179 358 294 27 6 1

Open Calais 0.3288 0.9605 0.4899 152 122 12 10 2

Stanford NER (in-
domain training)

0.7833 0.9724 0.8677 435 396 16 9 2

Apache Open NLP
(in-domain train.)

0.3611 0.5891 0.4478 331 172 17 6
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Table F.4: Result for Named Entity Type Organization

Tools Recall Precision F1
score

TE CE BE LE BE+LE

Apache Open NLP 0.1721 0.5650 0.2638 177 72 8 14 6

GATE’s ANNIE 0.1583 0.7666 0.2624 120 75 4 8 5

Lingpipe 0.5250 0.2529 0.3496 1206 152 71 52 30

Stanford NER 0.3821 0.6033 0.4679 298 166 10 29 17

Alchemy API 0.2100 0.8652 0.3380 141 115 4 1 2

Open Calais 0.1394 0.7941 0.2372 102 61 6 12 2

Stanford NER (in-
domain training)

0.7979 0.9763 0.8781 465 441 10 3

Apache Open NLP
(in-domain train.)

0.7153 0.8462 0.7753 481 381 7 17 2

Table F.5: Result for Named Entity Type Location

Tools Recall Precision F1
score

TE CE BE LE BE+LE

Apache Open NLP 0.4259 0.7419 0.5411 93 56 2 10 1

GATE’s ANNIE 0.4753 0.8953 0.6209 86 75 2

Lingpipe 0.8580 0.3048 0.4498 456 94 6 30 9

Stanford NER 0.7284 0.9008 0.8055 131 109 4 2 3

Alchemy API 0.5802 0.8785 0.6988 107 92 2

Open Calais 0.3333 0.9310 0.4909 58 49 2 3

Stanford NER (in-
domain training)

0.6450 0.9237 0.7596 118 99 4 5 1

Apache Open NLP
(in-domain train.)

0.4320 0.7850 0.5574 93 54 10 8 1
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